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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation reports the results of a field experiment comparing personnel 

assignments across measures of audit structure in high and low complexity environments. 

Objectives of the research included I) testing relevant hypotheses derived from the auditing 

literature, 2) establishing the continuing existence of "structure" differences across large auditing 

firms, 3) describing how large auditing firms might allocate their human resources to audit a 

typical, medium-sized manufacturing client, and 4) providing partial evidence on the relative 

human resource input "efficiency" of structured audit approaches. 

Two versions of an audit case, representing high and low-complexity environments. were 

distributed to audit managers from four large public accounting tirms. The primary experimental 

task sol icited managers' judgments of experience levels required for the performance. and for the 

initial supervision/review, of a list of 19 judgment-oriented audit tasks. A secondary task 

solicited budgeted personnel assignments for staffing the hypothetical audit by audit area. 

Additionally, two raters analyzed the audit guidance materials of each participating tirm to 

provide task-level structure ratings. 

Consistent with a "knowledge-sharing" role of structured approaches, managers from 

tirms employing relatively more structured approaches for performing judgment-oriented audit 

tasks assigned less experienced auditors both to perform and to supervise/review those tasks than 

dicl managers from tirms employing less structured approaches. Additionally. firms employing 

relatively structured approaches budgeted fewer hours for supervision/review, but not for 

performance, of audit procedures. 

Somewhat consistent with the notion that complex auditing issues require more seasoned 

professional judgment for their resolution, the high-complexity audit environment motivated the 
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allocation of slightly more experienced personnel to perform procedures, but not necessarily to 

supervise/review them. However, managers budgeted significantly more audit hours both to 

performance and to supervision/review in the relatively complex environment. 

Finally, contrary to expectations related to a diminished structure/environment "tit" in 

the high-complexity case, the difference in experience levels budgeted between the two cases was 

generally greater within unstructured firms than within structured firms, indicating that 

unstructured firm managers generally responded to greater environmental complexity with a 

greater increase in required minimum experience levels than did structured firm managers. 
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A COMPARISON OF HUMAN RESOURCE ALLOCATION ACROSS AUDITING FIRMS: 
THE EFFECTS OF STRUCTURED AUDIT TECHNOLOGY 

AND ENVIRONMENT 

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

Auditing is a costly activity, with traditional approaches requiring a heavy commitment 

of valuable human rcsources--the time and professional judgment of experienced auditors. 

However, despite the central importance of human resources as the primary input in auditing, 

little if any research describing or exploring human resource utilization by auditing tirms has 

been reported in the literature. The primary purpose of this dissertation is to test hypotheses 

inherited from the accounting and decision sciences literatures by comparing human resource 

aJlocation across firms whi .. :. Jar,,;r in terms of the "structuredness" of their audit approaches, 

and across environments of differing complexity. Secondary objectives of the research include 

I) establishing the continuing existence of "structure" differences across the largest auditing 

firms, thereby confirming that "structure" remains a viable reseaI~h construct, 2) describing how 

four of the largest auditing firms might allocate their human resources (in terms of both time and 

experience) to audit a fairly typical, medium-sized manufacturing client, and 3) providing partial 

evidenceJI1 the relative human resource input "efticiency" of structured audit approaches as 

detined in the "audit report lag" literature. 

Considerable research effort has been directed at examining the eftects of structured 

decision aids on the quality and/or consistency of judgments under different environmental 

conditions in the accounting and auditing literatures (e.g. Butler (1985], Ashton (1990), McDaniel 

(19901, Waller & Jiambalvo (1984!, Libby & Libby (19891, Lewis, Shields. & Young (19831), 

as weJl as in other literatures, principaJly decision sciences (e.g. Sharda, Barr, & McDonneJl 

[1988), Mackay, Barr, & Kletke [1992), Aldag & Power (1986)). A closely related line of 
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research in the auditing literature has investigated th-= effects of relatively "structured" audit 

approaches employed by certain of the largest auditing firms on the judgments of these firms' 

auditors in different environments (e.g. Bamber & Snowball (1988), Morris & Nichols [1988), 

Kinney [1986), Dirsmith & Haskins (1991). To this point, however, no research reported in the 

accounting literature, nor, to the best of my knowledge, in other literatures, has examined how 

the use of structured decision approaches affects the use of human resources in organizations 

using such technologi-=s. 

While no empirical evidence has been available regarding differences in the allocation 

of human resources across auditing approaches varying in terms of "structure," both the 

professional and academic accounting literatures commonly cite "knowledge sharing" and the 

consequent ability to use auditors of lesser experience as advantages of structured approaches 

(e.g. Ashton & Willingham (1988), Bamber. Bamber & Schoderbek [19931. Elliott & Kielich 

[1985), Mullarkey (1984». However, other authors have suggested that the applicability of 

structured approaches is contingent on a "fit" with the environment, and that as the environment 

becomes more complex, the "tit" between structure and environment decreases [e.g. Bamber & 

Bylinski (1982), Bamber & Snowball (19881). Thus, wllile it is expected that structured 

approaches can facilitate the use of relatively inexperienced auditors to perform judgment-oriented 

audit tasks. it is also anticipated that this advantage will be mitigated in more complex 

environments. These expectations form the basis for the primary hypotheses tested in this 

research. 

Large auditing firms offer a nearly ideal field setting for examining the effects of the use 

of structured decision approaches on human resource allocation. Due to the existence of 

relatively detailed professional standards which establish a common conceptual approach. on a 
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general level all four tirms studied here have conceptually compatible approaches to the conduct 

of a GAAS audit. Auditors across all four firms are required to perform similar tasks, and to 

make conceptually similar judgments for a g~ven client (e.g. materiality assessment, sample-size 

judgments, etc.), but the nature of the decision guidance provided to the auditors varies 

consider;\bly across the firms. Accordingly, this study employs a field experiment to compare 

measures relating to human resource allocation across measures of tirm-Ievel as well as task-

level audit structure, in environments of differing complexity. 

To gather data, an audit case was developed along with a corresponding questionnaire 

(see appendix A) soliciting audit managers' judgments for two human resource allocation tasks. 

After pre-testing, two versions of the case, representing high and low-complexity audit 

environments, were randomly distributed to managers within severa! oftices of four of the t'Iig-6 

public accounting tirms with the help of a contact partner from each participating oftice. Two 

firms were selected from each extreme of the "structure" continuum, as detined by previous 

studies.· The primary experimental task solicited managers' judgments as to minimum experience 

levels required for the performance, and for the initial supervision/review, of a list of 19 

judgment-oriented audit tilSks. A secondary experimental task solicited budgeted personnel 

assignments (by number of hours and by experience level) for stafting the hypothetical audit by 

audit area, a task commonly performed by managers in the audit planning process. Responding 

managers also completed an exit survey, the primary purpose of which was to provide 

manipulation checks on the independent variables-structure and environmental complexity. 

Finally, the in-house national-level audit guidance materials of all tour firms were obtained, and 

IOf 740 experimental instruments distributed, 355 were returned for an overall response rolte of approximately 
48%. Due to agreements made with the participating firms, the firms cannot be specifically identified, and most 
results are presented in aggregate to further protect the participants. 
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were analyzed by two independent raters. These raters, using an algorithm similar to that used 

by Cushing & Loebbecke [19861, provided a "structure" rating for each of the i9 specitic audit 

tasks included in the primary experimental task for each of the four firms. 

The principal results from the study can be summarized in three major categories relating 

to the structure and environment variables. First, managers from firms .:mploying relatively 

more structured approaches for performing the 19 judgment-oriented audit tasks assigned less 

experienced auditors both to perform and to supervise/review those tasks than did managers from 

firms employing less structured approaches. This result is consistent with the frequently posited 

hypothesis in the decision-aid literature that structured, analytical decision approaches (as opposed 

to less structured, "judgmental" approaches) allow high-level knowledge to be shared at lower 

levels in the organization, and thus allow less experienced personnel to perform judgment

oriented audit tasks than would otherwise he necessary. Addition:t1Iv, consistent with the 

conjectures of some previous researchers, firms employing relatively structured approaches 

budgeted fewer hours to supervise/review the audit; however this difference was not observed 

for the performance of audit procedures. 

Second, consistent with the notion that complex auditing issu~s require more seasoned 

professional judgment for their resolution, this study provides weak evidence that a relatively 

complex audit environment motivates the allocation of more experienced staff to perform 

procedures, but not necessarily to supervise/review them. While the evidence that required 

experience levels increase with environmental complexity is weak, the study provides strong 

evidence that the budgeted number of audit hours both to perform and to supervise/review is 

higher in a relativ,-'y complex environment. Thus, it appears that firms may react to complex 

environments by increasing audit hours rather than by increasing required staff experience levels. 
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Finally, with regard to the structure by environment ir;leraction results, it was expectlold 

that increased environmental complexity would make structured approaches less applicable as the 

"goodness-of-fit" between structure and environment decreased. Theory suggesLII that when 

environi".1ental complexity is high and structured approaches are thus less applicable, "structured 

firms" will need to greatly increase their reliance on informed judgment, which is commonly 

presumed to be positivd:. correlated with experience (e.g. Waller & Felix [1984), Bonner 

(1990), Libby & Frederkk [1990), Abdolmohammadi & Wright (1987)). However, contrary to 

expectations, while all firms budgeted higher staff experience levels in the "high-complexity" 

environment, the difference in experience levels employed between the two cases was generally 

not greater within structured firms than within unstructured firms. In fact, the pattern of 

differences indicates that unstructured firm managers generally responded to greater 

environmental complexity with a greater increase in required minimum e',perience levels than that 

indicated by structured firm managers. 

While the above three categories of results comprise the principal focus of the research 

effon, other characteristics of the data were found to be related to the use of structured 

approaches, such as consistency in the use of human resources. 

While any foreseeable approach to these issues will have limitations, this study, by 

manipulating environmental complexity, employing tield-based, task-level measures of structure. 

and focusing on specific measures of human-resource allocation, provides new evidence on the 

effects of the use of structured decision approaches on the allocation of auditing firms t human 

resources. 

Chapter II reviews and defines the concept of structure, reviews the structure

related findings in the auditing literature, and develops testable hypotheses relating to the effect 
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of audit technology on a firm's allocation of human resources. Chapter III describes the 

development of the test instrument, outlines data collection procedures, and overviews the 

statistical approach used to analyze the data. The results of the study are preo;ented and discussed 

in Chapter IV. Finally, Chapter V summarizes and concludes the paper. 
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CHAPTER II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 

A. Defining Audit Structure 

Structured Audit Methodologie.1; 

After their systematic review of the written in-house audit guidance of 12 large auditing 

firms, Cushing & L>ebbecke (C&L) [1986] identified differences in the degree of "structure" 

found in the firms' audit processes, as evidenced by the firms' documentation. C&L's conceptual 

definition of a ·structured audit methodology· follows: 

We define a structured audit methodology as a systematic 
approach to auditing characterized by a prescribed, logical 
sequence of procedures, decisions, and documentation steps, and 
by a comprehensive and integrated s~t of audit policies and tools 
designed to assist the auditor in conducting the audit. A 
structured audit methodology is systematic in the sense that it 
views the auditing process as a logical series of steps, often 
explicitly represented in the form of an audit process flowchart. 
The audit policies and tools used in a structured audit 
methodology are comprehensive in the sense that they cover the 
entire auditing process, from the initial acceptance of the client 
to the ultimate issuance of the audit opinion. The audit tools are 
integrated by means of a top-down approach to the de.l;ign of the 
entire set of audit tools, such that the results from applying one 
audit tool at an earlier stage of the audit may be incorporated 
into other audit tools used in planning later stages of the audit 
(p. 32). 

A relatively unstructured audit methodology by this definition, then, would be characterized by 

the relative absence of systematization, prescription, comprehensiveness, and integration in the 

firm's procedures, decisions, documentation steps, audit policies, and decision lools. Subsequent 

research reported in the accounting literature has substantially relied upon this definition of" audit 

structure" in formulating and testing hypotheses relating to this construct (e.g. Bamber & 

Snowball [l988\). However, the C&L definition is related to similar but distinct constructs in 
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the organization theory and auditing literatures. and is complex enough to require further 

explication. 

For purposes of clarity in terminology, it is worthwhile to note that "structure" in audit 

methodology has been referred to in the accounting literature in different ways. While the 

construct chiefly delineates differences in the structure of audit processes (mediated through the 

use of both organizational control mechanisms and technology as will later be discussed), 

previous research has commonly ref~rred to tirms employing such approaches as "structured 

tirms, " and to those employing relatively less structured approaches as "unstructured firms." The 

use of such terminology conveys the advantage of efticiency, and will thus be employed, at times, 

in this dissertation. However, to avoid misunderstanding, it is important to note that the 

terminology is technically incorrect for at least two reasons. First, all auditing firms employ 

approaches which, to one extent or another, are "structured." At a minimum, professional 

standards (e.g. SASs) impose a degree of structure (and even a common conceptual framework) 

in GAAS audits. Further, all of the tirms involved in this study employ structured audit 

methodologies to varying degrees, as evidenced in their written audit guidance. Thus, the 

distinction is not correctly seen as "structured" versus "unstructured," but rather relates to 

location along a structuredness continuum. Second, the construct of interest does not refer to the 

firm per se, but rather to the firm's audit approach or methodology. The term "structured firm" 

may imply that the construct relates to the firm's org,mizational structure (e.g. span of control, 

etc.), when, in fact, in the context of the relevant auditing literature, it does not. While whether 

the use of "strul.1Ured" audit methodologies has organizational correlates remains a largely 

unanswered question, the two are rooted in distinct constructs in the organization theory literature 

(e.g. Dalton, et al. (1980». Thus, for the purposes of this dissertation, the term "structured 
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firm" ("unstructured firm") is to be understood as a firm employing an audit methodology which 

includes relatively greater (lesser) systematization, prescription, comprehensiveness, and 

integration in procedures, decisions, documentation steps, audit policies, and tools, as evidenced 

by the firm's written audit guidance. 

A review of the organization theory literature reveals that the Cushing & Loebbecke 

"audit structure" construct encompasses elements of two interrelated concepts--"structuring" and 

"technology." The elements of "structuring" which relate most directly to "audit structure" are 

known as "standardization" and "formalization." 

Formalization refers to the extent to which appropriate behavior 
is described in writing. Standardization is closely aligned to 
tormalization. Standardization prescribes or limits behavior and 
procedures of members of the organization. Formalization in 
this sense might be a job description outlining those activities 
expected in a job classification..... Standardization would 
specifically outline those procedures by which the 'testing of 
prospective employees' should (must) be accomplished. 
(Dalton, et aI. (1980), p. 58). 

Using somewhat different terminology, Bamber & Snowball (1988) conclude that: 

The relation between audit structure and traditional 
organizational constructs rests on two propositions. First, audit 
structure concerns the structuring of audit tasks, as distinct from 
the organizational structure within which those tasks are 
performed. Second, auditors' behaviors are prescribed and 
restricted through formalization, defined as (1) the existence of 
rules and procedures, and (2) 'the organization's exercise of 
control to enforce those rules and procedures' [Fry & Slocum, 
1984, p. 226) Together, these propositions lead to a definition 
of audit structure (or more precisely, audit structuring) as the 
extent to which auditors' task-related behaviors are subject to 
formalized prescriptions and restraints (pp. 491-492). 

Technology clearly plays a central role in the above detinitions of organizational 

"struct'Jring." Indeed, standardization can be seen as the formulation and prescription of 
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technology in order to exercise control over how (and what) inputs are combined to produce 

outputs in a production process. According to the organization literature, technology refers to 

... the process whereby raw materials are transformed into the 
desired output. Technology, basically is the technique that 
brings about this transformation. Such transformation techniques 
are unlikely to develop in the absence of a supponing body of 
knowledge. Technology can be found inside one's head, so to 
speak, for example, the expenise that professionals bring to the 
job." (Ulrich and Weiland [1980], p. 87). 

The concept of audit structure encompasses "technology" in its emphasis on the use of 

comprehensive, integrated policies, procedures, and decision tools to facilitate the transformation 

of judgments and evidence into an audit opinion. Thus. one of the crucial differences between 

"structured" and "unstructured" auditing tirms lies in the comprehensiveness, nature, and 

integration of the decision technologies provided to the tirms' auditors to help them transform 

raw materials into the desired output(s). These tools range from written guidance provided in 

audit manuals to formulas for d.;;termining materiality or sample size to pre-printed checklists and 

computer packages designed to assist in sets of judgments such as audit program preparation. 

The role of standardization/formalization in audit structure is also clear in that the 

prescribed use of structured technologies have the effect of restricting selected data inputs, data 

combination approaches, and/or information outputs to specitic subsets of all possible inputs, 

combination approaches, and/or outputs. In sum, a "structured" audit approach can be seen, in 

terms of traditional organizational constructs, as the prescribed implementation of a 

comprehensive. analytical. integrated technology for transforming judgment and evidence into an 

audit opinion. 

C&L's conceptual detinition of audit structure was given above, and was discussed in 

terms of similar constructs in the organization literature. C&L's operational detinition of audit 
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structure, as seen in the algorithm they used in rating different elements of the participating 

firms' audit materials, provides additional insight into what they identified as being different 

across the firms they studied: 

If the element was not dealt with in the firm' s materials, or dealt 
with in only a !lhort ,!las-:age in narrative form, a score of one 
was assigned. If the element was dealt with in a section of 
moderate length in narrative form and with primarily qualitative 
guidance, a soore of two was assigned. If the element was dealt 
with in a section of moderate length which included nonnarrative 
types of material and analytical guidance, or was dealt with in 
a section of extensive length, then a judgment was made 
concerning the degree of sophistication of the guidance as a 
whole relating to that particular element of audit structure. If 
the guidance was judged to be of relatively limited 
sophistication, a score of three was assigned. If the guidance 
was judged to be of relatively high sophistication, then an 
assessment was made of the degree of integration of the 
materials relating to that element with materials relating to other 
elements. If the degree of integration was judged to be low. a 
score of fou:- W3.o; assigned; if high, a score of tive was assigned 
(C&L (1986), pp. 33-34). 

Thus, C&L' s operational definition of structure includes consideration of quantity, nature 

(analytical vs. qualitative), sophistication, and integration of the decision guidance provided in 

the firms' audit guidance materials. An important aspect of this structure rating algorithm is 

tound in the distinction between "qualitative" and "analytical" guidance. "Qualitative" materials 

provide guidance which concentrates primarily on reminding the auditor what types of factors 

should be considered in making a particular judgment, while "analytical" materials provide more 

step-by-step guidance, with "explicit guidelines for reaching specific conclusions based upon the 

nature of the evidence relating to particular factors" (C&L (1986), p. 33). 
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The Role of Structured Decision Aids 

The preceding discussion refers to the extent and natur~ of a firm's audit guidance. What 

role, then, do structured decision aids play ID "audit structure"? A firm's audit manual can be 

seen as a package of decision aids. Rohrmann [1986] defines a decision aid as 

... any explicit procedure for the generation, evaluation and 
selection of alternatlves (courses of action) that is designed for 
practical application and multiple use. In other words: a 
[decision aid] is a technology, not a theory (as quoted in Ashton 
& Willingham [1988], p. 5). 

Ashton & Willingham [1988] note the direct relation between decision aids and audit 

structure by observing that "a major way in which the use of audit decision aids is likely to 

impact audit firms is by increasing the degree of structure of the audit process" (p.ls). These 

authors cite C&L's [1986] definition of audit structure (" ... a systematic approach to auditing 

characterized by a prescribed, logical sequence of procedures, decisions, and documentation 

steps, and by a comprehensive and integrated set of audit policies and tools designed to assist the 

auditor in conducting the audit" (p. 32]), and note its similarity to the Rorhman [1986] definition. 

Other researchers writing about decision aids have similarly noted the direct relevance 

of their work to the concept of audit structure (e.g. Messier [1993], Elliott & Jacobson [1987], 

Abdolmohammadi [1987]). Ashton & Willingham [1988) note that "auditing tirms have always 

used decision aids. Examples are audit programs, internal control questionnaires, and various 

types of checklists" (p. 5). Not surprisingly, these same examples were used by C&L [1986] to 

describe the differences between the relatively struct .. red and unstructured audit approaches they 

identified (pp. 36-40). While not explicitly referring to decision aids in their detinition of audit 

structure, Cushing & Loebbecke do note their important role, and other researchers have argued 

for the explicit inclusion of structured decision aids in defining audit structure (e.g. Holstrum 
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[1984)). The integration of decision aids into a definition of audit structure is straightforward 

if it is recognized that decision aids constitute a central aspect of audit technology, and that, in 

turn, the prescribed use of audit technology is the essence of "audit structure." 

Structure as a Manifestation of Qrganizational Paradigm 

Since at least the 1950's, the organizational theory literature has delineated a continuum 

of organizational management approaches varying from "mechanistic." "formalized," 

"structured." and "routini7.ed," to "tailored," "judgmental," and "organic." Dirsmith & Haskins 

119911 adopt this view and take the position that audit structure is simply one manifestation of 

a larger, more general "world theory" which guides a firm's approach to addressing the problems 

it confronts. According to this view, structured audit methodologies represent the practical 

response of "mechanistically" oriented firms to dealing with complex problems. while relatively 

unstructured audit methodologies similarly represent the response of "organically" oriented tirms. 

Such a view suggests, of course, that the structured ness of a firm's audit methodology is only one 

possible manifestation of the firm's "root metaphor" (Dirsmith & Haskins [19911, pp. 67-68), 

and that evidence of a firm's relative "mechanism" or "organicism" should also be found in other 

aspects of the firm's approach to dealing with its environment. 

According to the organizational theory literature. the management approach of 

"mechanistic," or "formalized," firms is characterized by: 

... (1) strictly and rationally defining both organizational and 
work process goals and activities performed by members to 
achieve these goals; (2) developing highly structured and 
predominantly vertical channels of communication; (3) 
developing highly formalized decision making processes; and (4) 
developing highly formalized authority structures (as summarized 
in Williams & Dirsmith 119881, p. 488). 
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On the other end of the continuum are firms characterized by "loose coupling" (Weick 

(1976», and judgment-oriented solutions. The organizational literature suggests that these 

"organic" firms tend to rely on professional judgment more than on formalized, standardized 

processes. Management a[lproaches of "organic" firms are characterized as follows: 

... 1) situation-specific decisions shaped by context and the 
expertise of the individual rather than by standard operating 
procedures; 2) autonomy of individuals where discretion is 
exercised by those doing the work as opposed to those designing 
the work specifications; 3) omni-directional nows of 
information; 4) an emphaliis on individual responsibility; 5) 
situational as opposed to formal authority structures; 6) 
communications that consist of information and advice rather 
than instructions and decisions; and 7) a reliance on individual 
judgment (as summarized in Williams & Dirsmith (1988), p. 
489). 

The concept of "mechanistic" and "organic" management theories have been discussed 

in the accounting literature (e.g. Dirsmith & McAllister (1982a,b), Williams & Dirsmith (1988), 

Dirsmith & Haskins (1991», and their relevance to the audit stnlcture construct has been li"lw. 

Cushing & Loebbecke (1986), for example, acknowledge that the concept of a structured audit 

methodology bears wme resemblance to the concept of a "mechanistic" audit described by 

Dirsmith & McAllister, but also note that while the two are not mutually exclusive concepts, 

neither are they identical. In panicular, C&L note that mechanism/organicism includes notions 

of organizational structure (e.g. centralization, vertical vs. horizontal authority structures, 

direction of communication channels, etc.) which do not necessarily follow from a st:uctured or 

an unstructured audit methodology. Indeed, considering the materials Cushing and Loebbecke 

were working with and the procedures applied to those materials, it is clear that they could not 

have drawn conclusions with regard to elements of organizational structure. While the Dirsmith 

& Haskins (1991) "world theories" approach suggests that the required use of structured 
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technologies i11i~!1t tend to be accompanied by formal authority structures, vertical lines of 

communication, etc., little empiricai evidence is available to address this qucstion.2 

This study deals principally with the effects of the structured ness of audit methodology, 

as defined by Cushing and Loebbecke, rather than with the "world theory" approach of Dirsmith 

and Haskins. However, the concept of overall world theories which pervasively affect nearly 

every aspect of the approach which a firm takes to an audit, has found some support in the 

literature and provides at least a tentative basis for exploring various differences which might be 

expected to arise between tirms which differ in terms of world theoiies. 

B. Review of Relevant Literature 

Structure in Auditing Contexis--Noncmpirical Literature 

The first treatment of audit structure in the academic accounting literature appeared in 

the early 1980's. Relying on the organizational theory research (discussed briefly above), 

Dirsmith & McAllister [I982a). [1982b) noted competitive and legal pressures in the auditing 

environment which they believed were cr;!3ting heavier reliance on routinized task performance. 

formalizeJ and analytical decision making. and stmdardized procedures to increase both 

efficiency and consistency. Thest: authors relied on the organizational theory concepts of 

"mechanistic" and "organic" world theories to explain an apparent philosophical shift in the 

auditing profession toward increasing structure in tirms' audit approaches. They sounded a nute 

of alarm with respect to the profession's apparent increasing abandonment of the "organic" audit. 

and enumerated pressures which they contended were driving the trend toward increasingly 

~See Bamber. Snowball. & Tubbs [1989] for some indirect evidence relating to audi~or perceptions in this 
regard. 
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"mechanistic" audits, including competitive pressures, mandatory peer review, and personnel 

considerations. 

Subsequent to the Dirsmith & McAllister essays, Cushing & Loebbecke (1986) conducted 

an extensive review of the in-house audit guidance of 12 of the largest public accounting firms, 

including all of the then big-8 firms. C&L evaluated the firms' documentation for each of 18 

different "elements" of audit structure in terms of: (1) the extent of the material; (2) the types 

of material (e.g. narratives, checklists, preprinted forms, questionnaires, etc.); (3) whether the 

material was "qualitative" or "analytical" in nature; and (4) the degree of the material's 

integration. An algorithm (described above) was developed and 3!'lPlied to provirle "structure 

ratings" for each of the 18 elements for each firm. The ratings were then averaged on an 

unwelghted basis across all 18 pre-defined elements for each firm. The overall ratings for the 

twelve firms clustered into four distinct categories, which the researchers labeled "highly 

structured" (two firms), "semi-structured" (four firms), "partially structured" (four tirms), and 

"unstructured" (two firms).) 

The 18 elements were then grouped into six categories: (1) overall audit process; (2) 

initial audit planning; (3) audit program design; (4) control review and evaluation; (5) use of 

audit tools; and (6) documentation and review. Average structure ratings for each of the six 

categories were unfailingly consistent with the overall structure ratings of the tirms, indicating 

that the degree of structured ness was highly consistent across all six categories of audit elements. 

JC&L report that the ratings were extrellll:ly consistent across all 18 audit "elements." In this regard, the 
authors report a Cronbach's alpha coefficient of .908, indicating that the degree of audit structure was remarkably 
consistent across all 18 elements. Importantly, the "highly structured" firms received dramatically different average 
structure ratings than even the "semi-structured" firms-the next category. 
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The pervasive nature of the differences in structure in all aspects of the audit provides some 

support for the notion of differences in the overall "world theories" of the rated firms. 

Overall, the two "highly structured" firms were characterized as providing detailed 

guidance on steps to be performed in understanding the client's business, identifying key audit 

areas, and planning the engagement. Both provided explicit gllidelines for staffing requirements, 

and both specified explicit criteria for developing materiality and risk ruisessments. They used 

an extensive package of preprinted audit program materials, and provided explicit guidance on 

internal control evaluation, including checklists and diagnostic questionnaires. Finally, the 

"highly stru~lured" firms were characterized as more likely to use specialized audit tools, and as 

providing detailed guidance with respect to documentation and review. Less structured firms 

were characterized by a strong emphasis on audit planning, but, in contrast, the guidance in this 

and in other aspects of the audit tended to be less extensive, less detailed, less integrated, and 

more qualitative in nature. Specitic, analytically-oriented guidance relating to audit stafting, 

materiality and risk assessments, control evaluation, and review requirements were generally not 

present in these tirms' materials, nor were their approaches characterized by the heavy use of 

preprinted audit programs, checklists, etc. (see C&L [1986), pp.36-40). 

Concluding their study, Cushing and Loebbecke listed trends in the auditing environment 

which they believed responsible for the increasing use of structured audit approaches, and 

enumerated the advantages that structure might provide in light of these environmental pressures. 

Among the advantages listed were possible gains in efficiency and consistency in I ight of growing 

competitive and legal pressures. Additionally, C&L were the first authors to m·mtion the 

possibility of structure affecting human resource allocations, and speculate that since a structured 

audit methodology" ... is based on a logical sequence of steps, it may be easier for trainees to 
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grasp" (p. 42). Finally, C&L called for further research 011 the effect:: )f structure in a number 

of areas, including human resource allocation and the distribution of time among audit areas. 

Prominent auditing practitioners also began publicly noting the trend toward increasing 

audit structure in the early 1980's. For example, Kenneth Stringer (formerly Director of 

Accounting and Auditing at Deloitte, Haskins, & Sells) wrote in 1981: 

... there is a slow but steady progress towards (I) more 
structured approaches in the development and application of 
audit programs, questionnaires, flowcharts, and other means for 
conveying audit instructions and documenting and evaluating 
information obtained, and (2) the use of quantitative ,nethous for 
performing and evaluating the results of substantive audit teste;. 
In this respect, future research could be directed to the existence 
or desirability of this perceived trend (Stringer, K.W. (1981), p. 
4). 

Subsequently, other representatives of the big-8 CPA firms began to publish their views 

on audit structure in the academic literature. F(')r example, Robert Elliott authored a 1983 article 

addressing the use of "unique" audit approaches by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. He offers 

the following explanation for the use of structured approaches: 

CPA firms adopt (structured\ ... audit technologies in order to (I) 
deliver audits in conformity with generally accepted auditing 
standards, (2) maximize efficiency, and (3) satisfy clients' 
demands for service (Elliott (1983), p. I). 

In 1984, Mullarkey and Sullivan, partners of two big-8 CPA firms from opposite ends 

of the structured ness continuum (Touche Ross & Co. and Coopers & Lybrand), publicly 

presented their views of the relative merits of structured versus unstructured audit approaches. 

As might be expected, Sullivan emphasized the role of professional judgment and flexibility in 

audit planning and performance, while Mullarkey emphasized the potential for structured 

technologies to limit variation across auditor judgments in similar settings, and to enhance 
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efficiency. Mullarkey argued that unstructured approaches can result in inefficient use of human 

resources, particularly in audit planning: 

[The unstructured] ... approach places a particular burden on the 
planner of the audit to use the full measure of audit knowledge 
and experience in each engagement. It requires the audit planner 
to be a seasoned and knowledgeable audit professional with a 
particularly good grasp of audit techniques and 
interrelationships. More than likely, it requires a management 
group professional ... as the ~Ia:mer. . .. this stipulation seems 
excessive and inefficient (Mullarkey [1984], p. 74, 81). 

A 1985 Journal of Accountancy article by two PMM partners notes the increasing use 

of integrated tools which" ... represent thl: accumulated wisdom of generations of accountants who 

have coped with real-world prohlems." The authors cite "knowledge-sharing" and "reduced 

decision-time" as chief among the benefits of structured approaches (Elliott & Kielkh (1985), pp. 

130-131). A subsequent Journal of Accountancy article by two PMM partners traces the 

historical development of audit technology, and argues that use of structured approaches 

improves judgment consistency as well as human-resource efficiency: 

Additions to the structure of the audit process are significant in 
the development of audit technology because they help reduce 
the variability of audits. They add consistency to the meaning 
of unqualified opinions on financial statements and thus provide 
users with a more uniform product... Inexperienced auditors' 
decisions will be less variable if they benefit from properly 
designed, structured audit tools, clnd the reduction in variability 
will mean there are fewer poor decisions (Elliott & Jacobsen 
[1987], p. 204, 215). 

Structure in Auditing Contexts--Emoirical Literature 

Extant empirical studies relating to the effet.-ts of audit structure can be grouped into three 

categories: 1) studies which examine the effect of audit structure on various characteristics of 

auditor judgments, ranging from preference for auditing standards to variance in materiality and 
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sample size estimates; 2) studies concerned with the effects of individual structured decision aids 

on the characteristics (usually variability) of various auditor judgments; and 3) studies which 

examine the effect of audit structure on audit report lag. The first and third groups of studies 

utilize firm-level, field-based measures of structure (usually derived from Kinney (1986) or 

Morris & Nichols [1988]), while studies in the second group typically compare the judgments of 

auditors with and without specific structured decision aids which have been constructed by the 

researcher (e.g. McDaniel (1990)) or derived from the professional or academic literatures (e.g. 

Libby & Libby [1989), Jiambalvo & Wall~r [l984)}. Each of the above groups of studies will 

b·' briefly n!"iewed in turn to summarize the structure-related research results which have been 

gathered to date. Note, however, that no study currently reported in the liter:1t~re empirically 

addresses the effect of structured audit approaches on the allocation of human resources--the 

principal focus of this dissertation. 

Audit Structure and Auditor Judemenl. Shortly after the publication of the Cushing & 

Loebbecke [1986) monograph, empirical studies examining the effects of audit firm structure on 

a wide range of auditor judgments began to appear in the literature. Kinney [1986) found that 

structured big·8 tirms tended to favor proposed Auditing Standards Board statements which would 

add structured guidance to the audit process, while unstructured firms did not.4 Kinney also 

found that the firms' staff-lo-partner ratios were negatively associated with degree of 

structuredness, suggesting that structured approaches may allow the substitution of technology 

4Wbile Cushing & Loebbe4:ke [1986] used their numerical audit iUidance ratings to categorize at the finn level, 
they were not able to disclose the ratings due to confidentiality considerations. Kinney developed finn-level ratings 
by surveying members of the AlCPA's statistical sampling subcommittee, asking them to rank the firms into three 
categoric=s-·structured.· • intermediate •• and ·unstructured.· 
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for the time of staff auditors. Kinney observed that "unstructured firms ... tend to use less 

structured guidance and leave more considerations to the judgment of the field auditor" (p. 74). 

Using field data on auditor disclosure decisions concerning interest-capitalization 

consistency exceptions (SFAS No. 34), Morris & Nichols (1988) find that within-tirm materiality 

judgment consensus differs aclOSS big-8 audit firms, and that materiality consensus is positively 

correlated with the degree of subject firms' audit structure. 

Bamber & Snowball [1988] employ a field-experiment to examine the etlect ofstructure 

on the consistency of sample-size judgments across auditors for a receivables confirmation task. 

Similar to the current study, the structure variable is manipulated by utilizing auditors from four 

firms--two from each end of the audit structure continuum. Level of uncertainty in lhl;l task 

environment is also manipulated. Due, at least in part, to the use of a tirm-Ievel, as opposed to 

a task-level, measure of structure, the study does not find consistent differences in consensus 

levels attributable to tirm structure. The authors selected a routine task for which relatively 

structured guidance exists in all big-6 firms. Additionally, the authors employed tirm-Ievel 

structured ness measures (Le. Kinney's [1986) ratings), leaving open the possibility that these 

measures would not be relevant for the particular task under consideration. Indeed, it was found 

that the firms' approaches were arguably not well dichotomized by the global structure measure. 

For example, one of the structured firms and one of the unstructured tirms routinely employed 

statistical sampling approaches for receivables confirmation, while the other two firms did not. 

Bamber and Snowball ~uiidude from their results, however, that structured-firm auditors increase 

the likelihood of consultation with peers and superiors more than do unstructured-firm auditors 

as the level of task-related uncertainty increases. 
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Bamber, Snowball, & Tubbs [1989J examine the relation of audit structure to role conflict 

and role ambiguity using a survey to employ previously validated measurements of these 

constructs from studies in the organizational literature. They found that senior auditors in 

structured firms perceived their tasks as more "analyzable" than did seniors in unstructured firms, 

"that is, consistent with the notion of a structured audit methodology, they viewed their 

technology as involving greater usc of available objective computation procedures, as opposed 

to active search for solutions beyond normal approaches" (p. 292). As expected, structured tirm 

seniors perceived their work to be characterized by greater formalization of rules and procedures, 

greater adequacy of authority to accomplish their assigned tasks, greater communciation 

adequacy, but. surprisingly, also greater adaptability--detined as the degree to which changed 

circumstances are met effectively and on a timely basis. A detailed analysis suggested that for 

seniors from unstructured firms, " ... the inability to adapt on a timely basis to changed 

circumstances appear(s) to be particularly associated with role stress" (p. 296). Along these 

lines, seniors from the unstructured firms indicated that they perceived" ... greater ialcompatlbllity 

between the requirements and available resources associated with their role, " and a greater level 

of role ambiguity (p. 293). Consistent with the "world theories" view, the authors conclude that 

their study contirms the validity of audit structure as a research construct in terms of indicators 

of broad organizational differences: 

The perceptions of the audit seniors who participated in the 
study gent-rally were consistent with Cushing and Loebbecke's 
institutionally based distinctions between structured and 
unstructured firms. Compared to their counterparts in 
unstructured firms, structured firm seniors perceived their tasks 
as more analyzable and perceived a greater degree of explicit 
formalization of standard practices, policies, and position 
responsibilities (p. 296). 
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Finally, Dirsmith & Haskins [1991 J provide a review of the organizational literature 

concerning world theories and organic vs. mechanistic "root metaphors." Arguing that audit 

structure (operationalized on the firm-level using KiMey's [1986] classification) is a manifestation 

of a firm's overall philosophical orientation, Dirsmith and Haskins study differences in how 

auditors from firms differing along the structure dimension assess inherent risk. Consistent with 

their expectations, they conclude that an audit firm's philosophical orientation predictably 

" .. .influences what client characteristics audit team members see as important in assessing 

inherent risk" (p. 82). More specifically, they conclude that: 

... auditors from firms with a more organic structure see a 
variety of factors as important in gauging inherent risk; these 
include: top management's characteristics and involvement; 
employee procedures, training and proticiency; traditional 
accounting controls; internal financial reporting; and client 
budgets. ...more subjective, qualitative client elements are 
combined into factors that receive relatively increased scrutiny. 
In contrast, more mechanistic firms appear to place relatively 
heavier weight on only one factor--incentives--in gauging 
inherent risk. These results imply that relatively organic tirms 
see inherent risk as ranging over a number of important factors, 
while mechanistic firms do not launch as wide ranging an 
inherent risk assessment, perhaps because of its relatively 
problematic, ill-structured, non-quantitative character (pp. 82-
83). 

Specific Decision Allti.arulAl!di1QLJudgment. As noted previously in this chapter, 

research on structured decision aids is also potentially relevant to the study of the audit structure 

construct, since decision aids constitute a central component of formalized, standardized audit 

technology. In a review of the extant audit decision aid literature, Messier (1993 J notes that 

" ... there has been surprisingly little research into the effects of audit decision aids." The 

research which has been conducted with respect to audit decision aids has related, not entirely 

surprisingly, to their effects on characteristics of various auditor judgments. Along these lines, 
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Messier also notes that " .. .if decision aids are viewed as a technology (Rohrman, 1986), then 

there are likely to be numeroull ... effects on the organization .... In auditing, little or no research 

exists on this issue" (p. 11). Although none of the decision aid research reponed in the 

accounting literature directly addresses the principal research question of this dissenation, the 

research is briefly reviewed for its relevance to the concept of audit structure and for the insights 

that can be gleaned from it with respect to the effect of audit technology on the allocation of 

human resources in auditing tirms. 

Jiambalvo & Waller [1984] is one of the early studies in the auditing literature dealing 

with the effects of decision aids on auditor judgment. Using the audit risk model (SAS No. 39, 

AICPA (1981)) as a form of decision aid, the researchers compared the judgments of two groups 

of audit seniors. One group made a "holistic" assessment of test of details (TO) risk for a set 

of accounts receivable cases, while another group made the same assessment, but only after 

having "decomposed" the judgment by making assessments for the other components of the audit 

risk model. The results did not indicate a difference between the TO risk assessments of the two 

groups, but the decomposition group's intuitive assessment of TO risk was much lower than the 

TO risk resulting from the combination of their detailed assessments in accordance with the audit 

risk model, indicating unspecitied differences between the auditors' intuitive combination of risk 

components and that prescribed by the audit risk model. Daniel [19881 also used the audit risk 

model (as specified in SAS No. 47, AICPA (1983)) as a form of decision aid to COMpare intuitive 

versus algorithmically derived risk assessments, again showing that auditors' holistic risk 

assessments do not correspond with the audit risk model. 

Butler [1985] tested the effects ofa "debiasing" decision aid (derived from the Kahneman 

& Tversky (1979) debiasing pro~edure) which was designed to " ... direct attention to possibly 
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underutilized [distribut:oJal] info~m:tiulJ.- He compared the judgment performance of two 

groups (one using the decision aid, the other taking a judgmental approach) against a risk 

assessment based on a multinomial dollar-unit sampling program. The decision-aided group made 

judgments which were closer to those of the statistically determined assessments and made correct 

accept/reject decisions regarding the account balance more often than did the judgment-based 

assessment group. 

Kachel meier & Messier [19901 examined the effects of a decision aiel provided in the 

AICPA's Audit Sampling Audit Guide on the magnitude and variability of auditor sample size 

judgments for testing inventory. Three groups of subje,,'ts were compared: one which made 

holistic, intuitive judgments; one which made decision-aided judgments using the AICPA Guide 

formula; and one which provided only component judgments which the researchers combined 

algorithmically to calculate the sample size implied by the model. Results indicated that the 

decision aid led to larger sample sizes, and that the auditors tended to circumvent the decision 

aid by "working backwards" from their overall judgment to the component judgmenL'i. 

Kachelmeier and Messier also found that the decision aid led to greater variability across the 

subject auditors' judgments, leading them to conclude that decision aids can have potentially 

negative effects on consistency. 

Libby & Libby [1989] examined the ability of Einhorn's (1972) expert measurement and 

mechanical combination approach to eliminate bias and increase consensus in control rei iance 

decisions. The Einhorn approach is to allow human judges to make component judgments, and 

then to "mechanically," or algorithmically combine those judgments into a global judgment, 

thereby eliminating human error in the aggregation of the components. Libby and Libby 

compared two groups of audit seniors who made either global control reliance decisions or 
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component judgments of the strength of the individual controls and compl iance tests for a series 

of cases. The component judgments of the latter group were then combined algorithmically into 

an overall judgment. Results indicated that "the mechanically combined component judgments 

were, on average, more like those provided by a group of firm experts and were more consensual 

than the global judgments" (p. 729). Libby and Libby observe that their optimistic results with 

respect to the use of a decision aid are in contrast to those of Jiambalvo & Waller (1984), Daniel 

(1988), and Kachelmeier & Messier (1990), and offer two explanations. First, in the prior 

studies the subjects had little or no training or familiarity with the decision aids being used, which 

was not the case with the Libby and Libby subjects. Second, the prior studies used multiplicative 

combination mles in accordance with the normative models used in those studies, whereas Libby 

and Libby used a linear combination model based on prior expen assessments. Libby and Libby 

argue that linear combination rules provide a superior basis for input combination due to potential 

magnification of response errors and potential problems in the assumption of ind~pendence 

between component judgments in multiplicative models. 

Drawing on the audit-structure, audit decision aid, and psychology literatures, McDaniel 

(1990) formulates and tests hypotheses concerning the effect of a structured decision-aid on 

consistency and efficiency in a simplified task setting using a structured audit program 

constructed by the researcher. Auditors (all from one tirm) used either a "structured" or an 

"unstructured" audit program in a low or a high time-pressure condition, and performed auditing 

procedures on a hypothetical client's inventory records. The subjects were to achieve four audit 

objectives (finished goods valuation, finished goods completeness, inventory reserve valuation, 

and inventory reserve completeness) by identifying and documenting all pricing and omission 

em.::~ ~:;:~.:d in the two accounts. The "unstructured" audit program simply listed the four 
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objectives to be tested, while the "structured" program stipulated detailed procedures to be 

followed, specified a systematic selection method, and yielded implicit sample-size requirements. 

McDaniel found that under both high and low time-pressure, the "structured" audit program led 

to higher efficiency (time to complete task) and greater effectiveness and consistency in achieving 

the audit objectives. 

Ashton (19901 examined the interactive effects of decision aids and task characteristics 

including financial incentives, pertormance feedback, and decision justification, concluding that 

the presence of performance pressures induced by these task characteristics can offset the 

potential positive effects of a decision aid by reducing the decision maker's reliance on the aid. 

Another study by Ashton (1992] evaluates the role of justification in improving auditor judgments 

relative to a decision aid, finding that requiring judgments to be justified in writing produces 

from 60 to 89 percent of the improvement induced by the use of the aid employed in the study. 

In sum, the decision aid research in the accounting and auditing literature has, to this 

point, been somewhat inconclusive. It appears, however, that structured decision aids can 

increase judgment consistency, and perhaps save time, subject to appropriate training and 

familiarity with the decision aid. Other research regarding decision aids has been reported in the 

decision sciences and accounting and auditing literatures. Similar to the studies reviewed above, 

the empirical results reported in these literatures chiefly relate to the effects of decision aids on 

various characteristics of user judgments (for reviews, see Abdolmohammadi [19871, Messier 

(1993], Ashton & Willingham (1988], Aldag & Power (1986], and Sharda, Barr, & McDonnell 

(1988)). No research was found in either of the literatures relating to the effects of the use of 

structured decision technologies on organizations or on human resource utilization. 
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Audit Structure "Input-Efficiency" & Audit Report Lae. Williams & Dirsmith (1988) 

explore the relative "efficiency" of firms using structured audit approaches, relying on the 

organizational theory literature (reviewed previously) to support their position that structure 

should yield enhanced efficiency. Using "reporting delay" as a surrogate measure for the 

efficiency with which an audit is performed, they find that clients of more structured audit firms 

announce earnings on a more timely basis than do clients of less structured firms.s The term 

"efficiency" is not explicitly detined in the study, but it is clear that a form of human resource 

efficiency (personnel time to complete an audit) is intended as the underlying construct: 

... a tendency to deal with prohlems on a case-by-case basis is 
closely associated with a judgment orientation. One 
manifestation of this orientation is to focus on a problem and a 
willingness to explore its various unique characteristics more or 
less irrespective of the time it takes. In judgmental auditing 
firms, the orientation may encourage auditors to take more time 
to deal with unanticipated financial reporting problems (p. 492). 

Newton & Ashton [1939) use data on Canadian big-8 firms to examine the ARL 

"efficiency" hypothesis in a similar fashion, using "audit delay" as a surrogate for audit 

efficiency.6 Newton and Ashton rely on the prior audit structure literature to formulate their 

hypothesis of shorter audit delay (and thus greater "efficiency") for relatively structured firms. 

For instance, they cite the following from Cushing & Loebbecke (1986): 

'"Re:porting delay· refers, in this study, to the earliness or late:ness ofa elie:nt finn's earnings announce:ment, 
controlling for such factors as good-ne:wslbad-news, dc., as measured by the numbc:r of days bc:twec:n the: e:nd of 
the: elie:nt's fiscal year and the: elie:nt's earnings announce:mc:nt-somc:times referred to as earnings announcemc:nt lag 
(or EAL). Note, however, that the researchers included a measure of average EAL as an independent variable in 
their model, effectively making their results relate to approximate abltOrmal EAL. This ddail becomes important 
in rc:conciling the results of this study with those of Williams & Dirsrnith (1988) (see Bambc:r, Bambc:r, & 
Schoderbek [19931, p. 19). 

6. Audit delay· is dermed as the number of calendar days from fiscal year-end to the date of the auditor's report. 
(Newton and Ashton note that there is likely a high positive correlation between "reporting delay· and "audit 
delay .• ) 



... an accounting firm may hope to perform more efficient audits 
as the result of a more structured approach. The structured audit 
methodology can free the auditor from many of the more routine 
tasks involved in organizing the audit approach, and allow the 
audit team to focus on the specific judgments required for each 
client. With its focus on systematic selection of audit procedures 
to accomplish specific objectives, a structured audit methodology 
may enable the auditor to reduce the number of unnecessary 
procedures performed... Another possible advantage of a 
structured audit methodology is that it provides a common 
terminology with which all members of the audit team are 
familiar. This may save audit staff time ... (Cushing & 
Loebbecke (1986) as quoted in Newton & Ashton (1989)). 
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Their findings ar~ not consistent with their exp~ctations, nor with the results of Williams 

& Dirsmith 11988), in that audit tirm~ ~mploying s!n.":!t:r~ ':l:>proachl!S tended to show larger 

audit delay measures than did unstructured and intermediate firms. Citing several methodological 

and sample differences between the two studies, Newton and Ashton conclude that " ... additional 

research is needed on both efficiency and other dimensions of audit structure before a conclusion 

can be reached about the overall dl!Sirability of structured and unstructured approaches" (p. 35). 

The third and latest study to examine the relationship between audit structure and audit 

repon lag is Bamber, Bamber, & Schoderbek (1993). This study attempts to reconcile conflicting 

results from the previous two studies by formulating and testing a more complete model of audit 

repon lag. Specifically, the model tested includes surrogates for the following independent 

variables: I) amount of audit work required, 2) incentives to provide timely reports, and 3) the 

extent to which the auditor employs a structured approach. Results indicate that ARL is longer, 

on average, for clients of structured firms, but that abnormal ARL (defined as current year ARl 

minus firm-specific median ARl) is shoner, on average, for clients of structured firms. The 

authors interpret these results as indicating that, while structured firms are associated with longer 

audit repon lags, they also seem to react more quickly to unanticipated events, as evidenced by 
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shoner abnormal audit repon lags, thus reconciling the conflicting results of Williams & 

Dirsmith (1988] and Newton & Ashton (1989]. 

Significantly, Bamber, Bamber, & Schoderbek [1993] explicitly acknowledge that ARL 

is being used as a "proxy for audit inputs" (p. 2)--specifically audit man-hours (p. 19), and 

suggest that: 

Given the preference for timely disclosure discussed above, 
more efficient auditors should perform more timely audits, 
ceteris paribus. If factors beyond the auditor's control are 
statistically controlled, ARL may provide evidence on the input 
side of audit efficiency. Thus, empirical evidence on ARL is of 
interest because this lag is one of the few externally observable 
variables that is likely to be associated with audit efficiency (p. 
2). 

Both Williams & Dirsmith [1988], and Newton & Ashton [1989], as well as Bamber, 

Bamber, & Schoderbek [1993], justify their "efficiency" conclusions in terms of the positive 

impact structured approaches have on auditor time (see p. 492, p. 23, & p. 19, respectively). 

But reporting delay and audit delay are clearly not immaculate measures of the effects of 

structure on human resources in auditing firms. 

Bamber, Bamber, and Schoderbek acknowledge that" ... ARL is an imperfect proxy for 

audit man-hours... Audit firms can choose to complete a panicular audit in fewer days by 

increasing the audit man-hours applied per day to that audit." But the use of ARL as a surrogate 

for human resource usage is defended with the argument that: 

... audit firms have fixed personnel resources, so increasing the 
audit man-hours on one audit reduces the resources available for 
other audits. The model developed here includes various client
specific factors designed to control for noise in the ARL 
proxy.... Consideration of these factors in the model and the 
fixed amount of personnel resources tend to mitigate these 
limitations (p. 19). 
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It should be noted, however, that the model clearly does not take into account all of the 

factors which might invalidate the input-efficiencyl ARL link. For example, some firms may take 

on more "audit" per staff than others for reasons related (or unrelated) to the use of structured 

audit methodologies. If such were the case, a scenario in which input efficiency were equal, but 

in which ARLs differed, could easily be conceived. Furthermore, in view of the large pay 

differentials among auditors differing in experience, human resource efficiency is a function of 

the mix of personnel hours as well as of the total n.&mber of personnel hours, among a number 

of other factors such as staff training costs, the costs of developing, maintaining, and applying 

structured approaches, etc. Thus. while ARL should perhaps not be entirely rejected as a 

potential surrogate for audit input ~fticiency (a~ least in terms of auditor time), dearly there is 

room for additional evidence. 

These latter three studies are reviewed here for two reasons. First, part of the purpose 

of this review is to convey a sense of the state of the audit structure literature as a whole, and 

these studies are part of the body of research which has developed around the construct. Second, 

these studies attempt (though not always explicitly) to contribute to an understanding of how 

structure affects the efticiency with which "audit inputs," and specitically, human resources, are 

brought to bear in the audit production process. While this issue is not the object of the principal 

focus of this dissertation, the data which has been gathered can provide some admittedly limited 

but certainly more direct evidence on this question than has been provided to date. 

c. Formalization of Hypothe. .. ,es 

This study explores the effects of the use of structured approaches on human resource 

allo(ation by comparing how big-6 auditing firms diverging in task-specific structuredness 

differentially allocate their principal resource-the time and experience of their auditors. This 
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section, drawing on the previous review of the relevant literature, specifically addresses how the 

use of structured audit technologies is expected to affect human-resource allocation in auditing 

firms and formalizes the hypotheses tested in this dissertation. 

Structure as a Substitute for Auditor Experience 

Structured approaches may affect human resource utilization by permitting tasks to be 

accomplished by auditors of lesser experience. The first standard of fieldwork (AU Section 210) 

requires the assignment of auditing tasks to staff with the level of skill, experience, and training 

required to perform the task. The cognitive demands of a task, however, can vary with the way 

the underlying task is structured, and with the amount and type of guidance available (and/or 

prescribed) to the auditor performing the task. The nature of the task can in turn affect resource 

allocation decisions. Following the previous audit structure and decision aid literatures, this 

study proposes that audit structure can affect human-resource allocation by permitting tasks to 

be accomplished by auditors of lesser experience. 

Experienced auditors are generally assumed to have a more complete and more refined 

knowledge base to make audit-related judgments than inexperienced auditors, and considerable 

evidence exists to this effect in the auditing literature (e.g. Waller & Felix (1984), Libby (1985), 

Libby & Frederick (1990) Bonner (1990». The steeply scaled billing rates across auditors of 

increasing experience in major auditing firms is consistent with this observation, and suggests that 

conservation in the use of experienced auditors can be an important aspect of human resource 

efficiency. If structure allows for favorable tradeoffs in the experience level of the auditors 

required to perform particular tasks, such tradeoffs could represent an important source of cost

savings (Libby & Frederick (19901). 
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Other research has proposed and provided some suppon for the idea that experience 

effects are less apparent in more structured tasks, and more apparent in less structured tasks 

which require more judgment and expenise on the part of the auditor (e.g. Abdolmohammadi 

[1987], Messier & Hansen [1987], Abdolmohammadi & Wright [1987]). Given that such is the 

case, a rational response would be to allocate less experienced auditors to more str.1ctured tasks 

where judgment and expenise matter less, and more experienced auditors to less structured tasks 

where judgment and expenise are more crucial. Extending this argument, if similar underlying 

tasks are more structured in one firm than in another, we might expect to observe predictable 

differences in required minimum experience levels across firms. 

Structured approaches may substitute for auditor experience through I) the formal ization 

and standardization of common tasks, 2) the prescribed use of decision aids which allow for the 

sharing of more experienced auditors' expenise at lower levels of the tirm, and 3) the removal 

of strategic level judgments from the discretion of the field auditor. Recognizing that many of 

the relevant concepts have been discussed in the preceding literature review, these three mediums 

are discussed brietly below. 

First, in terms of the "mechanistic" world theory approach (Dirsmith & Haskins (1991)), 

once a judgment "mechanism" has been formalized and standardized, the role of the human 

changes from "judge" (selecting which inputs to use and deciding how to combine them) to 

"operator" (simply operating the "machine"). Similarly, researchers in psychology have proposed 

that structured decision approaches can reduce cognitive demands as structure decreases the need 

for the u.w to plan and develop an approach to a problem (e.g. MacGregor. et aI. 11984), 

Lichtenstein et al. [1977]). Along these same lines, Cushing & Loebbecke (1986) note that 
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structured approaches might be more easily grasped by less experienced personnel since 

structured audit methodologies are comr:lonly " ... based on a logical sequence of steps" (p. 42). 

A second (not ul?related) means through which structured audit technologies might affect 

minimum required experience levels is through the use of decision aids which allow for high-level 

knowledge and expertise to be shared within the organization, and thus to allow tasks to be 

performed by personnel with less experience than might otherwise be feasible. 7 Mullarkey [ 1984) 

notes the importance of structured audit methodologies in human resource experience level 

tradeoffs, observing that unstructured approaches require" ... the audit planner to be a seasoned 

and knowledgeable audit professional with a particularly good grasp of audit techniques and 

interrelationships" (p. 74), which he considers a potentially inefficient use of human resources. 

Ashton & Willingham (1988) note that "auditing firms have always used decision aids. Examples 

are audit programs, internal control questionnaires, and various types of checklists ... Such aids 

are simply tools based on the accumulated experience of generations of auditors" (p. 5). 

Similarly, Elliott &. Kielich (1985) note in the professional literature that: 

We accountants now incorporate expertise in our tools in many 
ways. Typical examples include audit programs, internal control 
questionnaires and various checklists. These tools represent the 
accumulated wisdom of generations of accountants who have 
coped with real-w(lrld problems (p. 130). 

Abdolmohammadi (1987) argues that structured decision technologies provide" ... expertise to 

each auditor by bringing the experience of an accounting firm to individual auditors" (p. 173), 

'The term "knowledge sharing,· as used in this dissertation, simply refers to the role of structured decision 
technologies in allowing relatively high-level knowledge to be applied by personnel of relatively lesser experience 
in the firm. Whether this happens as a result of the actual transfer of knowlPrlge to the user of the technology, or 
whether the knowledge is simply embedded in the technology which is mechanistically applied by the user (or both), 
is likely dependent on the particular technology as well as on the particular domain in whicb it is applied. Thougb 
the medium through which structured decision technologies is not of central importance in tbis dissertation, further 
research in this area (e.g. investigating the role of structured decision technology in facilitating training) might prove 
interesting and productive. 
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and other authors have not~ the potential of such technologies to allow expertise to be 

" .. .'pushed down' to lower organizational levels ... " (Ashton & Willingham (1988), p. 9, ElIi('ltt 

& Jacobsen (1987), Messier & Hansen (1987)). 

Finally, structured audit methodologies sometimes move strategic judgments away from 

the field auditor by prescribing judgment outcomes given informational inputs and/or lower-level 

component judgments. Along these lines, Cushing & Loebbecke (1986) characterize structured 

audit methodologies as incorporating relatively" analytical" decision approaches which" ... provide 

~'(pl ; !'it guid~1 ;nt'~~ for reach in8 specific conclusions based upon the nature of the evidence relating 

to particular factors" (p. 33). An example can be seen by comparing approaches to assessing 

planning materiality. While some firms employ specific formulas for transforming financial 

statement figures into planning materiality assessments, other tirms simply provide qualitative 

guidance on what factors should be considered in the assessment. and emphasize the importance 

of professional judgment. 

Keeping in mind that lask-Ievel structure meaSures were generated for the purposes of 

this study, the above discussion leads to the following hypothesis: 

Hla: Audit managers from firms using structured decision approaches 
for a given audit judgment task will indicate a lesser required 
experience level tor the auditor assigned to perform that task 
than will audit managers from firms using less structured audit 
decision approaches for the task. 

Additional discussion is required to motivate a similar hypothesis relating to the initial 

supervision/review of the audit judgment tasks considered in this study. Structured decision 

approaches might be expected to allow for lesser experienced personnel to supervise and review 

the judgment-oriented tasks pertormed by junior auditors for several reasons. First, such 

approaches are widely held to improve both horizontal and vertical communication by establishing 
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common terminology and a common basis for understanding (e.g. Cushing & Loebbecke (1986), 

Mullarkey [1984], Elliott & Jacobsen [1987], Williams & Dirsmith [1988]). Along these lines, 

structured approaches will likely cause subordinate judgment outputs to be formulated and 

presented more consistently across time and across auditors. Further, the processes used by 

subordinates to form judgments and draw conclusions will be less variable, and more easily 

understood by the reviewer, who will also be familiar with the technology used to formulate the 

judgment outcomes. Finally, since structured approaches often involve the prescribed 

combination of prespecified inputs, the supervision/review function in structured tirms can be 

expected to be more oriented toward ensuring compliance with the firm's prescribed approach 

and investigating deviations therefrom than in unstructured firms, in which the focus of 

supervision/review will likely be on judging the reasonableness of subordinates' work in terms 

of information inputs selected, component judgments made, and combination approach used, to 

formulate the judgment outcome and derivative conclusions. These expectations are formalized 

in the following hypothesis: 

HI b: Audit managers from firms using structured decision approaches 
for a given audit judgment task will indicate a lesser required 
experience level for the auditor assigned to the initial 
supervision/review of that task than will audit managers from 
firms using less structured audit decision approaches for the 
task. 

Environmental Complexity and Human Resource Allocation 

It was argued earlier that structured decision technologies can change the nature of an 

audit judgment task by guiding or prescribing the selection of information cues or component 

judgments and the combination of these inputs into the formulation of a judgment outcome. 

Similarly, the environment in which a task is performed is important to the nature of a judgment 
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task. A judgment task performed in a relatively complex environment is likely to require 

additional information gathering activities, consideration of a greater number of cues, and more 

careful consideration of their combination. In short, the task becomes more complex. 

Professional standards explicitly direct that matters relating to the complexity of the environment 

be considered in the formulation of human resource allocations (AU Section 311). Thus, as 

environmental complexity increases, it is e"pected that audit managers will increase required slaff 

e"perience levels. This expectation is formalized in the following two hypothes\!s: 

H2a: Audit managers will indicate a higher required experience level to 
pertorm a given audit judgment task in a high-complexity audit 
environment than in a low-complexity environment. 

H2b: Audit managers will indicate a higher required experience level for the 
auditor assigned to the inial supervision/review of a given audit judgment 
task in a high-complexity audit environment than in a low-complexity 
environment. 

Structure & Environmental Comple"ity 

The effects of structure may differ across task environments of varying complexity. As 

environmental complexity increases, the literature suggests that the match between structured 

approaches and task requirements may diminish, making pie-formulated approaches less relevant 

(Sullivan [1984), Bamber & Bylinski (1982) Bamber & Snowball [1988». As environmental 

conditions n:uul:~ lh~ rd~.,.ance of a pre-formulated approach and auditors are forced to improvise 

(i.e. rely more heavily on judgment), a structured approach is less likely to be eftective in 

allowing relatively inexperienced auditors to make relatively high-level judgments.H Given that 

the decrease in the relevance of the structured approach is perceived by the audit manager in 

lAs noted previously, Bamber & Snowball (1988) posit a similar hypothesis for a structure/comple7.ity 
interaction, except that their dependent variable relates to the consistency of auditor judgments. Specifically, they 
posit that -judgment consensus among structured firm auditors is more adversely affected by increased task 
uncertainty than is the consensus among unstructured firm auditors- (p. 493). 
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charge of staffing the audit, the manager should commensurately increase the experience levels 

of the auditors assigned to the performance and to the initial supervision/review of relevant audit 

tasks. Auditors using less structured audit methodologies are expected to be relatively 

experienced compared to their structured firm counterparts (H 1 a,b), and are accustomed to 

making judgments in an unstructured manner. Additionally, they can be expected to perceive less 

of a mismatch between their audit approaches and task requirements in complex environments 

than will structured firm managers. Thus, the increase in environmental complexity is expected 

to cause unstructured firm managers to in~rease required minimum experience levels by a lesser 

degree than unstructured firm managers: 

H3i!: The difference in required experience levels between high and low
complexity audit environments will be greater within firms utilizing 
structured approaches than within those employing unstructured 
approaches for task performance. 

H3b: The difference in required experience levels between high and low
complexity audit environments will be greatc:r within firms utilizing 
structured approaches than within those employing unstructured 
approaches for initial task supervision/review. 

Audit Structure ami Consistency in Human Resource Allocation 

From the "world theories" perspective, firms which have adopted a "mechanistic" world 

view are more likely to use standardized coordination and control procedures, which often include 

explicitly formal ized task definition. Since tormalization/standardization are characteristic of such 

firms, the effects of such formalization/standardization might be expected to be observable in 

different aspects of these firms' human resource utilization. Along these lines, Cushing & 

Loebbecke ( 1986) observe that firms employing structured audit methodologies are characterized 

by • ... explicit definition of the staffing responsibilities for each audit engagement" (p. 37). 

Mullarkey (1984) notes that Touche Ross had a comprehensive curriculum that specitied " ... the 
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audit task that each staff member is authorized to perform" (p. 82). Review of the audit guidance 

materials of the four firms participating in this study reveals continuing differences in this regard. 

In addition, audit structure may itself facilitate the explicit definition of task responsibilities by 

more clearly delineating task boundaries (Bamber, Snowball & Tubbs (1989». In sum, more 

structured firms tend to provide more explicit staffing policies, and structure may facilitate more 

explicit definition of task responsibilities, thus reducing individual variation in human resource 

allocation. It is therefore expected that firms characterized by structured audit methodologies will 

show greater within-firm consistency in human resource allocations: 

H4: Audit managers from firms using structured approaches will show 
greater across-auditor consensus in their human resource assignments 
than will audit managers from firms using relatively unstructured 
approaches. 

Structure. Environmental Complexity and Audit Huurs 

As mentioned in the literature review above, a series of studies in the accounting 

literature has attempted to examine the relative human resource input "efticiency" of structured 

audit approaches using audit report lag (ARL) as a surrogate tor human resource inputs. Clearly 

neither these studies nor the current one can provide complete evidence on the relative efficiency 

of structured audit approaches. Such an inference would require explicit consideration of all of 

the costs of auditing potentially related to the use of structured approaches, including the effects 

of structure on potential litigation costs, the impact of structured approaches in terms of product 

differentiation, the costs and the mix of the human resources employed, the costs of developing 

and employing the structured approaches, etc. 

Additionally (defining efficiency as effectiveness per unit of input), concluding that 

structured approaches are overall more efficient based on positive r~ults from this study would 
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require the assumption that structured approaches are not less effective than unstructured 

approaches. While the most commonly posited hypothesis is that firms employ structured 

approaches to increase effectiveness, this remains an empirical question. The issue of overall 

audit effectiveness is an elusive one due to the lack of observable measures, and thus presents 

a formidable barrier to developing and testing a comprehensive positive theory to explain the use 

of structurtU approaches. till.vever, it is at least arguable that the big-6 firms do provide audits 

of comparable effectiveness in a competitive market characterized by intense price competition. 

Additionally, in view of the array of prestigious clients held by each, and the great deal of 

overlap in client types across tirms, the constant-effectiveness assumption does not seem wholly 

unreasonable, especially for the fairly generic hypothetical manufacturing client used in this 

While this study cannot provide a sufficient basis for a conclusion as to the overall 

efficiency of structured approaches, an attempt was made to shed some light on one important 

aspect of the issue: are audits performed by firms employing structured audit methodologies 

completed in a shorter amount of time as measured by number of auditor hours, as posited in 

some of the ARL Iiterature?1O Increased "input efficiency" is one of the most commonly cited 

explanations for the use of structured approaches in both the academic and professional literatures 

(e.g. Elliott & Jacobsen [1987), Mullarkey (1984), Elliott & Kielich [1985), Ashton & 

Willingham (1988), McDaniel [1990), Messier (1993), Dalton et al. (1980). Howevt!r, other 

~McDaniel (1990) provides evidence in 1ft ellperimental setling that the use of a structured decision aid can lead 
to greater audit effectiveness in tenm of the detection of misstatements, lending further credibility to the assumption 
of at least equal effectiveness of structured approaches. 

HINote that the issue of whether finm using relatively structured audit approacbes are able to use auditors of 
lesser experience is also relevant to the issue of audit efficiency. However, in terms of the ARL literature, the 
relevant issue relates to the amount of auditor time required to complete an audit. as measured by audit hours. 
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researchers have indicated an opposite expectation based on the premise, among others, that 

structured approaches may mandate performance of unnecessary audit steps (e.g. Cushing & 

Loebbecke [1986], Cushing [1989]). Recognizing these conflicting prior expectations, the 

following tentative hypothesis is tested, based on a subjective judgment that the weight of the 

theory and (limited) evidence is on the side of the relative human resource "efficiency" of 

structured approaches: 

H5a: Firms using relatively structured audit methodologies will require fewer 
auditor hour!> for the performance of audit taliks than will firms u!>ing 
relatively unstructured audit methodologies. 

It has been argued previously that structured approaches can simplify the supervision and 

review of audit tasks (and thus reduce the required experience level of the supervisor) by 

facilitllti:.g communication, reducing variance ir. ;lrocesses used by subordinates, and shifting the 

orientation of supervision/review from one of judging reasonableness to one of ensuring 

compliance (see the discussion relating to Hlb). These same arguments also motivate the 

hypothesis that structured audit methodologies reduce the amount of time required to supervise 

and review: 

H5b: Firms using relatively structured audit methodologies will require fewer 
auditor hours for the supervision/review of audit tasks than will firms 
using relatively unstructured audit methodologies. 

Finally, it was argued above that increased environmental complexity would result in the 

allocation of personnel with higher experience levels to affected audit tasks (see the discussion 

relating to H2a,b). Similar arguments can be used to motivate the expectation that a greater 

number of audit hours will be required to complete an audit in a complex environment than in 

a relatively simple one: 



H6a: More auditor hours will be required for the performance of audit ::::;k:; 

in a high-complexity audit environment than in a lew-complexity 
environment. 

H6b: More auditor hours will be required for the supervision/review of audit 
tasks in a high-complexity audit environment than in a low-complexity 
environment. 

Recapitylation 
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The hypotheses delineated above can be categorized as follows. H I through H3 deal with 

the effects of structure and environment on the level of experience required for performance (part 

"a") and for supervision/review (part "b"). H4 deals with the effects of structure on consistency 

in the employment of human resources. Finally, H5 through H6 deal with the effects of structure 

and environment on the number of audit hours required for the performance (part "a") and for 

the supervision/review (part "b") of audit tasks. In sum. it is posited that structure will decrease 

required experience levels and audit hours, and increase consistency in human resource 

allocation, that environmental complexity will increase required experience levels and audit 

hours, and that increased environmental complexity will cause structured firms to increase 

required experience levels to a greater degree than unstructured tirms. 
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CHAPTER III. TEST INSTRUMENT AND STATISTICAL APPROACH 

This study explores the effects of the use of structured approaches on human resource 

allocation in different environments by directly investigating how large auditing firms diverging 

in task-specific structured ness differentially utilize their principal resource--the time ano 

experience of their auditors. This chapter discusses the decision to employ a case approach, 

describes the development of the case materials and test instrument used to address the hypotheses 

delineated in Chapter II, describes the approach taken to obtain task-level structure ratings, 

outlines the data collection process, and provides an overview of the methods used to perform 

statistical tests of significance. 

A. Development of the Cac;e and Test Instrument 

The Cac;e Approach 

The decision to use a case approach in this research was made for two reasons. First. 

the data necessary to address the questions of interest were not readily available from the tirms 

involved in the project. A partner from one of the tirms indicated that the required information 

was not kept in detailed enough form for the purposes of this research, while partners from the 

other tirms indicated that allowing access to client workpapers would create contidentiality 

problems. Second, the use of a case approach allows for much tighter control over the 

characteristics of the client audit to be budgeted, and allows for experimental manipulation of the 

environment variable. A purely field-based approach would have required finding clients similar 

in all respects both within and across the participating auditing firms, and would not have allowed 

for clean manipulation of environmental complexity. 
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A case approach is not without disadvantages. First, auditors are not likely to devote as 

much time and attention to an experimental task as to an analogous "real-world" task. Second, 

to provide the same amount of information as would be available in budgeting a real audit is 

infeasible in a case approach. These considerations are likely to greatly increase error variance 

in statistical tests and thus dilute statistical power. Third, the data gathered does not represent 

actual human resource utilization, but rather a budgeted assignment of human resources to various 

tasks. Fourth, as is typically the case when auditors are used in experiments, the subjects were 

not randomly selected in a pure sense because they were chosen by their firms to participate 

(Butler 1985]). 

Several steps were tak~n to compensate to the extent possible for these potential 

limitations. To reduce noise variance and possible bias due to the potential tor budgeted 

information to be intluenced by extraneous factors (e.g. motivation of subordinates), the case 

materials emphasized the need to supply expected actual hours and experience levels. In 

addition, a relatively large sample size was taken to enhance statistical power in anticipation of 

noisy response data. The cases and test instruments were pre-tested with two representatives 

from each of the participating tirms, and the participants were asked to comment specitically on 

the completeness of the case materials with respect to vital information. The case instructions 

emphasized the importance of the realism of the responses, and the materials were distributed by 

a contact partner in each participating office to encourage sedous effort. Additionally, a letter 

of instructions was sent to each contact partner detailing instructions on the distribution and 

collection of the cases to encourage random distribution and maintenance of confidentiality of 

responses. The case instructions also emphasized the importance of not discussing the case with 

anyone until after completing and returning the test instrument. Despite these measures, the 
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results of this study are subject to the caveats typical to most field experiments reported in the 

accounting and auditing literature. 

Development of Case Materials and Test Instrument 

The "Pacific Electronics II" case by Professors Theodore J. Mock, Stanley F. Biggs, and 

Paul R. Watkins was used, with permission, as a starting point in the development of the cases 

used in this study. The cases actually used in this study, however, bear little resemblance to the 

former. 

The low-complexity version of the case was developed and retine<: with the input of 

several professors and Ph.D. students at the University of Arizona. A second version of the case 

was then developed by adding narrative descriptions of additional environmental complexity. 

The case was discussed with a manager and a partner from a structured tirm and an 

unstructured firm, respectively, and was revised accordingly. The two versions of the case were 

then taken to offices of each of the four participating firms in Tucson or Phoenix, Arizona for 

pilot testing. A manager and a senior from each firm read and completed the case materials, 

after which the participants were interviewed. The interview centered around the following 

objectives: I) that the case materials were complete with respect to information vital for 

completing the experimental tasks: 2) that the materials did not contain information, terminology, 

or labels which were inconsistent with the firm's audit approach; 3) that the instructions for 

completing the test instrument were clear and that key points, such as the importance of sup~!ying 

actual expected hours and experience levels, were salient; 4) that the experimental tasks were not 

dramatically different from analogous tasks normally completed in the course of an audit; and 5) 
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that the appropriate rank level of the auditor was asked to respond. 11 After both auditors from 

a given firm had examined both versions of the case materials, they were asked to independently 

rate the complexity of each case's audit environment on a scale from one to ten in order to 

provide a preliminary check on the environment manipulation. After piloting, the cases were 

reviewed with each dissertation committee member for final approval, which was granted at a 

joint meeting prior to distribution of the cases to contact partners. 

The tinal versions of the case included a cover letter, two single-spaced pages of narrative 

information, and two pages of financial statements covering the last three years. The hypothetical 

client-Ocean Manufacturing Inc.--is a medium sized manufacturer of household electrical 

appliances, with approximately SilO million in sales, and S70 million in total assets. To 

manipulate the environmental complexity variable, the case narrative was altered in the high 

complexity case by adding the following narrative elements: 1) O..:ean Manufacturing's 

production capacity had been expanded signiticantly over the last two years; 2) the management 

situation was "unsettled" due to some signiticant recent management turnover and the hiring of 

an inexperienced new controller; 3) the company uses a "fairly complicated form of process 

costing;" and 4) the company had recently undergone a difficult transition to a new computerized 

accounting system, with problems remaining in inventory tracking, cost accumulation, receivables 

aging and billing, payroll deductions, payables balances, and balance sheet account classitications. 

It was also noted in the high complexity case that audit trails were not maintained during several 

one week periods during the year due to complications associated with the implementation of the 

liThe representatives d all four firms indicated that, while :;udit seniors are often involved, m:: .. '1g'!rs have 
primary responsibility for preparing and approving staff budgets. 
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new system. Apart from these changes in the narrative description of the client and its 

environment, the materials were identical for the high and low complexity cases. 

The test instrument consisted of three parts: 1) an audit staffing sheet on which 

responding managers budgeted the entire audit (broken down by audit area) in terms of the 

number of hours required by personnel at each rank level selected to both perform and 

supervise/review work in each audit area; 2) an audit judgment task sheet, listing 19 audit 

judgment tasks (adapted from the generic model of the audit process developed by Cushing & 

Loebbecke (1986]), on which respondents indicated the minimum experience levels required of 

the personnel who would perform and supervise/review each task; and an "exit survey" designed 

primarily to provide manipulation checks on the independent variables. The two versions of the 

case, along with the test instrument, are reproduced in Appendix B. 

Part I--the audit staffing sheet--is broken down into audit areas by account classification 

to approximate the manner in which the participating tirms typically prepare audit time budgets, 

and thus includes budgeted time for all aspects of the audit inc!uding planning and other 

judgments, performance of procedures, and supervision/review of procedures.. Part II--the audit 

judgment task sheet is broken down into 19 judgment-oriented audit tasks. These tasks were 

defined at a level of detail for which it would be possible to indicate the level of experience of 

the person primarily responsible for the performance and tor the initial supervision/review of 

each task, and yet at a general enough level to make task-level structure ratings feasible. 

The two parts of the test instrument clearly address different aspects of the use of human 

resources in auditing. Pan I tOcuses on human resource allocations for the performance and 

supervision/review of all auditing procedures, broken down by audit area, whereas Pan II focuses 

on the minimum experience levels required by the tirms in pertorming and supervising/reviewing 
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more specific judgment-oriented tasks. Thus, while data from Pan I is used to support and 

corroborate the evidence obtained from Part II, the more directly relevant data for purposes of 

this research is from Pan II. 

B. Task-Level Structure Ratings 

Rather than relying on previou.; measures of structure, one phase of this study included 

the development of an independent set of structure ratings. This work was undertaken for two 

reasons. First, the most recent structure ratings were at least six years old at the commencement 

of this dissertation, and researchers have recently begun to question the continuing validity of 

audit structure as a viable research construct in view of the apparent trend on the part of all firms 

toward increasing structuredness (Kinney (1986], Dirsmith & Haskins (1991 D. Second, no task

level measures of audit structure were available. 

Task-level structure ratings are important for two reasons: I) the primary experimental 

task breaks down the audit into 19 broad judgment-oriented tasks. Though results indicate that 

the concern was essentially unfounded, it was anticipated that global structure measures may not 

be adequate for such an experimental task, since, a priori, the relative degree of structured ness 

across firms is not necessarily consistent across all parts of the audit; 2) task-level structure 

measures allow for analysis of experience differences across tirms in tasks where structure 

differences are large and where such differences are small or nil. It was anticipated that such 

comparisons could be used to address the potential concern that observed experience differences 

resulted from structure differences and not from a third firm-level mediating variable. 

Task-level structure measures were obtained for the purposes of this research through the 

following steps: I) audit guidance materials were requested and obtained from the firms for use 

in the research on condition of not identifying panicipants by name and maintaining 
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confidentiality of the materials; 2) brief interviews were conducted with representatives (managers 

or partners) from each of the participating firms to ensure the completeness of the materials; 3) 

the materials were catalogued according to a breakdown of the audit into 19 major audit judgment 

task areas, ciosely following the generic model developed by Cushing & Loebbecke [1986]; 4) 

the materials were rated independently by the researcher and by two other raters for each of the 

19 tasks; 12 5) the ratings of the two independent raters were averaged to obtain one structure 

rating for strlctured firms and one for unstructured firms for each of the 19 judgment-oriented 

audit tasks. The researcher'S ratings were not averaged with the others' ratings, but were found 

to be highly consistent. As discussed in Chapter IV, the ratings provide support for the reliability 

of a firm-level structure dichotomy for the firms parti~ipating in this study. 

The ratings were formed by the raters using the same algorithm used by Cushing & 

Loebbecke (1986], but were applied to a different conceptual breakdown of the audit process than 

the one used by Cushing and LoebbeckeY Explicit instructions on the application of this 

algorithm were provided to the raters by the researcher prior to beginning the rating process, 

closely following the description from C&L [1986]: 

Assign a score to the firm's guidance relating to each of the 19 
audit tasks Ii~ted, based on following rules. If the task is not 
dealt with in the tirm's materials, or is dealt with in only a short 
passage in narrative form, assign a score of one. If the task is 
dealt with in a section of moderate length in narrative form and 
with primarily qualitative guidance, assign a score oftwo. If the 

I~Both of the other raters were Ph.D. students emphasizing auditing research in their studies. Both had prior 
auditing experience. One had significant experience with one of the structured firms and with one of the 
unstructured firms perticipeting in this study. The olher had limit\ld experience with a kul finn. 

I'C&L [19861 broke the audit into six major areas, with two or three specific characteristics in each-I) Overall 
audit process; 2) Initial audit planning; 3) Audit program design; 4) Control review and evaluation; 5) use of audit 
tools; and 6) Documentation and review (p. 34). These categories and their components are not mutually exclusive 
of the 19 judgment-oriented tasks u~ in this research, but are not entirely amenable to the specification of required 
experience levels. 



wk is dealt with in a section of moderate length which includes 
nonnarrative types of material and analytical guidance, or is 
dealt with in a section of extensive length, then judge the degree 
to which the guidance as a whole relating to that particular wk 
is analytical in nature. If the guidance is judged to be relatively 
qualitative in nature, assign a score of three. If the guidance is 
judged to be relatively analytical in nature, then assess the 
degree of integration of the materials relating to that task with 
materials relating to other wks. If the degree of integration is 
judged to be low, assign a score of four; if high, assign a score 
of five. Qualitative guidance is guidance which concentrates 
primarily on identifying those factors that should be considered 
by the auditor in forming a particular judgment. Analytical 
guidance is guidance that also provide. .. explicit guidelines for 
reaching specitic conclusions based upon the nature of the 
evidence relating to particular factors (compare with Cushing & 
Loebbecke (19861, pp. 33-34). 

C Case Distrihution and Collection 
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With the assistance of each participating firm at the national level, contact partners were 

arranged through which the surveys were distributed to audit managers. The firms provided the 

names of contact partners from whom cooperation had previously been solicited. The partners 

were then contacted individually by the researcher, and arrangements were made to send a 

package of cases, along with a short letter of instruction, to each participating oftice in the care 

of the contact partner, who then distributed one case to each participating audit manager in the 

office. Each package consisted of half high-complexity and half low-complexity cases on an 

alternating basis. While personnel at the national level were given full disclosure of the research 

objectives, contact partners were simply told that the objective of the project was to explore the 

use of human resources in auditing. In order to prevent potential biases, no mention was made 

of differences in the cases, nor of the fact that other firms would be participating. 

In order to encourage a high response rate from participating offices, contact partners 

were asked to have an assistant maintain a list of managers receiving and returning a case packet, 
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and to follow up with those not responding within ten days of distribution. Thl>. rl\cket distributed 

to each audit manager included a stamped, self-addressed return envelope into which the manager 

was instructed to seal hislher response materials before returning them to the contact partner's 

assistant, in order to ensure confidentiality. The assistant was instructed to mail each response 

upon receipt from the respondent, after crossing the respondent's name from the list. 

Upon receipt, the researcher entered each response into an electronic spreadsheet tailored 

specifically for recording the responses. Once the responses were recorded, a research assistant 

was hired to "audit" the database on a 100% basis for accuracy of data entry, and noted errors 

were corrected by the researcher. Some descriptive analysis was performed with the aid of the 

electronic spreadsheet package; more detailed statistical analysis was facilitated by exporting the 

spreadsheet database to an academic research oriented statistical package. Most of the statistical 

analysis reported in this dissertation wa.~ performed with aid of the statistical package. 

D. Overview of Approach to Data Analysis 

Detailed discussion of the statistical appronches to data analysis used in this dissertation 

are deferred to Chapter IV. This section will provide a brief overview of the approaches taken 

to analyze the data relevant to testing the hypotheses outlined above. 

The experiment is a two-by-two factorial between-subjects design, with measures for 

required experience levels and number of audit hours as dependent variables. Dichotomous 

measures for audit structure and two levels of environmental complexity were operationalized to 

serve as independent variables. 
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Structure Environment & Auditor Experience 

The data of primary relevance to this project was gathered through the use of the audit 

judgment task sheet (part II of the test instrument), which includes a list of 19 judgment-oriented 

audit tasks and solicits required experience levels in terms of auditor rank for the performance 

and for the supervision/review of each of the tasks listed. The responses to the test instrument 

were gathered in terms of auditor rank level in order to make the experimental tasks more c10sel y 

approximate the approach which would more naturally be taken by audit managers in practice. 

However, it was anticipated that the firms might differ in terms of promotion times from one 

rank level to another, and thus make the ranks difficult to compare in terms of auditor 

experience. Thus, information was gathered on the exit questionnaire from the respondents 

regarding the number of months spent at each rank level up to the time of the response. This 

information was averaged within each firm, and these averages were then used to individually 

transform the "rank-level" responses to "years of experience" responses. 14 

Data was analyzed primarily through the application of conventional statistical 

approaches, including MANOV A, ANOV A, t-tests, F-tests, and analogous nonparametric tests 

where appropriate. Model assumptions were primarily checked through the use of scatter plots 

and normality plots. In almost every case where both nonparametric and classical significance 

tests were performed, the results were qualitatively identical. In view of the large number of 

dependent v:u-iables involved in this study, individual ANOV A statistics were analyzed only in 

conjunction with MANOV A whenever possible. Such an approach provides the advantages of 

taking into consideration the intercorrelated nature of the response variables. as well as providing 

l"The average time-in-grade figures obtained from the sample were compared with firm-level information 
solicited from the four firms, and were found to be quite consistent. 
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an exact F-test for the family of dependent variables as a whnle. The latter consideration is 

important in that alpha levels become inflated with multiple independent statistical tests. Alpha 

levels of .OS or less are considered to be statistically significant, while alpha levels between .OS 

and .10 are considered to be marginally significant. 

Though less directly relevant, data from Part I of the test instrument was also used to 

corroborate the Part II data. This was accomplished through the calculation of a weighted 

average experience level for the performance and for the supervision/review of each audit area 

for each response. The weighted average experience level data from Part I was then used as a 

dependent variable to corroborate the experience level results obtained from Part II for the list 

of judgment-oriented tasks. 

Additionally, further assurance that observed experience differences were attributable to 

structure differences was sought hy regressing differences in average structure ratings (across 

structured and unstructured firms) against differences in average experience level differences 

(across structured and unstructured firms). This procedure provides a comparable, but more 

rigorous, approach to comparing experience levels in areas where structure differences are not 

large versus where they are large, and determining whether large experience differences (of the 

predicted sign) are associated with correspondingly large structure differences. 

Finally, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was employed to check for reasonable 

patterns in the response variables which would provide further assurance that subjects took the 

experimental task seriously, and to allow for a summarized interpretation of the results. 
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Structure and Human-Resource Consistency 

Statistical comparisons of consistency in the use of human resources across structured and 

unstructured firms were accomplished primarily through the use of individual F-tests of 

differences in variance. 

Structure. Environment & Audit Hours 

Results regarding the effects of structure and environment on the number of audit hours 

employed in various tasks are of secondary imponance in this research effort, but are reponed 

here for two reasons: l} to provide a manipulation check on the environmental complexity 

variable, and 2) to provide some preliminary evidence on the question of the relative human

resource "efficiency" of structured approaches, raised in the Audit Report Lag (ARL) literature. 

The analysis approach was primarily based on the use of traditional statistical approaches, 

including ANOVA in conjunction with MANOV A, as discussed above, and was pertormed at 

both the overall audit level and the individual audit area level to allow more detailed description 

of differences observed. The relevant data is from Pan I of the test instrument (Appendix B). 

Responses were analyzed both in terms of raw hours, as provided by respondents, and in terms 

of weighted averages for each audit area to provide additional evidence on the effects of structure 

and environment on required auditor experience. 

An important difference between the data collected on Pan I of the test instrument and 

Pan II of the test instrument should be noted. The audit tasks listed on Pan II of the instrument 

are fairly specific, judgment-oriented audit tasks, for which structure ratings could reasonably 

be assessed using firms' written audit guidance, and for which it was deemed reasonable to 

request a response indicating the required experience level of the person primarily responsible 

tor performing and supervising/reviewing the task. Categories listed on Pan I of the instrument, 
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however, are broad audit areas in which several audit judgments and procedures are performed, 

often by auditors at several different levels of experience. Thus, the two parts should be seen 

as providing evidence on different issues-Part II on required experience levels for particular 

judgments, and Part I on the number of hours by auditors at various experience levels required 

to complete the audit by audit area. Additionally, it should be noted that the task-level structure 

measures obtained for Part II of the instrument are not applicable to Part I. 

Chapter IV provides a more detailed discussion of the statistical approaches employed, 

as well as of the results obtained. 
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CHAPTER IV. STATISTICAL TESTS AND RESULTS 

This chapter is organized according to the following outline. 1) Aggregated statistics are 

first presented in order to provide some descriptive evidence on how human resources are 

allocated in practice by large auditing firms. This evidence does not represent archival data 

resulting from actual audits, limiting the usefulness of the results for descriptive purposes. 

However, gIVen the scarcity of archival data, the summary statistics may be useful for 

formulating preliminary expectations regarding the use of human resources in large auditing 

firms. 2) A summary of the structure ratings obtained, and an analysis relating to manipulatioll 

and bias checks on the independent variables are then presented. 3) Results relating to the effects 

of structure and environment on required experience levels are presented and discussed, followed 

by the results relating to the other hypotheses addressed in this dissenation. 

A A Brief Description of Human Resource Allocation in Auditing Firms 

An averaged profile of the human resource allocations for the Ocean Manufacturing audit 

is shown in Table I. IS The total number of hours budgeted to staff the audit, averaged across 

cases and firms, was 696.8 hours. Of this total. the average hours allocated to the performance 

of audit procedures was 527.3 hours, or approximately 75.7% of the total audit hours assigned. 

The other 169.5 hours (24.3 %) were allocated to supervision and revie\\ functions. A:; would 

be expected, staff and senior auditors were primarily charged with the performance of audit 

procedures, being assigned 94.1 % of total performance hours, while managers and panners were 

primarily engaged in supervision and review, being assigned 6S~ of total supervision/review 

'SAII Tables are found in Appendix A. 
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hours, though seniors also were assigned heavily to the supervision and review of staff activities, 

with 34% of the supervision/review hours. 

Overall, staff and senior auditor hours comprised nearly 80% of total hours to complete 

the audit, with manager hours comprising just over 14%, and partner hours about 6%. This 

evidence confirms the common assenion that a considerable ponion of the field work in an audit 

is done by less experienced staff members (e.g. Arens & Loebbecke (1991), p. 20). 

Another descriptive perspective on the staffing of the Ocean Manufacturing audit is 

conveyed ir. Table 2. This table shows how audit hours were allocated on average over the 15 

audit areas included on the audit staffing sheet (part I) for performance hours, supervision/review 

hours, and total hours. Three areas received an allocation of over 10% of total hours for the 

performance of procedures--General Planning & Permanent File (GPPF), Receivables-

Substantive Procedures (RSP), and Inventory--Substantive Procedures (ISP). while audit hours 

were spread fairly evenly over the remaining areas. These same three areas were also the highest 

in terms of percentage of supervisionlrev:c',J! hOurs allocated, with Review of Internal Controls 

(RIC) and Formulate Opinion and Audit Repon (FOAR) also receiving relatively heavy 

allocations of supervision/review time. These allocations across audit areas are likely, however, 

to be sensitive to the case under consideration, and are thus probably quite context-specific. 

B. Structure Ratings and Manipulation & Biac; Checks 

Structure Ratings 

As discussed in Chapter III, two independent raters provided task-level structure ratings. 

TIle ratings provided by the two raters showed a reasonable degree of consistency, given the 

subjective nature of the rating task. Spearman rank correlations were computed for each of the 

19 sets of ratings across the four firms. Of the 19 correlations, 10 were .90 or above, and the 
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average spearman rank correlation across the 19 sets of ratings was .84. Composite task-level 

ratings were obtained by averaging the 19 task-level ratings of the two independent raters across 

the two structured firms and across the two unstructured firms to obtain two vectors of 19 ratings 

each. These vectors were utilized in this study's statistical analysis where appropriate. 

The ratings were surprisingly consistent in their delineation of structured and unstructured 

firms across all 19 audit judgment tasks, allowing a firm-level dichotomy to be relied upon when 

convenient in the statistical analysis, particularly in the multivariate (MANOVA) analyses. In 

16 of the 19 sets of averaged ratings, the same two firms were indicated as structured tirms. 

Similar to the Cushing & Loebbecke [1986) approach, each of the raters' ratings were 

then averaged over the 19 judgment areas (weighted equally) to obtain an overall average 

structure rating from each rater for each tirm. Average overall measures from the two raters 

indicated the same structured/unstructured dichotomy at the firm level, though the orders 

indicated within each dichotomy were opposite for the raters. However, differences in average 

overall ratings within the structured and unstructured categories were small (.055 and .05, 

respectively), while the difference in average overall ratings across structure was relatively large 

(1.47), providing further evidence that the participating firms are cleanly dichotomized by firm

level structure ratings. 

These results are important for two reasons. First, the ratings confirm the continuing 

relevance of audit structure as a viable research construct. Second, while the results indicate that 

firm-level structure measures are likely reliable in view of the consistency of the measures across 

judgment areas, the task-level measures obtained in this study allow tor more refined tests of the 

effects of structure on required experience levels. 
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Manipulation & Bia.5 Checks 

Much of the following information was gathered on Part III of the test instrument, which 

is reproduced along with the other parts in appendix A. The number of the question ill Part III 

from which the information was taken is referenced in the following discussion where 

appropriate. 

Bias Checks. Of 740 cases distributed to audit managers in various offices from the four 

participating tirms. 355 were returned, for a response rate of approximately 48%. Table 3 shows 

the number of responses received, broken down by structure and by case complexity. Overall, 

structured firms had a response rate of 49% compared to 47% for unstructured tirms. Half of 

the low-complexity cases were returned, compared to 46% of the high-complexity cases. Given 

the nature of the materials, this was deemed an excellent response rate. No evidence of 

significant response bias was noted. 

To check for potential lack of independence in the responses, the last question on the exit 

survey asked respondents whether they had communicated with others concerning the substance 

of the case or their responses before they had finished providing the requested judgments (Q I 0). 

Only two managers acknowledged that they had corresponded with others, while five more did 

not respond to the question. Assuming the responses were truthful, and that no response 

indicates "affirmative," less than two percent communicated with others before responding to the 

case. There was no relationship between structure and the number of auditors acknowledging 

communication or not responding to the question (p> .2S). 

Average time to complete the task was 44.2 minutes. There were no significant 

differences in the amount of time spent on the task across the independent variables, indicating 

that effort levels, as evidenced by self-reported time spent on the task, were consistent in all cells 
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of the experiment. Table 4 summarizes the average amounts of time spent by the subjects by 

structure and by case. 

The average experience of the respondents was just over eight years (Q 1). Differences 

in respondent experience across firms and across structure category were not significant (p> .30), 

nor were differences across case version, providing some evidence that the cases were distributed 

randomly in accordance with the instructions given to contact partners. Further, no significant 

differences were found across tirms nor :jcross structure category in terms of the number of times 

the respondents had been involved with audit clients of similar size and risk as the one described 

in the case. Nor were significant differences found across structure category or case version in 

the number of times respondents had audited manufacturing clients. However, low-complexity 

case respondents indicated that they had audited clients similar in size and risk to the one 

described in the case more times than had high-complexity case respondents (10.9 and 7.89 times, 

respectively-p < .03), providing some evidence that the case manipulation was effective (Q3). 

Respondents indicated a fairly high level of confidence in the representativeness of their 

responses to a "real-world" audit (Q6a-7.38 average, with I indicating "not representative," and 

10 indicating "very representative"), and indicated that the information provided in the case was 

fairly adequate for the purposes of completing the required tasks (Q6b--6.49 average, with a I 

indicating "not at all adequate," and a 10 indicating "very adequate"). Responses to these two 

questions were not signiticantly different across structure category (p> .27 and p> .44 for Q6a 

and Q6b, respectively), providing some assurance that the case materials did not induce an a 

priori bias in terms of the adequacy of the information presented and the nature of the responses 

solicited. Responses to a question regarding the similarity of completing the staffing sheet to the 

way subjects ordinarily budget staff assignments (Q6g) indicated that the staffing sheet was 
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slightly more similar to the approach used by unstructured firms, but the difference was small 

(6.65 and 6.31, respectively-p<.IO). No differences were found across structure category to 

a question regarding whether staffing an audit is a task with which respondents were very 

familiar, with approximately 85% of auditors from both structured and unstructured firms 

indicating in the affirmative (Q7a). 

Environmental Complexity Manipulation Checks. To provide a preliminary assessment 

of the effectiveness of the environmental complexity manipulation, subjects were asked in the exit 

survey how complex they considered the audit scenario in the case to be, relative to most 

ordinary audits, on a ten-point scale (Q6e). Low-complexity case respondents gave an average 

response to this question ot' 4.34, while high-complexity case respondents gave an average 

response of 5.81 (significant at p< .001), indicating that the environment manipulation was 

perceived. Subjects were also asked about the extent to which they would have to modify their 

firm's audit field-aids (e.g. checklists, questionnaires, audit programs, decision tools, etc.) for 

them to be directly applicable to the descrioed audit scenario (Q6t). Low-complexity case 

subjects gave responses which averaged to 3.77, while high-complexity case subjects' responses 

averaged to 4.72, where higher responses indicate a greater level of modification required 

(significant at p < .00 1). Add itional evidence that the environment manipulation was effective 

is found in the results relating to the environmental complexity hypotheses, discussed below in 

this chapter. 

Structure Measure Checks. Several questions were included in the exit questionnaire to 

assess whether effects attributable to structure as defined in this study could be detected in order 

to provide further assurance that firm-level structure differences still exist, and that the dichotomy 

proposed in this study is effective in capturing these differences. Auditors in structured firms 
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perceived a stronger expectation to adhere to their firms' audit approaches in the absence of 

unusual circumstances than did managers from unstructured firms (Q6c--p < .02), consistent with 

the definition of audit structure as the prescribed use of standardized, formalized audit 

technologies. Along these lines, structured firm managers indicated a higher level of agreement 

with the statem~nt: "my firm strongly encourages use of the firm's practice aids, decision tools, 

etc. in almost every audit" (Q8e-p< .01). Also consistent with expectations, structured firm 

managers' in-house audit materials played a more important role in intluencing their responses 

to the case than did the in-house audit materials of unstructured firm managers (Q6d--p< .001). 

There was no difference across structure category, however. in the percentage of auditors 

indicating that they frequently refer to their tirms' audit materials during the course of an audit 

(with approximately 83% of auditors from both categories responding in the affirmative--Q7c), 

nor in the perception that departures from the respondent's firm are required to be explicitly 

justified (Q8b--p> .13). 

A question regarding the consistency with which the respondent's tirm-wide audit 

approach is applied across oftices was in the expected direction, but was not statistically 

significant (p> .25). Nor was there was a statistically signiticant difference in the perceived 

importance placed on budgets and time variances in evaluating performance (Q8a--p> .18), 

though again the difference was in the expected direction. Managers from unstructured firms 

agreed more strongly with the statement: "In my tirm, review and supervision is aimed more 

at reviewing the reasonableness of judgments made than checking the accuracy of tasks 

completed" (Q8c). but again the difference was not statistically signiticant. Finally, consistent 

with the notion that structured approaches increase the consistency of procedures applied across 

audiL~, and with findings from prior studies (e.g. Bamber & Snowball [!988]). structured firm 
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managers agreed more strongly with the statement: "In my experience, one audit seems very 

similar to the next in terms of tasks and procedures performed" (Q8d--p < .07). 

Summary. In sum, no significant response bias was evident, nor were other a priori 

biases detected through the questions asked in the exit survey. The results from questions aimed 

at assessing the effectiveness of the environmental complexity manipulation (together with the 

results of the relevant hypothesis tests below) give strong evidence to the affirmative. Finally, 

the questions regarding the firm-level structure dichotomy provide some additional assurance that 

the construct is operational in the dichotomy applied in this research. While the differences in 

the average responses to some of the above structure-related questions were not statistically 

significant, all but one were in the expected direction, and several were strongly signiticant, as 

noted above. This evidence in combination with the results obtained from the task-level structure 

ratings provide fairly strong evidence that audit structure as operationalized in this study remains 

a viable research construct. 

C. Structure. Environment & Required Experience Levels (H I-H3) 

The first three hypotheses delineated in Chapter II posit that audit structure allows for 

judgment-oriented audit tasks to be performed and supervised by relatively inexperienced 

personnel, that environmental complexity requires audit tasks to be performed and supervised by 

relatively experienced personnel, and that, in addition to their main effects, structure and 

environment will have an interactive effect on required experience levels. To test the 

propositions set forth in the first three hypotheses, data from Part II of the test instrument was 

analyzed, along with corroborative evidence from Part I (see Appendix B). 
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Transformation of Rank-Level Responses 

As was discussed previously in Chapter III, responses were gathered in terms of the rank 

level of the auditors assigned to perform and to supervise/review the audit tasks included on the 

test instrument. However, it was anticipated that the firms may differ in terms of their practices 

with respect to the required years of experience for promotion from one level to the next. In 

particular, it was expected that since structure may facilitate the performance of relatively high

level judgment tasks by relatively less experienced personnel, structured firms may promote 

auditors more quickly, especially in the ranks below the manager level. Such promotion 

differences would have the effect of obscuring the expected effects of structure in the tests 

described below. Thus, information was gathered from the responding managers on the number 

of months they had spent at each rank level prior to their promotion to the manager level so that 

the rank-level responses to the test instrument could be transformed into the average years of 

experience of the auditor assigned to the task, if differences across structure category were found. 

Consistent with expectations, statistical tests indicate that the number of months spent as 

a staff auditor is significantly greater in unstructured than in structured tirms, as seen in Table 

S. The average response for number of months spent as a staff auditor was 22.80 in structured 

firms, and 26.92 in unstructured firms--a difference of over four months. The difference is 

significant at p < .0001. Average months spent as a senior was the same in structured and 

unstructured firms (35.52 and 35.21, respectively--p> .70). Total time to manager (time spent 

as staff plus time spent as senior) differed at the .0001 level, with structured tirm managers 

averaging 58.32 months, and unstructured firm managers averaging 62.13 months. In view of 

this difference in average promotion times, the rank-level responses were individually 
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transformed on a firm-by-firm basis to a measure of average years of experience within a given 

rank subcategory. 

The transformation was accomplished as follows. Responses indicating use of auditors 

in the first rank subcategory--staff auditors with zero to one year experience (So..)-were coded 

.S for all firms.16 This code corresponds to the midpoint of the first rank subcategory, indicating 

that auditors in that category have an average experience of half of a year. Data on individual 

tirms' average number of months at each rank level (noted above) were then used to code the 

remaining rank subcategories at their midpoints through interpolation. This process was followed 

up to the manager level, after which one year was simply added to the manager-level number for 

each rank subcategory thereafter. For example, one tirm's average time to manager was 5.02 

years. The midpoint of the tirst manager-level rank subcategory (Mo..), then, corresponds to a 

point in time six months later, or 5.52 years. One year was added to each subsequent rank 

subcategory after the manager level, implicitly assuming no promotion differences beyond the 

manager level. Results relating to analysis of the original response scale are also reported below 

for comparison. 

Performance of Audit Tasks 

The Use of MANOVA. In order to assess the effects of structure on experience level 

for the performance of judgment-oriented audit tasks, data from Part (( of the test instrument was 

analyzed using a Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA), with structure and environment 

as independent variables, and the 19 audit judgment tasks as dependent variables. MANOVA 

l&fbe subscripts OD the rank sub.:ategories refer to Dumber of years of experience within that rank. For 
t:xamplt:, 50.. refers to a staff auditor with zero to one year of experience, and S •. : indicates a staff auditor with one 
to two years of experience as a staff auditor. This coding was carefully explained to subjects in the instructions 
accompanying the case materials, and was specifically checked for understandability in pre-testing. 
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provides an appropriate overall measure of significance in the presence of multiple dependent 

measures which are likely to be intercorrelated (Johnson & Wichern [1992], Rencher [1993]). 

In addition, when the MANOVA test of significance for a given independent variable is 

significant, the individual significance levels of the related univariate analyses of variance 

(ANOVAs) can be safely relied upon without inflating the overall alpha level of the multiple tests 

(Rencher & Scott (1990)). 

One disadvantage of MANOV A is that the procedure requires either the deletion or the 

estimation of observation sets containing even one missing value. In order to take a conservative 

approach in this study, observation sel~ containing missing values were deleted from the analysis. 

Of 355 response sheets returned, 273 contained complete and usable observation sets with respect 

to Part II. The remaining response sheets were either incomplete with respect to at least one of 

the 19 dependent variables or were otherwise unusable. 17 

Structure mHlRequired Performance Experience. Results from the MANOVA (with 

required experience level for the performance of each of the 19 tasks as u.:penuellt variables, and 

structure and environmental complexity as independent variables), indicate that the effect of 

structure on the dependent variables is highly signiticant (p< .0001), that the effect of 

17 Approximately 60 .cspondents apparently combiilt!d their response=!! for both wk perfonJlllllCe and 
supc:rvision/review on the same response scale, thus indicating multiple responses for each judgment task. In order 
to prevent potential distortion of the results. the analysis reported here excludes these responses. However, to 
investigate the effect of these omissions, the analysis was repeated to incl~ these omitted instruments by averaging 
the multiple responses on an unweighted basis to form a single response for each task. No qualitative differences 
in the results regarding the structure and environment variables were noted, thougb the structure-by-environment 
interaction. wbile not changing qualitatively. lost statistical significance. 
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environment is not statistically significant (p> .29), and that the structure-by-environment 

interaction is significant at the .06 leveJls. 

According to commonly recommended procedure, 19 univariate ANOVAs were run in 

order to explore which of the dependent variables were most important to the overall significance 

of the multivariate tests (e.g. see Hintze [1992], Rencher & Scott [1990], Johnson & Wichern 

[1992]). Results from these 19 univariate ANOVAs are summarized in Table 6. From this table 

it can be seen that the structure effect is signiticant at p< .001 in 11 of the 19 judgment areas 

listed, and significant at p< .08 in 14 of the 19 areas. Strongly consistent with H1a, this table 

shows that the mean required experience levels for all 14 of the dependent variables for which 

structure is signiticant, are lower for structured firms than for unstructured firms.19 As discussed 

below, interpretation of this main effect is not contingent on the structure-by-environment 

interaction.20 

11Since the MANOV As reported here involve only two independent variables (structure and environmental 
complexity), the significance levels reported are derived from exact, a!1 opposed to approximated, F-statistics. Thus, 
the four most commonly used statistics in multivariate means analyses--Wilk's Lambda, Hotelling-Lawley trace, 
Pillai's trace, and Roy's largest root-yield identical F-tests and p-values. Accordingly, only one p-value is reported 
for each test. 

191t will be recalled that three of the 19 task-level structure rating sets (IDC, PAP, and PSn did not produce 
the! same structure dichotomy as that indicated by the other 16 sets of ratings. Since MANOVA requires a single 
definition of each independent variable, finn-level structure ratings were of necessity used; the reported univariate 
results are likewise based on the finn-level dichotomy for all 19 variables. Note that none of the three variables 
in question is statistically significant under the (inappropriate) finn-level structure dichotomy. A univariate ANOV A 
was run for each of the three dependent variables using the appropriate task-level structure dichotomy. None was 
statistically significant at p< .10. However, upon changing to the appropriate task-level structure dichotomy, the 
means did not change signiflCllllily for two of the Ihree variables, bul for lhe third, the means changed in lhe 
expected direction. The difference in means approached. but did not reach an acceptable significance level (p< .14). 

»rite univariate ANOV As Were repeated using the experience level of the respondent as a covariate. As noled 
previously, experience levels of respondents did not di ffer across case or structure categories, so the covariate was 
expected to have little effect on the results. As anticipated, the covariate, while in some cases individually 
significant, had no qualitalive effect on the results reported. 
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Environment & Required Performance Experience. Table 6 also shows that, while the 

multivariate test for the environmental complexity variable did not reach statistical significance, 

the mean required experience level was greater in the high-complexity case than in the low

complexity case for 18 of the 19 dependent variables. The differences were significant at better 

than the .OS level in five of the 19 univariate ANOVAS, and at better than the .10 level in eight 

of the 19 areas. While interpretation of these results is contingent on the interaction noted below, 

the environment manipulation apparently did not greatly affect the required experien.;~ levels of 

the personnel assigned to perform the listed audit judgment tasks in general. It is interesting to 

note, however, that a reliably higher level of experience was required in the high-complexity 

environment for most of the crucial areas of audit design--assesment of control environment and 

control system, design of analytical review and tests of details procedures, preparation of audit 

programs, and preparation of stafting and time budgets. 

Structure-hy-Environment Interaction. The structure-by-environment interaction effect 

had an associated p-value of .06. Detailed analysis of the univariate ANOV As indicates that the 

presence of the interaction does not complicate interpretation of the structure main effect, because 

the univariate interactions are almost invariably ordinal (17 of 19), and relatively large 

differences in required experience levels across structure category typically exist at both levels 

of environmental complexity, though the difference is more pronounced in the high-complexity 

case. Interpretation of the environmental complexity variable, however, is complicated by the 

interaction, as noted below. 

Contrary to H3a, the univariate ANOV A inleraction results indicate that unstructured firm 

managers increased their reliance on relatively experienced personnel to a greater degree than did 

structured firm managers in the face of higher environmental complexity. In 16 of the 19 
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univariate ANOV As, unstructured firm managers increased their required experience level for 

performance of the given task by a greater degree than did structured firm managers as 

environmental complexity moved from low to high.21 For most (If the 19 tasks, required 

experience levels did not differ significantly between the two cases for structured firms, but for 

unstrul!tured firms experience levels were ~ignificantly higher in the high-complexity environment 

than in the low-complexity environment. Six of these 16 univariate interactions are significant 

at btltter than the .10 level, indicating that these six variables are likely principally responsible 

for the significant MANOV A interaction term-osee Table 6. None of the remaining three 

univariate interactions (which are not consistent with the predominant pattern) is significant. 

It was hypothesized in H3a that structured firm managers would perceive the decreasing 

"fit" between structure and environment, and would thus increase required experience levels by 

a greater degree than would unstructured firm managers as complexity increased. In view of the 

results indicating the contrary, the available data is further explored in an attempt to explain why 

the observed results are inconsistent with the predicted results. The first possible explanation to 

be considerea is that the environment manipulation was not effective in general. This possibility 

can be ruled out in view of the other results relating to the environment variable, and in view of 

the significant increases in required experience levels for unstructured firms-oLe. the manipulation 

was at least effective for unstructured tirm managers. 

This leads to a second possible explanation: perhaps reliance on structured approaches 

causes structured firm managers not to be sensitive to qualitative environmental conditions, and 

thus to fail to perceive the case manipulations as adding to environmental complexity (e.g. see 

21 Keep in mind that, despite occasional wording used for efficiency that might imply the contrary, this 
experiment is a between-subjects design. 
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Cushing & Loebbecke (1986), Bamber, Snowball, & Tubbs (1989), Dirsmith & Haskins (1990)). 

Data from Part III, Q6e was further analyzed to assess the plausibility of this explanation. This 

question asks respondents how complex they consider the audit scenario described in the case to 

be relative to most ordinary audits. Structured firm managers gave an average response to this 

question of 4.29 in the low-complexity environment, and 6.09 in the high-complexity 

environment (" I" = "not at all complex: and "10" = "very complex"). The difference is 

significant at p< .0001. The difference in the average responses across cases for unstructured 

firm managers was also significant at the .0001 level, although the difference was not as 

pronounced (the implications of this structure-by-environment interaction are discussed below). 

This result casts doubt on the idea that structured firm managers did not perceive the 

increased complexity, but suggests a third possibility: perhaps structured firm managers 

perceived the environmental complexity, but did not respond by decreasing reliance on their 

structured approaches in favor of more experienced judgment, as expected. To assess this 

possibility, responses to Part III, Q6d were further analyzed. This question asks respondents to 

what extent their firms' in-house audit materials intluenced their responses to the case. 

Interestingly, the structure-by-environment interaction tor this question is significant at p = .08. 

Structured firm managers indicated a significantly higher degree of influence from their firms' 

audit guidance than did unstructured tirm managers in both cases. However, structured tirm 

managers were intluenced more by their firms' audit guidance mat:!ials in the high-complexity 

environment than in the low-complexity environment (7. 7S and 7.04, respectively, p < .0 I), while 

unstructured finn managers' responses did not differ between the two cases (6.40 and 6.48, 

respectively, p> .10). Thus, it appears that structured firm managers perceived the relatively 
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high level of environmental complexity (Q6e), but, contrary to expectations, responded by relying 

more heavily on their firms' structured audit guidance (Q6d). 

The significant structure-by-environment interaction in Q6e may be relevant in 

interpreting this result. On average, in the low complexity condition, structured firm managers 

responded with a 4.29, and unstructured firm managers with a 4.37 (a "1" indicating "not at all 

complex," and a "10· indicating ·very complex"). This difference is not statistically significant. 

Interestingly. however, in the high complexity condition, structured firm managers responded with 

an average rating of 6.09, while unstructured tirm managers responded with an average rating 

of 5.52 (difference significant at p< .01). Thus, while there was little or no difference in the 

perception of complexity between structured and unstructured firm managers in the low

complexity condition, structured firm managers perceived the high-complexity case to more 

.:omplex than did unstructured firm managers (overall interaction significant at p < .05). In other 

words, the increased complexity caused a greater increase in perceived complexity for structured 

firm managers than tor unstructured firm managers. This result is consistent with the a priori 

expectation that structured firm managers would perceive a greater decrease in "tit" between their 

approaches and the environment than would unstructured firm managers (thus increasing 

perceived complexity by a greater degree), as environmental complexity increased. 

At a minimum, whether or not the difference was due to a perceived lack of fit, it 

appears that structured firm auditors were more sensitive to cues indicating a higher level of 

environmental complexity than were unstructured firm auditors. That acutely perceived 

complexity motivates audit managers to take "safe," justifiable courses of action is one plausible 

explanation for structured firm managers' increased reliance on their audit guidance in the high

complexity environment. 
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Another plausible explanation for the observed pattern of results is that, while structured 

firm managers were more sensitive to cues indicating increased environmental complexity, they 

believed that their structured approaches would still be applicable in the complex environment, 

and that increasing the experience of their audit personnel would thus not be necessary. 

Additional evidence from the exit survey is informative with respect to the way structured 

firm managers responded to the perceived complexity in the high-complexity environment. Q9 

asks respondents how likely they would be to use a specialist to complete the audit described in 

the case. Responses indicate that structured tirm managers were significantly more likely to use 

a specialist than were unstructured tirm managers (6.03 versus 4.99, respectively, where "I" = 

"Not at all likely," and "10" = "Very Likely"--p< .01). However, more detailed analysis 

indicates that in the low-complexity environment, the likelihood of using specialists did not differ 

across structure category (p> .10), while in the high-complexity environment the difference was 

signiticant at p < .001. Another perspective on this result is that the likelihood of using a 

specialist did not differ between cases for unslructured firm managers, but increased significantly 

between cases tor structured firm managers. Specifically, unstructured tirm managers indicated 

an average "likelihood" rating of 5.12 in the low-complexity environment, and 4.88 in the high

complexity environment (p> .10), while structured firm managers indicated an average 5.66 

rating in the low-complexity environment and 6.41 in the high-complexity environment 

(difference significant at p < .07). 

Finally, it should be noted that prior research has indicated that structured firm auditors 

respond to increased environmental uncertainty by increasing their consultation with peers and 

superiors to a greater extent than do unstructured firm auditors (Bamber & Snowball (1988». 
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Summary. In sum, structured firm managers generally indicated reliably lower minimum 

required experience levels for the performance of the judgment-oriented audit tasks listed, 

confirming HI a. However, required experience levels were reliably higher in the high than in 

the low-complexity case only for unstructured firms, providing only partial support for H2a. 

Finally, it appears that structured firm managers perceived a greater increase in environmental 

complexity moving from the low to the high-complexity environment than did unstructured firm 

managers, consistent with decreasing structure-environment "tit." However, contrary to the 

prediction in H3a, they did not respond to this increased complexity by generally increasing the 

required experience levels of the personnel performing audit judgment tasks. Rather, they 

apparently compensated by increasing their reliance on their tirms I audit guidance and on their 

firms I special ists. 

Required Performance Experience: Additional Analysis 

To further assess the validity of the above results, and to increase assurance that observed 

experience differences across firms are attributable to audit structure, several additional 

procedures were applied to the data. First, the analysis was re-run using indicated rank levels 

rather than adjusted experience levels to assess the impact of the rank-experience transformation 

on the results, and to assess whether structured firms differ from unstructured firms in terms of 

the rank level of the personnel to which the listed judgment tasks are assigned. Second, a 

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was conducted to assess whether the responses exhibit 

predictable patterns across the dependent variables, thus providing further assurance that subjects 

took the task seriously and provided meaningful input. The results of the PCA were then used 

as inputs to a MANOV A in order to provide a basis for a summarized description of the effects 

of structure and environment on required experience levels. Third, and finally, the vector of 
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differences in average structure ratings was regressed against differences in average required 

experience levels to assess the degree to which large structure differences are associated with 

large differences in required experience levels across firms. Each of these procedures is 

discussed in turn below. 

Analysis on "Untransformed" Responses. The results reported above were derived from 

dependent variables which were "transformed" from the rank-level data provided by subjects (i.e. 

Staff()'h Staff,.2, Senior()". etc.) as discussed previously. This transformation was performed due 

to the significant differences across firms of differing structure in terms of promotion times from 

one rank to another, which would have biased against finding the expected structure-related 

experience difftolrences. However, the analysis was repeated using the rank-level data provided 

by subjects to assess the degree to which the transformation affected the results, and to assess 

whether structured firms differ from unstructured firms in terms of the rank level of the personnel 

to which the listed judgment tasks are assigned. Each rank subcategory listed across the top of 

Part II of the test instrument (see Appendix B) was simply assigned a number from I to 14. 

While the interpretation of the "mean" of such a scale is problematic, the number of response 

categories should be sufticient to allow such a measure to provide a reliable indicator of central 

tendency which can be compared across structure category. 

Results from this analysis indicate few qualitative differences from those reported above 

for the years-of-experience ratings. The structure variable is still significant at better than the 

.0001 level on the multivariate (MANOV A) report, environment is not significant (p> .25), and 

the structure-by-environment interaction is significant at p= .08. As s~n in Table 7, 13 of 19, 

and four of six significant univariate ANOVA structure terms (p-value less than .OS), indicate 

that structured firms on average require personnel of lesser rank to perform the associated tasks 
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than do unstructured firms. The four judgment-oriented tasks for which structured firm managers 

required personnel of significantly lesser average rank related to making preliminary risk 

assessments (MPR), assessing the client's control environment (ACC), reviewing the system of 

internal controls (RSI), and determining substantive sample sizes and approaches (DSS). The 

other two, for which unstructured firm managers required personnel of lesser average rank 

related to preparing audit programs (PAP) and preparing staffing and time budgets (PST). But 

recall that these were two of the three variables for which firm-level ratings are not appropriate 

(see footnote regarding these three variables, abov~). The structure difference becomes 

insignificant when appropriate task-level ratings are applied. Univariate interaction results 

indicate no qualitative difference from those described previously. In sum, it appears that 

structured firms assign tasks to personnel of lower average rank in the tirm as well as of lower 

average number of years experience, as described above. Apart from being of interest in itself, 

this outcome provides some assurance that the results reported above are not simply artifacts of 

the transformation of rank-level responses to years-of-experience responses. 

Principal Comnonento; Analysis. Next, a Principal Components Analysis was pertormed 

to reduce the set of 19 intercorrelated dependent variables into a smaller set of summarized, 

uncorrelated variables, while retaining as much of the information contained in the full set as 

possible (see Johnson & Wichern (1992), Hintze (1992». The results of PCA is such that each 

of the "component" variables will contain a relatively highly correlated subset of the original 19 

dependent variables; since much of the intercorrelation is clustered within components, the 

components themselves are typically not highly correlated. PCA was employed rather than factor 

analysis because PCA always yields the same solution, and thus allows for less arbitrary 

manipulation of results (Hintze [1992]). The number of component variables was set at five. 
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While this specification may seem somewhat arbitrary, it should be noted that the Cushing & 

Loebbecke [1986] model from which the 19 judgment-oriented tasks were derived, similarly 

categorizes roughly comparable task delineations into four or five categories. As per convention 

to assist in interpretation, varimax rotation wa.~ used. Missing values were not estimated but 

were rather excluded from the analysis. 

The tive factors defined by the analysis accounted for approximately 70 percent of the 

total variation in the original set of 19 variables. Table 8 shows the variable groupings within 

each of the five component variables. Note that the 19 original variables were numbered in 

roughly the same order as they appeared in the sequentially-ordered Cushing & Loebbecke [1986] 

model. With this in mind, it is clear that the variable groupings within each of the five 

component subsets are patterned meaningfully. Component 3 contains tasks one through four, 

which relate primarily to audit planning--e.g. obtaining a knowledge of the business, planning 

risk and materiality assessments, etc. Component S includes tasks five through seven, which 

relate to control environment assessment, internal control evaluation, and identification of critical 

audit areas. Component 1 includes tasks eight through ten, and twelve, which relate to design 

of substantive tests, preparation of audit programs, and preparation of staff and time budgets. 

Component 4 contains tasks eleven, thirteen through fourteen, and nineteen, which pertain to 

determination of substantive sample sizes and approaches, evaluation of the results of substantive 

tests, and preparation of the audit report. Finally, component 2 includes tasks fifteen through 

eighteen, relating to final review of the audit plan and of the financial statements, evaluation of 

overall audit results, and formulation of the audit opinion. These groupings, which are 

remarkably consistent with the Cushing & Loebbecke [1986] classitications, provide some 

additional assurance that subjects formulated their responses carefully, and that their responses 
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are therefore meaningful in the context of this research project. Had subjects' responses been 

hastily or carelessly formulated, it is highly unlikely that a Principal Components Analysis would 

have produced such meaningful and interpretable variable subset components. 

Factor scores from the PCA were then input into a MANOV A model as a form of 

summary of the original 19 dependent variables (see Norusis/SPSS (1988), Rencher (1993)). 

Independent variable." were again structure and environmental complexity. Structure was highly 

significant (p< .0001), as in previously reported analyses, but interestingly, the environment 

variable was significant at the .08 level, and the structure-by-environment interaction term was 

not significant (p= .15). Univariate analyses show that structure effects are not significant for 

components one and two (design of substantive test", preparation of staff budgets and audit 

programs, final review of tinancial statements and audit program, formulation of audit opinion), 

but are significant (p < .05) for components three through five (audit planning judgments, control 

environment and system assessment, sample size determination, evaluation of substantive test 

results). In sum, it can be concluded that the effects of structure are most pronounced in these 

latter three categories of judgment-oriented audit tasks. 

Univariate ANOVAs indicate that the only component variable on which environmental 

complexity had a signiticant effect in terms of required experience level was component one-

design of substantive tests, preparation of audit programs, and preparation of staffing and time 

budgets (p< .01). As noted previously, the interaction term was not significant at cOllventional 

levels (p=.IS). 

Ta. .. k-Level Structure & Required Exnerience Difference.". Finally, the vector of 

differences in average structure ratings was regressed against differences in average required 

experience levels to assess the degree to which large structure differences are associated .vith 
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large differences in required experience levels across firms. Prior studies have operationalized 

audit structure only on the finn level. While the rt:Sults of this study indicate that a firm-level 

structure measure is likely reliable as an independent variable, such an approach cannot be used 

to investigate the possibility that observed effects may be due to exogenous firm-level variables 

which are confounded with firm-level structure measures. As discussed previously in this 

chapter, task-level structure ratings were obtained for the purposes of this study, allowing for a 

more refined test of the relationship between audit structure and task-specitic required experience 

levels. 

In order to obtain some assurance that the observed experience-level effects are indeed 

attributable to differences in audit structure across tirms, a reasonable approach is to examine 

those tasks for which structure differences are large. If, Cb predicted, differences in experience 

requirements are attributable to structure differences, then where structure differences are large, 

differences in required experience levels should also be large. Conversely, it would be 

reasonable to examine those tasks for which structure differences are small. If differences in 

experience requirements are attributable to structure differences and not to an exogenous, 

confounded, firm-level variable, then where structure differences are small, differences in 

required experiellce !evels should be correspondingly small. 

Accordingly, average structure ratings for the two "unstructured" firms were subtracted 

from the average structure ratings for the two "structured" firms, forming a vector of differences 

in task-level audit structure ratings across structure categories. Required-experience responses 

for the 19 audit tasks were then averaged within structure category for each task, leaving two 

vectors of average required experience levels for task performance--i.e. one vector for each 

structure category. These vectors were then differenced, forming a vector of differences in task-
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level average required experience levels across structure categories. The latter vector was then 

regressed against the former to obtain a measure of the relationship between the difference in 

structure rating and the difference in average experience requirement. These vectors, along with 

average structure ratings and average experience requirements, are shown in Table 9. 

R~ults from the regre'lsion analysis indicate that there is a highly significant positive 

relationship between structure difference and experience requirement difference (p= .01). In 

other words, large differences in task-level structure ratings tend to be associated with large 

differences in task-level experience requirements, and small differences in structure ratings tend 

to be associated with small differences in experience r~uirements. Remarkably, this simple 

model, with only one independent variable--task-Ievel structure rating--explains nearly a third of 

the variance in the dependent variable--task-Ievel experience requirements (R2= .32).22 These 

results provide strong evidence that audit structure is related to differences in required minimum 

experience levels for the performance of judgment-oriented audit tasks, consistent with the 

prediction in H i a. 

Supervision/Review of Audit Tasks 

In the preceding subsection, H la, H2a. and H3a-relating to the effects of structure and 

environment on required experience levels for the performance of various judgment-oriented audit 

tasks--were tested. In this subsection, Hlb, H2b, and H3b--relating to the effects of structure 

and environment on required experience levels for the initial supervision/review of these audit 

tasks--are tested. 

=A S!Je8fDWl rank correlation coefficient wa~ also computed and tested for significance. The rank correlation 
is .61, and is significant at p< .01. Additionally, the regression analysis was repeated using rank-level responses 
rolther than "transformed" experience-level responses in the dependent variable. The results of this analysis are 
qualitatively identical to those reported here. 
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Of the 3SS test instruments returned, 299 were complete with respect to the second 

section of Pan II in that there were no missing responses to any of the 19 tasks listed. The other 

56 in!;truments were missing at least one task-level response for supervision/review, and were 

thus unusable in the multivariate analysis. 

It should be noted that the rank-level responses to the supervision/review section of Part 

II were not transformed into years-of-experience responses. Rather, the rank subcategories were 

simply numbered from one to fourteen. beginning with the Staff()'1 subcategory. This procedure 

was followed for two reasons. First, most of the responses for the initial supervisionlreview 

center around the manager level or above, while responses for the performance of these same 

tasks center around the Senior rank-level. While promotion differences exist between the tirms, 

the differences are manifest predominantly at the staff level. Additionally, data on promotion 

differences was only gathered up to the Manager level, and thus e~trapolation to higher levels 

becomes questionable. Second, the structure effect using unadjusted rank levels proved to be 

strongly in the predicted direction tor the initial supervision/review of the tasks. Transforming 

the rank-level responses to years-of-experience response would simply strengthen the already 

highly significant results, yielding no qualitative difference. 

Structure and Required Supervision/Review Experience. A MANOV A using required 

minimum experience levels for 19 judgment-oriented audit tasks as dependent variables, and firm

level structure dichotomy and environmental complexity as independent variables, indicates that 

the effect of structure on the multivariate means vector is signiticant at better than the .0001 

level. As indicated in Table 10, in eight of the nine audit tasks for which the (univariate) 

structure effect is significant, structured firm managers on average indicated a lesser required 

level of experience (or more technically, a lower mean rank-level), for the initial 
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supervision/review of that task. In the remaining significant structure effect (task PST), when 

the appropriate task-level structure dichotomy was applied, the cell means shifted to reflect the 

predicted direction, and was significant at p < .01. (This result is discussed below for all three 

variables for which firm-level structure ratings are inappropriate). Thus, in all of the tasks for 

which the structure effect is significant, relatively high levels of audit structure are associated 

with relatively low levels of required experience for supervision/review. 

Tallk-Level Structure ~ Required Experience Differences. Similar to the regression 

analysis executed for the pertormance responses (discussed above), task-level structure rating 

differences were regressed against differences in average experience requirements tor the initial 

supervision/review of the 19 audit tasks to obtain a more refined test of the relationship between 

structure and required experience levels for supervision/review. Table II shows the vectors used 

in the regression. Results obtained for supervision/review were similar to those obtained for 

performance: there is a highly significant positive correlation between task-level structure rating 

difference and average experience requirement difference (p < .02). The simple regression model 

with task-level structure rating as the only independent variable explains nearly a third of the 

variance in the dependent variable (R2= .29). The Spearman rank correlation coefficient (.50) 

is significant at p< .03. Together, these results provide strong support tor Hlb.21 

Task-Level Structure Measures. As noted above, firm-level structure ratings do not apply 

in three of the nineteen tasks. For these three tasks, a different structure dichotomy from the 

overall firm-level dichotomy is appropriate. A comparison of the univariate ANOV A results 

using the firm-level structure dichotomy versus the appropriate task-level dichotomy for these 

::JSimilar to the Analysis of Covariance (ANCOV A) performed for the performance responses, the univariat~ 
ANOV As were re-run for supervision/review using ~xperience level of th~ respondent as a covariate. Again. as 
expt!Ct~. th~ covariat~ had little or no df~t on the structure or environment results. 
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three tasks is informative. It was noted above that when the appropriate task-level structure 

dichotomy was applied to the Prepare Staffing & Time Budgets (pST) task, the cell means shifted 

from being significant in the wrong direction to being significant in the predicted direction. As 

seen in Table 10, the (inappropriate) firm-level structure dichotomy produced the following 

structure category response means for PST: "structured" firms--8.26 and "unstructured" firms-

7.77. The difference is significant, and structured firms are indicated as using more experienced 

personnel to supervise/review this task (p < .03). For this same task (PST), when the appropriate 

(task-level) structure dichotomy is used, the following response means are obtained as seen in 

Table 12: structured firms--7.69, and unstructured firms--8.34. Note that this difference is 

significant in the predicted direction (p < .01). The same pattern is observed in comparing results 

using (inappropriate) tirm-Ievel and (appropriate) tasic-Ievel structure dichotomies for the 

remaining two tasks (IDC and PAP)--the mean required experience levels shift to the predicted 

direction from the wrong direction, and for one of these two remaining tasks (IDC) the difference 

becomes marginally significant in th\! predicted direction (p= .10). These results provide added 

assurance of the val idity of the structure ratings, and indicate that observed experience differences 

are indeed attributable to task-level structure differences. 

Performance ~Supervision/Review Experience Levels. To investigate whether 

unstructured firms might use more experienced personnel to perform procedures, but offset this 

ditference by using relatively inexperienced people to supervise/review those tasks, differences 

in average experience scores across structure category for performance were regressed against 

differences in average experience scores across structure category for supervisionirf!View. Results 

indicate a strong positive correlation between performance differences and supervision/review 

differences (p < .0001, R2= .79). This outcome indicates that where unstructured firms use much 
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more experienced people than do structured firms to perform the audit tasks, they also tend to 

use much more experienced people to supervise/review those same tasks, and vice versa. Thus, 

it appears that unstructured firms do not offset higher required performance experience levels 

with lower required superv;s;onlrev;ew experience levels. 

Environment 4t,Required Supervision/Review Experience. The MANOVA for initial 

supervision/review indicates that the environmental complexity variable is marginally significant 

at p < .09. As seen in Table 10, the environment effect is significant in only three of the 

univariate ANOV As; in two of these three tasks, a higher level of experience is required in the 

high-complexity case, as expected, and in one (RAP), the direction is reversed. Similar to the 

results for the performance of these audit tasks, there is only very weak evidence to support the 

prediction in H2b--that a more complex audit environment will lead to the assignment of more 

experienced personnel to supervise/review the performance of the tasks. 

Structure-hy-Environment Interaction. With regard to H3b, the MANOV A results do not 

support the presence of a signiticant structure-by-environment interaction effect for the initial 

supervision/review of the audit tasks (p> .IS). 

Principal Components Analysis. Finally, a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was 

performed on the 19 supervise/review dependent variables, again similar to the analysis 

performed for the corresponding 19 performance variables. The five component variables 

accounted for approximately 62 percent of the variation in the original 19 variables. Table 13 

indicates that the variable groupings produced by the supervise/review PCA are similar, but not 

identical to those obtained for the performance PCA. The most salient difference is that in the 

performance peA groupings, the design of substantive tests and the evaluation of their results 
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are in separate components, while in the supervise/review PCA groupings, design and evaluation 

are grouped together in component one. 

Component scores were again used as a summarized set of dependent variables in a 

MANOVA, with structure and environmental complexity as independent variable..~. Structure was 

significant overall (p < .01), but neither the environment nor the interaction effect was significant 

in the multivariate analysis. Univariate analysis suggests that component three--containing 

variables one through tive which relate to audit planning tasks--is the principal area in which 

structure impacts required experience levels for supervision/review. 

Corrohorating Evidence 

The Part I responses were analyzed to provide corroborating evidence that firms 

employing structured audit approaches use less experienced personnel. To ohtain this data, a 

measure of weighted average years of experience including both performance and 

supervision/review was computed for each of the 15 audit areas listed on each response sheet 

retu;oned. The weighted average was obtained for each audit area by weighting the number of 

years of experience of the personnel assigned in that area by the number of hours assigned to the 

respective personnel, and then dividing the sum of the products by the total number of hours 

allocated to that audit area. Following this procedure, the dimensionality of each audit staffing 

sheet was reduced to a vector of 15 weighted average experience measures.24 The tifteenth 

category ("other") was subsequently excluded from the analysis.25 

24Similar to Part II of the les& ins&rument, the Part I staffing sheet solicits budgeted personnel assignments in 
terms of their rank level. Prior to computing weighted average experience measures, this rank-level scale was 
converted to a years-of-experience scale. This conversion process was described previously in this chapter. 

~ough IS audit areas are listed on Part I, the 'other" category is excluded from the multivariate analysis due 
to the large number of respondents that did not allocate hours to the category. When no hours are allocated to an 
area, no meaningful measure of weighted average experience level can be calculated, and the response is thus listed 
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The weighted average experience measures for the 14 remaining audit areas were then 

used as dependent variables in a multivariate analysis. The 14 dependent variables then, 

c:ol'.sisted of experience measures for the (part I) audit areas, and the independent variables were 

stnJcture and environment. MANOV A tests of significance indicate that both structure and 

environment have a significant effect on mean weighted average exp"r~ence levels in at least some 

of the 14 audit areas (p < .0 I). The interaction term was not significant. 

Table 14 shows the univariate ANOVA results for each of the 14 audit areas. Structure 

is significant at below the .10 level in eight of the audit areas, and in six of these eight areas, the 

mean weighted average experience level is lower for structured than ti.)r unstructured firms. The 

environment effect is signiticant at below the .10 level in six of the audit areas, and in all six 

areas the weighted average experience level is lower for the low-complexity case than for the 

high-complexity case.26 These results provide additional evidence consistent with H I and H2. 

While the interaction term was not significant on the multivariate analysis, a pattern similar to 

that described for the Part II results, discussed above, is apparent across the 14 audit areas. 

o Structure and Consistency in the Allocation of Human Resources <H4) 

It was predicted in H4 that structured firm managers would be more consistent in their 

allocation of human resources to various audit tasks than would unstructured firm managers due 

to more explicit staffing re,!uirements and more clearly defined task boundaries. To test this 

as missing. As discussed previously, in MANOV A if a value for even one dependent variable is missing, the entin: 
ob~rvalion sea mw;t b.= dtlleled from tm, analysis. For comparison, tm, analysis was run including tm, "other" 
category, and over 100 degrees of freedom were losl as compared to Ihe analysis which excluded the "other" 
category. The results were very similar to Ihose reported in Ihe paper, except that significance levels decreased as 
would be expected with a loss of a substantial number of degrees of freedom. 

1bJbe univariate analyses were repeated using Ihe experience level of the respondent as a covariate. While 
significance levels of some of the structure differences became stronger, results are qualitatively similar. 
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hypothesis, the variance in required performance experience responses across auditors were 

computed within the two structure categories. The resulting two variances for each audit task 

(one for each structure category) were compared using an F-ratio for testing differences in group 

variances. As shown in Table 15, eight of the nineteen task responses produced variances which 

were significantly different across structure category. Consistent with H4, in all eight of the 

tasks for which the difference was significant, unstructured firm managers' responses exhibited 

a higher variance. 

This procedure was executed again, using supervise/review required experience 

responses. As shown in Table 16, nine of the nineteen task responses produced variances which 

were significantly different across structure category. Again supponing H4, in seven of the nine 

tasks for which the difference was significant, unstructured firm managers' responses exhibited 

a higher variance. 

To analyze these results further, correlations were obtained between average task-level 

structure rating differences and differences in the size of the average standard deviations of the 

responses. For performance responses, the correlation between structure and standard deviation 

differences was marginally signiticant (p < .07), For supervision/review responses, the 

correlation between structure and standard deviation ~ifferences was significant at p < .03. Thus, 

CGilSistcnt with H4, the results indicCit~ that large differences in structure ratings are associated 

with correspondingly large differences in the variance of responses across structure category, in 

the expected direction. In other words, the results are consistent with the notion that more 

structured approaches yield human resource assignments which are less variable across auditors. 
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E Structure. Enyironment. & Audit Hours <H5-H6> 

Hypotheses five and six posit that audit structure will facilitate the completion of audits 

in a shorter amount of time, as measured by the number of hours budgeted by audit managers 

to complete the audit, and that environmental complexity will cause managers to budget additional 

personnel hours to complete the audit. To test the propositions set forth in these hypotheses, data 

from Part I of the test instrument is relevant. As previously discussed, the data collected on Part 

I of the test instrument is fundamentally distinct from the data collected on Part II. The two parts 

should be seen as providing evidence on different issues--Part II on required experience levels 

for particular judgment areas, and Part I on the number of hours by auditors at various 

experience levels required to complete the audit by audit area. Additionally, as previously 

indicated, the task-level structure measures obtained tor Part II are not relevant to Part I, and 

thus a firm-level structure dichotomy is used in the foilowlDg analysis. 

Audit Structure and Budgeted Personnel Hours 

Hypotheses five and six are stated in terms of performance and supervision/review hours, 

and thus an analysis of budgeted audit hours was performed to provide evidence relevant to these 

hypotheses. A multivariate analysis (MANOV A) was executed. using total performance hours 

and total supervision/review hours as dependent variables, and lItructure and environmental 

complexity as independent variables. The structure-b;-environment interaction was not 

significant, thus allowing a straightforward interpretation of the main effects. 

Results indicate that on an overall basis, the effect of structure on the multivariate means 

vectors is significant at better than the .01 level. Univariate analyses indicate that this difference 

results primarily from a difference in the number of supervision/review hours. As indicated in 

Table 17. for the performance of audit tasks, structured firm managers budgeted an average of 
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532.1 total hours, while unstructured firm managers budgeted an average of 525.3 (p> .70). For 

the superv;s;onlrev;ew of audit tasks, structured firm managers budgeted an average of 161.8 

hours as compared to 180.8 hours for unstructured firm managers (p< .05). These results 

provide some support for HSb, but not for HSa. Recognizing the limitations of the data, it 

appears that structure does not allow for an audit to be completed using fewer performance hours, 

but that structure may shorten the time required for the supervision and review of audit 

procedures. Thus, consistent with the idea that structure facilitates supervision/review, structured 

firm managers budgeted fewer hours of supervision/review time per performance hour, as 

compared to unstructured tirm managers. 

In terms of the Audit Report Lag literature, this study does not corroborate the notion 

advanced by Bamber, Bamber, & Schoderbek (BB&S) (1993) that structured firms I longer ARL 

measures are due to relative human resource input inefficiency. In fact, structured tirm managers 

budgeted fewer total hours in both environmental complexity conditions, though the difference 

in the number of total hours budgeted was not large in either case (6.58 and 17.76 in the low and 

high-complexity environments, respectively-see Table 17). However, this pattern of resuits, 

with the difference in total hours becoming larger in the high-complexity environment, can be 

interpreted as being consistent with the BB&S (1993) argument and result that structured firms 

are capable of dealing with problems on a more timely basis, thus showing a shorter abnormal 

report lag. While the increase in the difference of total audit hours of approximately II hours 

(17.76 minus 6.58) is small, it should be noted that BB&S indicate that structured firms have an 

average abnormal ARL which is shorter than that of unstructured firms by less than one day. 

Thus, an II hour increase in the difference in total audit hours corresponds closely with BB&S 

(1993) results for abnormal ARL. 
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Environmental Complexity and Budgeted Audit Hours 

Overall MANOV A results for performance and supervision/review hours indicate that 

the effect of the environment variable is significant at better than the .01 level, and separate 

univariate analyses indicate that the environment variable is significant at better than the .01 level 

individually for performance and for supervision/review hours. Results are summarized in Table 

17. Average budgeted performance hours were 492.3 for the low-complexity case, versus 565.2 

for the high-complexity case (an increase of 14.8 percent), and average budgeted 

supervision/review hours were 153.7 and 188.8 (a 22.8 percent i!'~re"se), respectively. These 

results support H6a and H6b, and provide further evidence that the environment manipulation was 

effective. 

Detailed Descriptive Analysis 

The above results are useful on a general level to test hypotheses five and six, and to 

provide evidence of some relevance to the ARL literature. However, a more detailed analysis 

of budgeted ~udit hours was performed to provide descriptive evidence regarding which audit 

areas were affected more heavily by the structure and environmental complexity variables. 

Accordingly, multivariate analyses were performed separately for performance and for 

supervision/review, using budgeted hours in each of the IS audit areas as dependent variables. 

and structure and environmental complexity as independent variables. 

For performance hours, overall MANOV A tests for both structure and environment were 

significant (p-values less than .02), while the interaction was not. Fifteen separate univariate 

analyses were then performed--one for each audit part-to provide a description of which audit 

parts likely contributed to the overall significance of the structure and environment variables. 
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Panel A of Table 18 lists cell means separately for the structure and environment variables, along 

with the p-values associated with the differences. 

Interestingly, one of the areas in which the structure effect has the largest impact is in 

the preparation of audit programs (PAP). This result is relevant in that the structured firms 

participating in this study make much more extensive use of pre-printed audit programs than do 

the unstructured firms. Structured firm managers budgeted an average of 14.7 hours for the 

preparation of audit programs, while unstructured firm managers budgeted an average of 21.2 

hours (p< .(01). 

Similar overall results were obtained for budgeted supervision/review hours. MANOVA 

signiticance i~u; for structure and environment were both highly significant (p< .(01), but the 

interaction term was not significant (p> .60). Univariate results are presented in Table 18, Panel 

B. 

Finally, a multivariate analysis was performed on total audit hours (performance plus 

supervision/review hours) with the IS audit areas as dependent variables, to facilitate description 

of the effe~ts of structure and environment on overall audit hours for each audit area. As would 

be expected, similar results to those reponed above for performance and supervision/review were 

obtained on the multivariate analysis. Univariate results are presented in Panel C of Table 18. 

It is notewonby that environmental complexity did not signiticantly affect audit hours for 

audit planning (areas one through three), or for audit evaluation and conclusion (areas II through 

14). The areas most affected by the environmental complexity manipulation relate to the 

performance of balance-sheet substantive procedures (areas four through ten). On the other hand, 

the effects of structure are strongest for preparation of audit programs (PAP), substantive income 

tax procedures (ITSP), equity & income statement procedures (EISP), and aggregation and 
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evaluation of audit results (AEAR), with structured firm managers budgeting less hours for PAP, 

ITSP, and AEAR, but more for EISP. Few differences related to structure are apparent in the 

areas relating to substantive tests on the balance sheet. 

Finally, Table 19, Panels A and B, shows the same data as that presented above, except 

results are presented in terms of the average hours budgeted in each audit area as a percentage 

of total audit hours budgeted. Both structure and environment are significant on an overall 

multivariate basis in this analysis for both pertormance and supervision/review percentages; 

univariate cell means and associated p-values are presented to indicate the audit areas in which 

structure and environment have the largest impact on the percentage of total audit hours budgeted. 
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

A Overview and Caveoats 

Overview & Recapitulation 

As indicated in Chapter I, the primary purpose of this dissertation is to provide evidence 

relating to hypotheses inherited from the accounting and decision sciences literatures by 

comparing human resource allocation across tirms which differ in terms of the "structuredness" 

of their audit approaches, and across environments of differing complexity. Secondary objectives 

of the research include 1) establishing the continuing existenc~ of "structure" differences across 

the largest auditing firms, thereby confirming that "structure" remains a viable research construct, 

2) describing how four of the largest auditing firms allocate their human resources (in terms of 

both time and experience) to audit a fairly typical, medium-sized manufacturing client, and 3) 

providing partial evidence on the relative human resource "efficiency" of structured audit 

approaches as detined in the "audit report lag" literature. 

The hypotheses tested in this dissertation were previously categorized as follows. HI 

through H3 dealt with the effects of structure and environment on the level of experience required 

for performance (part "a") and for supervision/review (part "b"). H4 dealt with the effects of 

structure on consistency in the employment of human resources. Finally, H5 through H6 dealt 

with the effects of structure and environment on the number of audit hours required for the 

performance (part "a") and for the supervision/review (part "b") of audit tasks. The discussion 

in Chapter II developed the expectations that structure would d~rease required experience levels 

and audit hours, and increase consistency in human resource allocation, that environmental 

complexity would increase required experience levels and audit hours, and that increased 
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environmental complexity would cause structured firms to increase required experience levels to 

a greater degree than unstructured firms. 

Caveats 

Chapters III and IV provided a description of thl: approach designed to test these 

hypotheses, which was based on the assumption that audit managers' budgeted human resource 

allocations would realistically reflect the effects of structure and environment on how human 

resources are employed by larg~ auditing firms in practic~. Whil~ s~veral indicators present in 

the results suggest that the task was taken seriously by respondents, and that meaningful response 

patterns are present, several caveats--most of which are common to all field experiments--must 

be acknowledged. First, while the results might reasonably be assumed to be representative of 

human resource allocation in a fairly large range of "real-world" audits, the responses collected 

consist of "budgeted" human resource allocations for a particulllJ hypothetical client. To the 

extent that no biases are induced across structure category, th~e considerations do not 

panicularly constrain interpretation of the primary hypothesis tests; however, the descriptive 

evidence presented must be extrapolated only with caution. With respect to the presence of bias, 

analysis of the exit survey investigated several anticipated possibilities, and, as discussed above 

in this chapter, no evidence of significant bias was detected. 

Second, apart from arguing that structured approaches as employed by large auditing 

firms are not less effective than unstructured approaches, this study does not empirically address 

the question of "effectiveness." nor does it answer the question of "efficiency" in a 

comprehensive sense. While the result'! of this study indicate that structured approaches allow 

the use of relatively less experienced personnel to perform and to supervise/review a significant 

set of audit procedures, conclusions regarding the relative "full-equilibrium" efficiency of such 
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approaches depend upon the effectiveness assumption, among many other factors, such as the cost 

of developing and implementing structured approaches, and the role of such approaches in 

marketing, in training, and in preventing or resolving legal disputes. 

Third, while steps were taken to encourage both the random distribution of test 

instruments and the independence of the responses, the nature and scope of the field experiment 

did not allow for complete control over these two considerations on the part of the researcher. 

However, results from the exit survey, along with the close cooperation of a contact partner in 

each participating office, provide some assurance that these considerations did not pose a serious 

problem. and that responses were thus not signiticantly affected. 

B. Structure ao; a Viahle Re.o;earch Construct 

As noted previously, several researchers have noted the trend on the part of all firms 

toward increasingly structured approaches over the past ten years; because of this trend some 

have expressed doubt as to whether audit structure remains a viable research construct. One of 

the contributions of this research project is an aftirmation of the continuing existence of pervasive 

differences in the use of structured audit approaches among large auditing tirms. While this 

study demonstrates the potential importance of task-level structure measures, the overall validity 

of film-level measures is also confirmed. These conclusions are based on the task-level structure 

ratings obtained from two independent raters as well as on results from the exit survey, as 

discussed previously in this chapter. Additionally, the signiticant and consistent difterences 

observed in experimental task responses, most in the predicted direction, provide further evidence 

confirming the continuing viability of audit structure as a research construct. 
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C Conclusions Relating to Primary Hypotheses 

Hypothesis One 

With regard to the hypothesis tests of primary concern in this study (H l-H3), several 

conclusions can be drawn, subject to the caveats noted above. With respect to the first 

hypothesis, strong evidence was found that the structured ness of a particular audit approach 

impacts the relative experience level required of both the personnel assigned to perform and to 

supervise/review a particular audit task, with personnel of lesser experience being assigned by 

managers whose firms use a relatively structured approach for that task (H 1 a,b). Further along 

these lines, it was found that, where firm-level ratings are not appropriate, task-level structure 

ratings make a difference in the expected direction, suggesting that structure is the operational 

construct rather than a confounded firm-level variable. Large differences in task-level structure 

ratings were found to be significantly associated with large differences in task-level experience 

requirements, and vice versa, for both the performance and the supervision/review of those tasks. 

Finally, the evidence relating to the effect of audit structure on required experience levels was 

corroborated with evidence derived from Part I of the test instrument, which required budgeting 

the audit in terms of hours by personnel of appropriate experience levels to complete the audit. 

Hypothesis Two 

Conclusions relating to the environmental complexity manipulation (H2a,b) are mixed. 

Greater environmental complexity resulted in the assignment of audit personnel with significantly 

higher levels of experience only for unstructured firms, and only for the performance of the audit 

tasks. Greater complexity did not induce structured firm managers to signiticantly increase 

required experience levels either for task performance or for supervision/review. Interestingly, 
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while audit managers did not generally respond to greater environmental complexity by increasing 

r~uired experience levels, they did significantly and consistently increase the number of audit 

hours budgeted to complete the audit, both for the performance and for the supervision/review 

of audit tasks. 

Hypothesis Three 

Results relating to the structure-by-environment interaction proved to be opposite to the 

predicted effect (H3a,b). While there was little evidence of an interaction effect for 

supervision/review, tor the performance of audit tasks it appears that managers from tirms using 

unstructured approaches respond to greater environmental complexity by generally increasing 

their reliance on relatively experienced personnel. while structured tirm managers apparently 

respond by increasing their reliance on their firms' written audit guidance, and by increasing their 

consultation with specialists, peers and superiors. 

o Conclusions Relating to Remaining Hypothese.c; 

Hynothesis Four 

Individual tests of differences in variance across structure category provided evidence 

consist.:nt with the notion that structured audit approaches lead to greater consistency in the 

assignment of personnel to various audit tasks. In suppon of this conclusion, large differences 

in structure ratings were found to be assoclated with correspondingly large differences in the 

variance of responses across structure category, and vice versa. While these tests should be 

cons:rtered as ,reliminary, the results are consistent with the notion that structured approaches 

yield human resource assignments which are less variable across audit managers. 
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Hypotheses Five & Six 

These hypotheses posit that audit structure will facilitate the completion of audits in a 

relatively short amount of time, as measured by the number of personnel hours budgeted by audit 

managers, and that environmental complexity will cause managers to budget additional personnel 

hours to complete the audit. While conclusions from this research relating to hypotheses five and 

six should be considered tentative due to the nature of the experimental approach, results are 

consistent with the notion that structure facilitates the supervision/review of audit procedures in 

terms of reducing personnel hours required, particularly in audit areas which are not related to 

substantive tests of the balance sheet (e.g. preparation of audit programs, aggregation & 

evaluation of audit results, etc.). The results provide no evidence for a similar conclusion with 

respect to the performance of audit tasks. While statistically reliable, the difference in the 

number of supervision/review hours across structure category is not likely of a sufficient 

magnitude to significantly impact measures of Audit Report Lag. Thus the evidence obtained 

here does not strongly support claims made in the ARL literature regarding the effects of 

structure on the number of audit hours required to complete an audit. 

Finally, as noted previously, 41i(~ ~uflsistent u'ilh H6a,b, it avptdlii lhat managers from 

both structured and unstructured tirms respond to greater environmental complexity by 

significantly increasing budgeted personnel hours for both the performance and the 

supervisionireview of audit procedures, particularly those relating to substantive tests of the 

balance sheet. 

E. Directions for Future Research 

Audit structure continues to be an intere!;ting and informative research construct, 

especially in view of the commonly noted trend toward its increasing use in practice. Cushing 
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& Loebbecke [1986] provide a fairly broad, comprehensive overview of an agenda for research 

into the causes and effects of the use of audit structure. In addition, other researchers have 

proposed approaches to the explanation of structure differences among firms (e.g. Cushing 

[1989], Wallace (19911). 

In terms of research which ti.lither investigates the effects of audit structure on human 

resources, no single methodological approach is likely to be completely effective in obtaining and 

contirming additional insights; rather, the use of multiple approaches is recommended. 

Additional field experiments such as the one reported in this dissertation might be productive in 

assessing the effects of audit structure in such areas as auditor socialization, training, and 

expertise. Additionally, while accessibility and control over independent variables may present 

significant hurdles, archival data regarding the employment of human resources in "real-world" 

audits would be useful in corroborating the validity of the tindings in this research. 

Approaches such as verbal protocol analysis to study differences in problem-solving 

strategies across auditors in specific structure-differentiatcd tasks may be useful in confirming 

some of the individual assumptions made in formulating the predictions tested here. For 

example, that structure facilitates supervision/review by changing the role of the supervisor from 

one of judging reasonableness to one of assessing compliance with tirm policy is an example of 

an assumption that could be more directly tested through the use of verbal protocols. 

Finally, "laboratory" evidence would be useful not only in confirming the results found 

in this research, but also in investigating implications of audit structure for the effectiveness of 

human judgments in terms of consistency, tixation, or perhaps even accuracy. 

Audit structure continues to be an interesting and potentially informative construct from 

a theoretical perspective, and is important to practitioners as a critical decision variable. 
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Research into the causes and effects of audit structure may eventualiy facilitate prescription and 

allow for more fully informed choices in practice. 
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TABLE 1 
HUMAN RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS BY RANK: A DESCRIPTIVE PROFILE 

(Average hours and percentage of total hours allocated to each rank 
level, broken down by Performance, Supervision, and Overall) 

STAFF LEVEL 

AUDIT AREA STAFF SENIOR MANAGER PARTNER TOTAL 

PERFORMANCE HRS. 313.8 182.3 25.2 6.1 527.3 

% 59.5% 34.6% 4.8% 1.1% 100. O'~ 

SUI'ERVISICN HRS. 1 ., 57.6 75.3 34.9 163.5 .... I 

% LO% 34.0% 44.0% 21. 0% 100.0% 

OVERALL HRS 315.5 239.8 100.5 41.0 696.8 

% 45.3% 34.4% 14.4% 5.9% 100. O'~ 



TABLE 2 
AVERAGE HOURS AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL HOURS ALLOCATED TO 
15 AUDIT AREAS FOR PERFORMANCE, SUPERVISION, AND OVERALL 

III 

AUDIT PERFORMANCE SUPERVISION OVERALL 
AREA 

HOURS % HOURS % 

GPPF 58.6 11.11 17.5 10.32 

RIC 38.9 7.38 12.0 7.08 

PAP 17.7 3.36 5.2 3.07 

CSP 16.5 3.13 5.0 2.95 

RSP 55.7 10.56 16.2 9.56 

ISP 103.3 19.59 28.0 16.52 

PDSP 24.0 4.55 6.9 4.07 

OASP 12.0 2.28 4.2 2.48 

APSP 38.1 7.23 10.7 6.31 

LISP 18.7 3.55 6.7 3.95 

ITSP 30.0 5.69 10.3 6.08 

EISP 38.8 7.36 11.5 6.78 

AEAR 20.6 3.91 11. 4 6.73 

FOAR 30.5 5.78 14.4 8.50 

OTHR 23.6 4.48 9.3 5.49 

lU1AL 527.3 100.00 169.5 100.00 

abbreo, iat jon,;: 
General Planning ~ Permanent File 
Review ~ Evaluata System of Internal Control~ 
Prepare Audit Programs 
Ca!;h--Substantive Proc~dures 
Receiv~bles--Substantive Procedures 
Inventories--Substantive Procedures 
PP~E ~ Depreciation Expense--Substantive Procedures 
Other Asset,;--Substantive Procedures 

HOURS ~ 

76.1 10.92 

50.9 7.30 

23.0 3.30 

21.5 3.09 

71.9 10.32 

131. 4 18.86 

30.9 4.43 

16.3 2.34 

48.7 6.99 

25.4 3.65 

40.4 5.80 

50.3 7.22 

32.0 4.59 

45.0 6.46 

32.9 4.72 

696.8 100.00 

Key to 
GPPF 
RIC 
PAP 
CSP 
RSP 
!SP 
PDSP 
OASP 
APSP 
LISP 
ITSP 
EISP 
AEAR 
FOAR 
OTHR 

Accounts Payable ~ Other Current Liabilities--Substantive 
Long-Term Debt , Interest Expense--Substantive Procedures 
Income Taxes--Substantive Procedures 

P roc~dun~::::i 

Equity, Income Statement--Substantive Procedures 
Aggregate ~ Eo,aluate A.,dit Results 
Formulate Opinion' Write Audit Report 
Othp.r 
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TABLE 3 
RESPONSES BY FIRM-LEVEL STRUCTURE CATEGORY AND CASE 

FIRM CATEGORY 

CASE VERSION STRUCTURJ::.D 
TOTAL 

UNSTRUCTURED 

No. % No. % No. % 

CASE 1 99 52% 86 48% 185 50% 
(Low Complexity) 

CASE 2 87 46% 83 46% 170 46% 
(High Complexity) 

TOTAL/OVERALL 186 4 9'~ 169 47% 355 48% 



TABLE 4 
AVERAGE TIME TO COMPLETE CASE BY FIRM AND STRUCTURE 

(Minutes) 

FIRM CATEGORY 

CASE VERSION STRUCTURED UNSTRUCTURED OVERALL 

CASE 1 (Lo) 42.2 44.4 43.3 

CASE 2 (Hi) 46.6 43.8 45.2 

OVERALL 44.3 44.1 44.2 
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TABLE 5 
AVERAGE MONTHS SPENT AT POSITION BY STRUCTURE 

FIRM CATEGORY P-VALUES 

RANK LEVEL STRUCTURED UNSTRUCTURED FOR DIFFERENCE 

STAFF 22.80 26.92 p<O. ODD'" 

SENIOR 35.52 35.21 p<O.700 

TOTAL TIME TO 58.32 62.13 p<O.670 
MANAGER 

Not(:! In this tabl~, dS ill ,Jii LrJUL":!::' ill wtlidl .::;ifjllificdnc .. ] i8v~15 ar8 rBrr)ct~cJ, p-vaiues 
of .05 or 1055 ·n·, hi"i11iqht.>'1 ·"ith (Iouul., .,sterisks and r-'I,llll"::; of b·!tw""n .1)5 "nd .10 
oro:: hi,.hli'-lht.,d ·"ittll ~in'li·, .1:,;t·Hi:,;~:. 
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TABLE 6--PANEL A 
AVERAGE EXPERIENCE LEVEL REQUIRED (IN YEARS) FOR PERFORMANCE OF 

AUDIT TASKS--UNIVARIATE ANOVA RESULTS BY STRUCTURE AND CASE VERSION 
FOR 19 TASKS 

PANEL A: MEANS & SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR MAIN EFFECTS 

AUDIT FIRM CATEGORY ENVIRONMENTAL 
TASK COMPLEXITY 

STRUC UNSTRUC P-VALUE LO HI P-VALVE 

OKB 3.46 4. 01 0.00·· 3.61 3.86 0.18 

PPA 3.04 3.0 0.00" 3.06 3.39 0.01" 

MPR J.~3 .;. 31 0.00" J.S5 LOB I). 1 ~ 

M~M .l.~.l 4.41 0.00·' 01.11 4. 1·1 0.88 

ACC : . 94 3.<13 0.00" 3.26 3.51 0.09' 

RSI 2.20 2.78 0.00·' '! • .l6 "':.')02 d • 'J.! •• 

IDC 3.34 3.53 0.~3 3.35 3.53 0.24 

DSA J.08 3.28 0.08' 3.02 3.35 0.00'· 

DST 2.90 3.21 0.01" 2.91 3.20 0.01·· 

PAP 2.99 2.99 0.98 2.84 3. J ; I;. Of)·· 

OSS 2.60 3.37 0.00-' 2.86 3.12 0.06-

PST 3.46 3.44 0.90 3. J 1 3.5" '),07' 

ARS ~.62 2.83 0.12 ~.63 2.83 I). 14 

ERS 2.~j 3.27 0.00·' ':.9 Q 3. 11 O.3~ 

RAP ·1.18 4.55 0.07· 4. oil .1. Jj n.;;7 

MFR 4. Qj 5.52 0.04"" 5.07 5.38 0.29 

AEA 3.68 4.27 0.00"" 3.88 4.0(; IJ. 32 

OM 5.30 5.42 0.65 5.20 5.52 ,) .2·1 

DAR 3.40 3.87 0.00· 3.57 3.70 <).42 

(P-v.,lue:J of .05 0r i·~:..;s clr,,= hi~_Jld il..Jht~d ''''~tL double Jsteri;]~:.s, p-'/dlu+-.!s [, • .!t.'''''!.~r, .:U ,lnd 
• 05 ';l it h .1 :3 i nq it! .1:; ':'~ r i;j~: 1 • 

Key to T,j':;~ Abbr'!'.'l.ttlon.=;: 
O~:~ .. 0btd i n t:nowl ~'1q~ at Btl:; I nt.·,:jS 
PPA = P('r!orm Prf11.rTun.lry Ar."l'itlC,.l P':·'/It.''''; 
MPR .. M.l~e Prellmin.HY Ri::;k A.3,s • .!s;;ment 
MPM .. M.lke Prel imindry ~1.)teridlity A!:;scS5ment 
ACe - Assess el ient' S ':ontrol Envlronment 
ASI - Review System of Interndl Controls 
IOC· Identify and Document Critical Audit Areas 
OS", • Design Substantive Analytical Review Procedures 
CST - Desiqn Substantive Tests of Details 
PAP - Pr""ar" Audi t Programs 
OSS • ~term.ine Substantive Sarrple Approaches. Sizes 
PST. Prepare St.affinl) , Time Budgets 
ARS s Aggregat.e Results of Substantive Tests 
EPS • E.valuate Results of Subst.antive Tests 
RAP - Review Audit Plan for Needed Modifications 
MFR • Ma~e final Review of financial Statement.s 
AEA - Aqqre<Jate , Ev.l u.te Aud i t Resul ts 
OM • Decide on Appropriate Audi t Opinion 
OAR· Drdft AurHt Pcport 
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TABLE 6--PANEL B 
AVERAGE EXPERIENCE LEVEL REQUIRED (IN YEARS) FOR PERFORMANCE OF 

AUDIT TASKS--UNIVARIATE ANOVA RESULTS BY STRUCTURE AND CASE VERSION 
FOR 19 TASKS 

PANEL B: CELL MEANS & SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR INTERACTION EFFECT 

AUDIT STRUCTURED FIRMS UNSTRUCTURED FIRMS INTER-
TASK ACTION 

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH P-Value 
COMPLEXITY COMPLEXITY COMPLEXITY COMPLEXITY 

OKB 3.54 3.38 3.69 4.34 .OJ·· 

PPA 2.9S 3.12 3.16 3.66 .20 

MPR 3.66 3.60 4.0S 4. S7 .10· 

MPM 3.79 3.87 4. 42 Loll .83 

ACC 2.93 2.96 3.59 4.07 .14 

RSI 2.23 2.18 2.49 3.07 O?·· 

IDC 3.30 3.38 3.39 3.68 .49 

DSA 3.02 3.15 3.03 3.S4 .10· 

DST 2.86 2.95 2.97 3.45 .10· 

PAP 2.R8 3.10 2.81 3.18 .50 

DSS 2.50 2.71 3.2 i 3.54 . ~~ 
PST 3.33 3.5~ 3 ., r~ j.58 .93 

ARS 2.53 2.71 ~.72 C. ~4 • QI] 

ERS 2.83 2.83 3.15 3.40 .H 

RAP 4.26 4.11 4.56 4.54 .74 

MfR 4. 89 4.97 5.25 5.79 .42 

A£A 3.82 3.53 3.94 4.60 .01·' 

OM 5.09 5.51 5.31 5.54 .72 

DAR J.36 3.44 3.78 3.'16 .74 

(P-vallJ~.!.8 of .05 Qr l .. !s::; .lr .. ~ tli(.Jhli!Jht .. ~d with rjoubi~ Jst~rl':;~:s, p-\'alIJ"~:; tJ .. !tWI~ • .!tI .It) In.J 
.05 with a sing18 dst.,ds':). 

Key to Trlsk Abbrevloltlons: 
OKS - Obtdin Knowl~rjqe ('If Business 
PPA • Perform Prelimln.uy Andlytical Review 
HPR • ~tdke Prel iminary Risk Assessment 
MPM· Make Preliminary Materiality A.:;sessment 
Ace· A.ssess Client's Control Environment 
RSl • ReView System of Internal Controls 
IOC • Identify and Document Critical Audit Areas 
OSA • Design Substantive Analytic.)l Review Procl!dure:> 
CST • O<!sign Substantive Tests of O<!tal13 
PAP • Prepare Audi to, Proqrams 
OSS • Determine Substantive San'flle App!"Clacr~s, Si:es 
PST· Prepare Staffinq i Time Budgets 
ARS • ".r:1reqdte Resul t., of Substantl ve Tests 
t::PS • Evaluate Results of Subst.lntlve Test.:; 
RAP , Review Audit Plan for Needed Modifications 
MFR .. Make Fin .. l Revif',!w ot Finanr:ial Statements 
AEA • Al}qreqat~ ~ E. ... ·.dlJ.)t.€' Audlt Pesult..i 
OM· Decide on Appr0pridtc AudJt Oplnlon 
DAR· Draft Au,tit P"'?port 
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TABLE 7--PANEL A 
AVERAGE EXPERIENCE LEVEL REQUIRED (BY RANK-LEVEL*) FOR PERFORMANCE OF 
19 AUDIT TASKS--UNIVARIATE ANOVA RESULTS BY STRUCTURE AND CASE VERSION 

PANEL A: MEANS & SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR MAIN EFFECTS 

AUDIT FIRM CATEGORY 
TASK 

STRUC UNSTRUC P-VALUE 

OI\"B 5.01 5.24 .25 

PPA 4.57 4.58 .91 

MPR 5.23 5.59 .04·· 

MPM 5.43 5.69 .21 

Ace 4.39 5.04 .00·· 

RSI 3.30 3. e 1 .00·· 

IDC 4.92 4. 71 .22 

DSA 4. 58 4. 4 9 .48 

DST 4.35 4.41 .71 

PAP 4.49 4.12 .01"" 

DSS 3.86 4.56 .QO·· 

PST 5.03 4.63 O~·· 

ARS 3.01 4.02 .J8 

ERS 4. 21 4.42 .24 

RAP 5.76 5.81 .79 

MFR 6.52 6.82 .29 

AEA 5.20 5.53 .16 

DM .,. 'j~ 6.72 .48 

DAR 4.95 5. 11 .36 
(P-values ot .O~ or 185S are hlqhllqhtea 'o'ltn doub 
.05 with d sin'}le dsterisk). 

Key to Td!>k Abbrevidtlon!>: 
01\6 - Obtain Knowledqe of Susin~ss 
PPA ,. Perform Prel iminrlcy Mdlyticoll Rt!view 
MPR ,. Make Pre I imin.lry Risk Asse:;.5ment 
MPH - Make Prel iminolry Materiality Assessment 
Ace - Assess Client's Control Environment 
RS[ - Review System of [nternaL Controls 
[OC ,. Identify and Document Critical Audit Areas 
OSA • Oe3iqn Substantive Analytical Review ProcedlJres 
OST - Oesiqn Substantive Tests of Details 
PAP· Prepare Audl t Proqrom:; 
OSS • Determine Subst<Jntive Sarrple Approolches, Sizes 
PST· Prep.He Staffing' Time Budgets 
A.M - Aqqre,;at~ ~e:;ults ot' =rubst1lnt1ve Tests 
ERS - Evaludte Result3 of Substantive Tests 
RAP • P~view Audi t Plan for Needed Modi fication$ 
MFR • M.:Jke Final Re .... iew of f":n.lncioll Statements 
AEA • Aqt]ce1olte ~ E:vdludt~ Alldit Rc:;ult.:; 
OM • Decirie on .l.ppropCl.}te Audit Opinton 
OAR' Oraft Audit Pcport 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLEXITY 

LO HI ?-VALUE 

4.98 5.27 .14 

4. 38 4.77 .01"· 

5.29 5.54 · 1 fj 

5.53 5.59 .77 

4.56 4.87 .07-

3.40 3.72 .06" 

4.71 4.92 .21 

4.35 4.72 .01·" 

·1.21 4. 55 .01" 

4. 12 4.49 .00·· 

4. 03 ·1.3,j .0·1' -

':.69 ·L ,)7 • : O· 

3.81 01. I) 2 · --
4.25 4.38 .45 

5.82 5.75 .76 

6.50 6.85 .22 

5.28 5.51 ~ , · -, 

0.64 7.00 .20 

4.96 5.09 .46 
e ast8rls~:s, p-'/a 1 u~s o..;:tw88n .1U .)n 

·The averaae rank levels indicated correspond to a numerical orderinq of ~~nk~ listed on 
the response sh",.}t in Appendi:, B {lorn 1 to 14 (Staff,., to Partner,,) 
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TABLE 7--PANEL B 
AVERAGE EXPERIENCE LEVEL REQUIRED (BY RANK LEVEL·) FOR PERFORMANCE OF 
19 AUDIT TASKS--UNIVARIATE ANOVA RESULTS BY STRUCTURE AND CASE VERSION 

PANEL B' CELL MEANS & SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR INTERACTION EFFECT 

AUDIT STRUCTURED FIRMS 
TASK 

LOW HIGH 
COMPLE:XITY COMPLEXITY 

OKB 5.08 4.95 

PPA 4.44 4.69 

MPR 5.27 5.20 

MPM 5.38 5.48 

ACC 4.35 4.43 

RSI 3.33 3.28 

IDC 4, 87 4. 97 

OSA 4.51 4. ~6 

OST 4,29 4.42 

PAP 4, 34 ,1.63 

DSS 3.70 ,1. 0 1 

PST 4.89 5.17 

ARS 3.82 4.01 

E:RS 4. 20 4. 22 

RAP 5.82 5.69 

MfR 0.41 6.57 

AU' 5.39 5.12 

OM 6.70 7.14 

OAR 4.91 4.98 
,<'-values at • U:J or less ar~ hlgnugntea ',",Lt.l 
.05 with a single asteris~:). 

Key to Task Abbrevidtions: 
OKS • Obtaia J(nowlf'!d'1~ of I:HJsineS3 
PPA • Perform Pl'cl iminary Mldlyticdi. Review 
MPR • Mdke Prel iminary Risk Assessment 
MPM • Ma~e Prel imindr'f Materiality .a.ssessment 
Ace· Assess Cl ient's Control Envi:-onm~nt 
RSI • Review S'I!item of Internal Controls 
IOC • [denti!, dnd Document Critical Audit Areas 
OS .... Oesi'1n Sub5tantive Analytical Review ProCedUrl?5 
OST· Desiqn StJb.:;r.)ntive T'~sts of Details 
PAP • Prepare Audi t Pro'1r<!1TI.5 
OSS • O~termine Sllb.:;tal1tiv~ SarTlpi(> Approaches, Si:cs 
PST· Prepare Staffing' Time Budqets 
ARS • Aqqreqate P.~sul ts at Substdnti 'Ie ~l·e.:;ts 
£ttS • £Jaiuate Pesults of Substantive Tests 
RAP - Review Audit Plan for Needed Modifications 
MfR. M.lke fin.ll Review of f,n.mclal ~;tdternt:!nts 
ilEA • Aggregate. &valuate Audit Results 
OM • Decide on Appropdate Audit Opinion 
OAR. Drol!t "wiit P.eport 

UNSTRUCTURED FIRl1S INTE:R-
ACTION 

LOW HIGH P-Va1ue 
COMPLEXITY COMPLEXITY 

4.89 5.53 .04·· 

4.32 4.84 .35 

5.31 S.88 .oe· 

5.68 5.70 .87 

4.77 5.31 .17 

3.46 4. 16 .03·' 

4.54 01. 88 .49 

4. ~o 4. 78 · 11 

4. 1~ 01. 69 .12 

3.91 ·1.34 .57 

4.36 , •• 75 • d Ii 

4.49 .: .77 • ?H 

3.80 01. 03 .91 

4.29 01. 55 .511 

5.82 5.~1 .17 

6,52 7.13 .39 

5.17 5. H'l • u 1 •• 

6.58 6.86 .7~ 

5.02 5.20 .7·1 
doubl8 asterLs s. p-VJ 1 u"c: tJto?t''''81~n • JI) an· 

·The average rJnk levels indicated corr8spond to a numerical orderinq of rlnks !ist8d on 
the response sh8et in Appendi;~ 8 from 1 to 14 (Staff 0-1 to Partner ,,) -



TABLE 8 

COMPONENT VARIABLE GROUPINGS RESULTING FROM 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS FOR TASK PERFORMANCE 

Component 1 

Design Substantive Analytical Review Procedures (DSA) 
Design Substantive Tests of Details (DST) 
Prepare Audit Programs (PAP) 
Prepare Staffing & Time Budgets (PST) 

Component 2 

Review Audit Plan for Needed l·!odificiltiolls iRAP) 
Make Final Review of Financial Statements (MFR) 
Aggregate & Evaluate Audit Results (ABA) 
Decide on Appropriate Audit Opinion (DAA) 

Component3 

Obtain Knowledge of Business (OKB) 
Perform Preliminary Analytical Review (PPA) 
Make Preliminary Risk Assessment (MPR) 
Make Preliminary Materiality Assessment (MPM) 

Component 4 

D~termine Substantive Sumple Approaches, Sizes (DSS) 
Aggregate Results of Substantive Tests (ARS) 
Evalutate Results of Substantive Tests (ERS) 
Draft Audit Report (DAR) 

Component 5 

Assess Client's Control Environment (ACC) 
Review System of Internal Controls (RSI) 
Identify & Document Critical Audit Areas (IDC) 

119 

*(Note that by ordering the components as 3, 5, 1, 4, and 2, the variable 
groupings closely approximate the sequentially-ordered Cushing & 
Loebbecke [1986] model). 
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TABLE 9--PANEL A 
REGRESSION DATA & RESULTS: DIFFERENCE IN TASK-LEVEL STRUCTURE RATING 

VS. DIFFERENCE IN AVERAGE EXPERIENCE LEVEL (PERFORMANCE) FOR 19 AREAS 

PANEL A: REGRESSION INPUT DATA· 

AUDIT AVG. (Adjusted) EXPER. LEVEL AVG. STRUCTURE RATING 

AREA UNSTR. STR. O1FF. UNSTR. STR. 01 FE". 

OKB 4. 01 3.46 

PPA 3.41 3.04 

MPR 4.31 3.63 

MPM 4.41 3.83 

P.CC 3.83 2.94 

RSI 2.78 2.20 

IOC 3.53 3.34 

DSA 3.28 3.08 

OST 3.21 2.90 

PAP 2.99 2.99 

DSS 3.37 2.60 

PST 3. ·14 3.~6 

ARS 2.83 2.62 

ERS 3.27 2.83 

RAP :.55 4.18 

MFR 5.52 4.93 

AEA 4.27 3.68 

DM 5.42 5.30 

DAR 3.87 3.40 

Key to T.)si< Abbrevidtion:;: 
OKS 
PPA • 
MPR 
MPM • 
Ace· 
RS[ 
roc • 
OSA • 
OST • 
PAP· 

Obtain Knowledqe "r BU5iness 
Perform Preltmln,H'{ An.ilytiedl P.evicw 
Mdke Prelimindry P.l.3~ Assessment 
Mdke Prellmin.1c'I M,lteridlity A!;:;e35ment 
A55(>55 Cll,",nt t S 4';ontrol E.nvi ronmcnt 
Review Sy::;t~'m 'Jt rnte-rndl Controls 
Ident ify and Dot:um~nt ,:'n tir:dl Audi t An~as 
Oe~Hqn .3ubst~ntive Analytic",l RtOview Procedures 
Oe::;iqn SUb.:.:t,Hltiv."! Tc~t.:; of Oetdlis 
Prepare Audi t Pro!.lr<lm::i 

0.55 2.00 3.75 1. 75 

0.37 1. 25 3.75 2.50 

0.68 1. 75 5.00 3.25 

0.58 1. 00 5.00 LOO 

O.8~ ~.88 ~.I)I) ~ . 12 

0.58 3.13 L6j 1. 50 

0.19 1. 75 2.0n 0.25 

0.20 1. 75 3. 13 1. 38 

0.31 4.13 4.~3 0.50 

0.00 01. 50 4.38 -0.12 

C.?? j.~5 5.UQ : .75 

(0.02) 2.38 2. :'8 1).00 

0.21 2.00 3.75 1. 7 5 

0.44 2.25 .:. j, 3 1. ;;~ 

0.37 1.25 :.05 f).ao 

0.59 3.25 LOa 0.75 

0.59 1.38 3.38 2.00 

0.12 1. 88 3.75 1. 87 

0.47 3.78 3.83 0.05 

oss .. D~t~rmine Subst.:tnti'/t! :;.uTlpl."! .A.ppro.lctlc::, :;i:e:::; 
PST ... Preparl! 5t.ltfinq ,. "funt.' 8'.ltl'1t.'t.:> 
APS .. Aqqreqdt'! p·?SU 1 t.:;: of ,:illb.:;t.Hlt 1 '/~ T.!::;t::; 
ERS • EV.llUoit~ il.I-'suit.:; ut :;qll::;t:,Hltl'/t""' Te::;t:.; 
RAP Review Aur11". Pl.tn tOt fkf!.I(·,j :-1n,1tt:':.t!:.I'...'n:; 
MFr ... Mdke Fin.)i P.CV1~W 'Jt Fln.jTlc~,tl ;jt.lt ... nlt!~t....:; 

AEA • Aqqreq.l te '" Ev.) 1 'l.:Jte Au·j i~. !Jest,i t ."; 

OM - Decide on Appropridtf:" Allrjlt !.'rinl"'l 
OAP .• Ordft Aurji t Report 

·Note that the ~v'!rdlqt! expetience level dod <lverage structure rating column.:; .)['e ditf.:!rencc,j ':;I.Jch th.lt t.Hqe 
positive s·ructure- diff~rences are expected tc bp -1s50ciolted with Idro'! po:;itive diff~rences in ~xpt.'rience level, 
and vice versol. 
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TABLE 9--PANEL B 
REGRESSION DATA & RESULTS: DIFFERENCE IN TASK-LEVEL STRUCTURE RATING 

VS. DIFFERENCE Hf AVERAGE EXPERIENCE LEVEL (PERFORMANCE) FOR 19 AREAS 

PANEL B: REGRESSION RESULTS 

REGRESSION REPORT 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: DIFFERENCE IN AVG. EXPERIENCE LEVEL 

INDEP. VAR. PARAMETER EST. STD. ERROR T-STAT (b-O) P-VALUE 

INTERCEPT .239 .0789 3.03 .008"" 

STRUCTURE . 123 .On2 2.d5 • <J 11 "" 
RATING Dr FF. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE REPORT 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: DIFFERENCE IN AVG. EXPERIENCE LEVEL 

SOURCE DEGREES OF SUMS OF MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO ?-"/t'\LIJE 
FREEDOM SQIJP.RES 

CONSTANT 1 3.355 3.355 

MODEL 1 1).334 0.334 8. !: . ~ I! •• 

ERROR 17 0.700 O. 041 

TOTAL 18 '.OJ4 0.057 

R-SQUARED: .323 

SPEARMAN CORRELATION: .611 (P-VALUE--.0055"") 
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TABLE 10--PANEL A 
AVERAGE EXPERIENCE LEVEL REQUIRED (BY RANK·) FOR SUPERVISION/REVIEW OF 
19 AUDIT TASKS--UIHVARIATE ANOVA RESULTS BY STRUCTURE AND CASE VERSION 

PANEL A' MEANS & SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR MAIN EFFECTS 

AUDIT FIRM CATEGORY 
TASK 

STRUC UNSTRUC 

OKS 7.94 8.36 

PPA 7.63 7.60 

MPR 8.31 9.04 

MPH 8.68 9.25 

ACe 7.53 8.16 

RSI 6.51 6.60 

IDC 1.9~ 7.7.l 

DSA 7.5i.i 7.58 

OST 7.38 7. 43 

PAP 7 • .; 7 7.27 

OSS 7.0" 7.65 

PST 8.26 7.77 

ARS 7.09 7.00 

ERS 7. 18 7.56 

RAP 9.24 9.23 

MfR 9.96 10.75 

M.A g • .;'l 9.01 

OM 10.65 10.56 

OAR 8.35 8.68 
I P-'/alue:: ot .IJ~ or 1~3S ar~ hl'lllLlgllt",j 
.05 · .... ith a singi., .1Gt"risk). 

Key to T.l.::;k: AbhreVl<ltion.::>: 
OK8 - Obtdin t:howl~'J'Je of BU:lir"!5S 
PPA. • Perform Prelimln.lt'l Antllytical P.eview 
HPR • Malee Prel iminary P.islo: Asse~:;ment 
HPM. Mdke Pr~l imin.uy Mdterialit'l AS!l(!.::;s~nt 
Ace. A.::;sess ('1 ient t s Control Envi ront"lent 
RSI .. Review System of Int'!cndl Cont!"ol.:: 
lOC - Identity oJnd Document Critical AIJdit Arcd':; 

P-VALUE 

0.07· 

0.86 

0.00·· 

0.04·· 

0.00·· 

0.67 

O • .:!."! 

0.92 

0.76 

0.23 

0.00·· 

0.03·· 

0.6~ 

0.07· 

0.98 

0.01·· 

0.04·· 

O. ~7 

0.18 
With ceub:" 

OSA - Oe5iqn Substolntivt! Arlo.lytical R€,vlew Procedures 
OST .. Oesiqn Substdntiv~ Tests ::"If Oet')lls 
PAP· Prepare Audit Proqrolms 
OSS • Determine Substolntive Solmple Appro.lch(>s# 5i:;:es 
PST· Prepdre Stdtfinr'} , Time Budgets 
APS • Agqre<}.lte ResoJl ts of Subst.1nti V~ Tt:'5ts 
ERS - EVdluate Results of Substantive Tests 
RAP· Review Audit P1.m tor Needed Modifications 
HFR • Mdke final Revi~w of f'inancidl Stdtements 
AEA • Aqqre'late , £valudte Audit Results 
OM • Decide on Appropriate Audit Opinion 
OAR", Craft Audit P.eport 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
COHPLEXITY 

LO HI P-VALUE 

7.95 ;.35 0.08· 

7.50 7.72 0.21 

8.67 8.68 1. 00 

8.97 8.95 0.94 

7.75 7.94 0.34 

6. ·15 6.66 0.29 

7.80 7.93 0.52 

-.50 7.6·1 0.39 

7.38 7.43 0.79 

7.23 7.5 i O.O~· 

7.~7 7 . .; 0 0.55 

7.90 8. i 3 I) .~B 

6.91 7.18 0.1·1 

7.31 7.43 0.56 

9.54 8.93 ~j • Ij" •• 

10.31 10.40 0.75 

8.H 8.7'1 0.'31 

10.37 10.83 1).14 

8.40 8.63 ').37 
asterlSKS, p-V~l i LJt-'!S t)~tw"="~n • 1 U ~ln·-

·The average rank levels indicated correspond to a numerical otd"rin~ of r3nks list~d on 
the respens" sh8"t in Appendix B from 1 to 14 (Staff,., to Partn8r"l -
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TABLE 10--PANEL B 
AVERAGE EXPERIENCE LEVEL REQUIRED (BY RANK*) FOR SUPERVISION/REVIEW OF 
19 AUDIT TASKS--UNIVARIATE ANOVA RESULTS BY STRUCTURE AND CASE VERSION 

PANEL B: CELL MEANS & SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR INTERACTION EFFECT 

AUDIT STRUCTURED FIRMS UNSTRUCTURED rIRMS INTER-
TASK ACT [ON 

LOW HIGH LOW fUGH P-Value 
COMPLEXITY COMPLEXITY COMPLEXITY COMPLEXITY 

OKB 7.86 8.02 9.04 8.68 .31 

PPA 7.47 7.78 7.53 7.66 .62 

MPR 8.40 8.22 8.95 9.13 .49 

MPM e.61 ~.74 9. )3 9.16 .59 

ACC 7. ·16 7.59 8.04 d.28 .78 

RSI 6.51 ~.52 6. ·10 6.79 .34 

IDC 7.93 8.05 7.67 "/ .;j 1 .% 

DSA 7.50 7.62 7 •. 19 7.66 .89 

DST 7.37 7.39 7.39 7.4~ .88 

PAP 7.30 7.64 7.15 7.39 .73 

DSS 6.92 7.11 7.63 7.68 .72 

PST 8.07 8.44 7.72 7.82 .53 

ARS 6.85 7.33 6.98 7.02 .22 

ERS 7.04 7.33 7.58 7.54 .. 14 

RAP 9.31 9.16 9.76 g.6'! .12 

MFR 10.09 9.82 10.52 10.99 "" 
AEA B.5S 8.39 8.95 9.08 .55 

DM 10.46 10.83 10.27 10.oj .76 

DAR 8.11 g.58 8.69 8.~7 .32 

(P-valuas of .05 or l~ss ~ra hiqhliahted with double asterisks. p-v~lu~~ h~tw~cn .10 and 
.05 with a single .1st·,ri:;~:i. 

Key to 1'ask Abbre'l1<lticn5: 
OKB • Obtdln Knowledqe ot Business 
PPA • Perform Prel imin~ry An"lytic.ll P,e'/i'.?w 
MPP. .. Make Prel imin.lry P.isk As.:;e'::;5~nt 
MPM • Make Pre I imin.u"( M.lteridl ity Asse5:;ment 
Ace· Assess Cl ient's Control Environment 
RSI • Review System of Internal Controls 
IOC· Identify and Document Critical Audit ACl:'dS 

OSA • Design Subst.mtive Mdlytical P.eview Procedures 
OST • Oesiqn Substantive Tests of Oetai 15 
PAP - Pr~oiIl'e Audi t Proqr.uM 
OSS • Determine SubstantiVe Sa"l>lc Approdches, SL:es 
PST. Prepare Staff inc; , Til'lE' Budgets 
ARS .. Aqgrp.qat.e Resul ts ot Substanti \Ito? Tests 
ERS. E:valuate ~csults of Substantive Tests 
RAP • Revi~w Audit Plan for Needed Modifications 
MFR • Make Fin.tl Rev iew of financial St>tements 
AEA - AlJlJreqat.e , Eva 1 U-lte Audi t ~esu 1 ts 
OM • Decide on Appropri..tte Audi t opinion 
DAR. Draft Audit Report 
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TABLE 11--PANEL A 
REGRESSION DATA & RESULTS: DIFFERENCE IN TASK-LEVEL 

VS. DIFFERENCE IN AVERAGE EXPERIENCE (RANK) 
FOR 19 AREAS (SUPERVISION/REVIEW) 

STRUCTURE RATING 
LEVEL 

PANEL A: REGRESSION INPUT DATA· 

AUDIT AVG. (Adjusted) EXPER. LEVEL AVG. STRUCTURE RArING 

AREA UNSTR. STR. DIFF. UNSTR. STR. DIFf. 

OKB 8.36 7.93 

PPA 7.60 7.62 

MPR 9.04 8.32 

MPM 9.25 8.67 

ACC 8.16 7.52 

RSI 6.61 6.51 

IDC 7.75 7.98 

DSA 7.59 7.56 

DST 7.44 7.38 

PAP 7.28 7.45 

DSS 7.66 7.01 

PST 7.78 8.24 

ARS 7.01 7.07 

ERS 7.57 7.17 

RAP 9.2!> 9.24 

MFR 10.74 9.96 

FlEA 9.01 8.49 

OM 10.54 10.64 

DAR 8.60 8.33 

Key to Tot$1( Abb["I!'1lo-itlon,j: 
O~:B • Qbt .. in I<nowlt.~ti'1e 'Jr Bu.sinc::;::; 
PPA • Pcrtorm Pt"ellmlnacy An.llytic,tl Review 
MPR • M,lkco Prel iml n.][y Ri sic A.::;::;c::;sment 
MPH • Mdlcc Prelimlndcy r-' .. lteridl i!.y t\!ises:anent 
Ace,. Asse.:;::; Cli~nt's COI~trol Envitonrnent 
ASI - R:evi~w System ot Int'?!n.)l Controi::; 
toe • [dentify and Document Critical Audit Arcds 
OSA - Design Sl.Jb3tolntive Analytical Review Procedures 
OST • Oesiqn Substantive Tests of Oetai Is 
PAP. Prepare Audi t Proqratns 

0.43 2.00 3.75 1. 75 

(0.02) 1. 25 3.75 2.50 

0.72 1.75 5.00 3.~~ 

0.58 1. 00 5.00 4.00 

0.64 2.88 5.00 2.12 

0.10 3. ]3 4.63 1. 50 

(0.23) 1. 75 2.00 0.25 

0.03 1. 75 3.13 1. 38 

0.06 4.13 4.63 0.50 

(0.17) ·1.50 4.38 -0.12 

0.65 3.25 5.0U 1. 75 

(0.46) 2.38 2.38 0.00 

(0.06) 2.00 3.75 1. 7 5 

0.40 2.25 4.13 1. 88 

0.01 1. 25 2.U5 1).80 

0.78 3.25 4.00 O.7!> 

0.52 1. 38 3.38 2.00 

(0.10) 1. 88 3.75 ,.87 

0.35 3. -; 6 .i.OJ 1).05 

DSS - Determine Substdntive $"tl'4Jie Approdchcs. !il:=es 
PST" Prepare Sr:.lftinq Ii Tunc BIJd'lt:'ts 
ARS '"' Agqregdte Results ot Subst.lntiv~ 're.:lts 
ERS .. EVdluate Results of Subst')ntive Tc!;ts 
RAP" Review Audit Pl.m tor flt!l!dcd Modlfi.:.Jtion.3 
MFR .. fA.dke Findl Re'liew of Findncidl Stdt-:ments 
AE'.A .. Aggregate" Ev.)luate Audit Results 
OM - Decide on Appropridte Audit 0pinion 
OAR .. Oraft Audi t Report 

*Note that the dverolge ~xperience (rank) level and dverage stcuct'Jre rating columns dre di fferenct!d SIJch tholt 
large positive structure differences are e;ttp~cted to be d:ssot;iolted with Idrl'}e positlve differences in '!xperience 
level, and vice versol. 
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TABLE 11--PANEL B 
REGRESSION DATA & RESULTS: DIFFERENCE IN TASK-LEVEL STRUCTURE RATING 

VS. DIFFERENCE IN AVERAGE EXPERIENCE (RANK) LEVEL 
FOR 19 AREAS (SUPERVISION/REVIEW) 

PANEL B: REGRESSION RESULTS 

REGRESSION REPORT 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: DIFFERENCE IN AVG. RANK LEVEL (S/R) 

INDEP. VAR. PARAMETER EST. STD. ERROR T-STAT (b:O) P-VALUE 

INTERCEPT -.044 .1231 -.36 .72 

STRUCTURE .180 .0675 2.66 .01;;" 
RATING Dr FF. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE REPORT 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: DIFFERENCE IN AVG. RANK LEVEL (SIR) 

SOURCE DEGREES OF SUMS OF MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO P-VI\Lut:. 
FREEDOM SQUARF.S 

CONSTANT 1 0.923 0.923 

MODEL 1 0.711 0.711 7.0B .016·· 

ERROR 17 1. 706 0.100 

TOTAL 18 ~. 416 0.134 

R-SQIJARED: .294 

SPEARMAN CORRELATION: .50:; (P-VALUE--. 0282··) 
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TABLE 12 
SUPERVISION & REVIEW R~K LEVELS--UNIVARIATE ANOVA RESULTS BY 

STRUCTURE AND CASE COMPLEXITY FOR THREE AREAS FOR WHICH FIRM-LEVEL 
STRUCTURE RATINGS NOT APPROPRIATE 

(Previous Analysis Adjusted for Task-Specific Structure Ratings) 

AUDIT STRUCTURE 

AREA STR UNSTR 

IDC 7.70 8.03 

PAP 7.25 7.48 

<~ • i.G~ a. J.: 

Key for abb[t:~vidtion:J: 
roc - Identity, Document Criticdl Audit Ared3 
PAP. Prepare Audi t Pro'Jrolm.:i 
PST· Prepare St.lttinq 4 Time Budqet3 

P-Value 

0.10· 

0.16 

G.OO·· 

CASE rNTER-
ACTION 

LO HI p- P-Value 
V~ iu., 

7.81 7.93 0.55 0.35 

7.23 7.51 0.09· 0.91 

7.'31 o. l .... G.3:! I). "0 



TABLE 13 

COMPONENT VARIABLE GROUPINGS RESULTING FROM 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS FOR TASK SUPERVISION/REVIEW 

Component 1 

Design Substantive Analytical Review Procedures (DSA) 
Design Substantive Tests of Details (DST) 
Prepare Audit Programs (PAP) 
Determine Substantive Sample Approaches, Sizes (DSS) 
Prepare Staffing & Time Budgets (PST) 
Aggregate Results of Substantive Tests (ARS) 
Evalutate Results of Substantive Tests (ERS) 

Component 2 

Make Final Review of Financial Statements (MFR) 
Aggregate & Evaluate Audit Results (AEA) 
Decide on Appropriate Audit Opinion (DAA) 
Draft Audit Report (DAR) 

Component3 

Obtain Knowledge of Business (OKB) 
Perform Preliminary Analytical Review (PPA) 
Make Preliminary Risk Assessment (MPR) 
Make Preliminary Materlality AsseSSlnent (MPM) 
Assess Client's Control Environment (ACC) 

Component 4 

Perform Preliminary Analytical Review (PPA) 
Assess Client's Control Environment (ACC) 
Review System of Internal Controls (RSI) 

Component 5 

Identify & Document Critical Audit Areas (IDC) 
Review Audit Plan for Needed Modifications (RAP) 
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* (Note that by ordering the components as 3, 4, 1, 5, and 2, the variable 
groupings closely approximate the sequentially-ordered Cushing & 
Loebbecke [1986) model). 



Key to 
GPPf 
RIC 
PAP 
CSP 
R5P 
ISP 
PO!jP 
OASP 
"PSP 
LISP 
ITSP 
EISP 
"EAR 
fOM 
OTHR 

TABLE 14 
OVERALL WEIGHTED AVERAGE EXPERIENCE LEVEL FOR 15 AREAS, 

BY STRUCTURE AND CA~E COMPLEXITY 

STRUCTURE CASE 

AREA STR. UNSTR. P-Value LO HI 

GPPF 5.04 5.39 0.00 .... 5.03 5.39 

RIC 3.23 3.73 0.00"· 3.37 3.58 

PAP 4.75 5.05 0.01·· 4. 79 5.01 

CSP 1. 86 1. 80 0.34 1. 82 1. 84 

RSP 2.75 2.66 0.17 2.61 2.80 

ISP 3.04 2.98 0.40 2.92 3.10 

[,DS!' 1. 91 2.02 0.13 1. 94 1. 98 

OASP 2.52 2.45 0.46 2. -16 2.51 

APSP 2.28 2.08 0.01-· 2.10 2.26 

LISP 2.92 2.63 0.00-' 2.70 2.86 

ITSI' J.77 4.78 0.92 4. 75 -1.80 

EISP 2.89 3.08 0.09- :!.911 3.03 

AEAR 5.61 ~ .17 0.00" 5.8" :). SiJ 

FOAR 6.17 6.57 0.02" t;.26 6.~O 

OTHR 5.72 5.62 0.73 5.8t; 5.4;" 

.1bbrc'/i.lt 1 ":In.:;: 
Gen'.!['<tl Pl.,nninq Ie P~['m.lnent fi le 
lh~view .. Ev.duolte 5'1::>tt!m of Intern.tl Contro1.:; 
Pr~parl! Alldi t Proqr.1m.!: 
C.Jsh ..... !iubst1ntl'Jc Procedurf.!~ 

ReCt!l v .. o les"'-Sub::;t.mt i ve Procedurej 
t nventor i"!!:i-"'Substdnt i 'Ie Procedures 
PP~E ~ Oeprecidtion E:xpense·-Substar,tivc Procedures 
Oth~r A,:;sf!'ts"-Sub::;tant i 'Ie Procedure~ 
Account::; PdYdble " ather current Lidbi 1 itles--Sub:..tanti'/e 
Lonq-Tcrm Debt \ I ntercst Expense--Subst.tnti'le Procedures 
In,=cme Tdxe5"'-Sub5tdnti'l~ rroc~t1ure!i 

Equity" Income 5t.lc.err,ent--Substdntiv~ Procedures 
ArJ'lre'1<ttf! \ EVtll Ud te Aud it Resu 1 ts 
formuidte Opinion" Write Audit Report 
Other 

Procedures 
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P-lJalue 

0.00--

0.06-

0.06-

0.7F. 

0.01--

0.01·-

0.59 

0.65 

0.05--

I). 11 

0.66 

0.39 

0.69 

n.18 

i).CO 



TABLE 15 
DIFFERENCES IN STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF AVERAGE REQUIRED EXPERIENCE 

LEVELS FOR PERFORMANCE (IN YEARS) BY STRUCTURE FOR 19 AREAS 

AUDIT STANDARD DEVIATION 

AREA STRUCTURED UNSTRUCTURED DIFFERENCE P-VALUE 

OKB 1. 64 1. 79 0.15 0.27 

PPA 0.85 1.35 0.50 0.00" 

MPR 1. 33 1. 81 0.48 0.00" 

MPM 1. 68 1. 7 4 0.06 0.61 

ACC 1.12 1.66 0.54 0.00" 

RSI 1. 03 1.17 0.14 0.u9' 

roc 1. 24 1. 57 0.33 c.oo·· 
DSA 1. 00 1. 05 0.05 0.51 

DST 1. 08 1. 06 -0.02 0.85 

PAP 0.87 0.97 0.10 0.17 

DSS 1. 19 1. 20 0.01 0.96 

PST 1. 39 1. 26 -0.13 u. 1 'I 

ARS 1. 07 1.13 0.06 1l.5~ 

ERS 1. 11 1.40 0.29 0.00" 

RAP 1. 56 1. 81 0.25 0.05" 

MFR ,.46 :: • 19 -0.~7 <). 1-1 

AEA 1. 32 1. 71 0.39 1). UO· ... 

OM 2.35 2.10 -0.25 0.14 

DAR 1. 35 1. 51 0.16 0.14 

Key to TdSk Abbreviation.:;: 
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01<"8 • Ob td i n Know! edqe a t Bus i nes':: ess • Determine Sub.::;tantive ScI"",le Approdchf~::;, 5i:e::;: 
PPA· Pf!rform Pt"elimindry Analyticdl Review 
MPR • Make Preliminary P.islc: Ass~:;sment 
MPH· M.lkc Prelimin.HY Materiality Assessment 
ACe· Assess Cl ient's Control Envlronment 
RSt • Review System of Intern.ll Centrols 
Ioe ,. Identify and Documt!nt Critical Audit Ace.]s 
05,1, • O~::;iqn Substantive .A.n.llytic.l1 Revif!w Pro,=ed'J['('!l 
CST· Oesil'Jn Subs~anti'lt! T~sts ot Details 
PAP, Prepare Audit Pro'lra"", 

PST· Prepare Stdffin1 , Time Judqets 
ARS • Aggregate Resul ts of Subst-lnti ve Te:;t5 
ERS .. Evaluate Results ot 5ub::;:tantive Tests 
RAP .. Review Audit Pi.1n tor Needed Modific.ltion::; 
MfR • M.Jke Fin.ll P,evif!w o[ E'in.lnci.ll !jtdt • .!ment::;: 
AfA • Aq!Jregdt~ .Ij, Ev.lludte Audi t Pesul ts 
OM • Decide on Appropridt l ! Awilt C'plnion 
DAR - Ordft Au'Jit Report 



TABLE 16 
DIFFERENCES IN STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF AVERAGE REQUIRED EXPERIENCE 

LEVELS (RANK) FOR SUPERVISION/REVIEW BY STRUCTURE FOR 19 AREAS 

AUDIT STANDARD DEVIATION 

AREA STRUCTURED UNSTRUCTURED DIFfERENCE P-VALUE 

OKE 1. 87 2.50 0.63 0.00·· 

PPA 1. 33 1. 88 0.55 0.00·· 

MPR 2.04 2.65 0.61 0.00·· 

MPM 2.39 2.70 0.31 0.10· 

ACC 1. 59 ~.05 0.46 0.00·· 

RSI 1. 75 1. 76 0.01 0.94 

IOC 1. 75 1. 98 0.23 O. 1 i 

DSA 1. 58 1. 57 -0.01 0.88 

DST 1. 65 1. 41 -0.24 0.04-· 

PAP 1. 43 1. 61 0.18 0.12 

DSS 1.92 1. 89 -0.03 0.83 

PST ~. 14 1. 86 -0.28 0.07· 

ARS 1. 66 1. 64 -0.02 0.85 

ERS 1. 68 2.23 0.55 I). IJ(J •• 

RAP ~.65 ~.89 I). ::!4 u.25 

!1FR ~.o3 ~. a 1 -0.02 0.9: 

AEA ~.25 2.58 0.33 1).0 1 

DM 2.86 2.90 0.04 0.88 

DAR 2.04 2.54 0.50 0.00·· 

Key to Task Mlbrev1ations: 
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O"-S • Obtain Knowledqe of Bu-'iness 
PPA • Perform Preliminary Mdlytical Revip.w 
HPR • M.lke PCf.l'l imin.H'I Risk Assessment: 

OSS • Oetermine Sub3tanti ve Samp 1 e Approdches, S i :es 
PST - Prepare Staffing' Time 8udqet~ 

MPH· Mdke PrelimlndC',/ M<ltcridiity A.sse.::;,sment 
Ace· Assess Client's Conte..,l En\oironment 
RSI • Review System of Interndl Controls 
ICC· Identify and Document Criticdl Audit AC,,!dS 
OSA • Oesiqn Substantive Anillytical Peview Procl'"oIJres 
DST Design Subst<lntive Test!> Ijf Det.Jlls 
PAP· Prepdce Audl t Proqc<1m:; 

ARS • Aggregate Results of Substantive Test.:; 
ERS • EV<lluate Results of Sub3tdnti'le Tests 
RAP Review Audit PIdn for Needed Modifications 
MFR .. Motke Fin.l1 Review ()f fin.ln~idl 5t,jt-:oments 
AEA ,. A(J!Jte'Jdt.(~ ~ Ev •• lu.lte Audit ih~51..dt.:; 
DA.\ - Otcide on Appropci.lt .. · Alldit Opinion 
OAR'"' Drolft Audi t P.t'!port 
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TABLE 17 

AVERAGE TOTAL HOURS FOR PERFORMANCE, SUPERVISE/REVIEW, AND OVERALL BY 
STRUCTURE AND CASE COMPLEXITY. 

STRUCTURE CASE 

STR. UNSTR. P- LO HI P-
Value Value 

PERFORMANCE 532.1 525.3 0.79 492.3 565.2 0.00** 

SUPERVISE/ 161. 8 180.8 0.05** 153.7 188.8 0.00** 
REVIEW 

OVERALL 693.9 706.1 0.71 646.0 754.0 0.00** 

(P-values of .05 or less are highlighted with double asterisks, p-values 
between .10 and .05 with a single asterisk). 



PANEL A: 

AREA 

GPPF 

RIC 

PAP 

CSP 

RSP 

rsp 

PDS? 

OASP 

APSP 

LISP 

ITS? 

E:ISP 

AEAR 

fOAR 

OTHR 

TABLE 18--PANEL A 
AVERAGE HOURS BY STRUCTURE 

AND CASE COMPLEXITY FOR 15 AREAS 

HOURS BUDGETED FOR PERFORMANCE OF AUDIT AREAS 

STRUCTURE 

STR. UNSTR. P-Value LO 

58.86 58.36 0.90 55.83 

37.85 40.05 0.50 39.14 

14.66 21.23 0.00·· 18.14 

15.39 17.81 0.02·· 15.13 

5~.85 54.85 I). 59 50.43 

109.37 97.62 0.08" 92.8>3 

2·1.94 23.16 0.30 22.39 

12.37 11. 7 9 0.51 10.95 

38.59 37.86 0.75 34.44 

19.01 18.57 0.74 16.84 

27.49 32.94 0.00·· 29.40 

,16.69 30.22 ,1.00" 35.26 

10.67 25.1·1 0.00·' 19.87 

33.08 27.78 0.09' 30.72 

I? 97 28.07 1),03" 19.53 

CASE: 

HI 

61. 39 

38.77 

17.75 

18.07 

61. 27 

11-1. 12 

25.72 

13.n 

42.02 

20.73 

J 1. 04 

40.64 

21.94 

30.13 

28.51 

Key to 
GPPF 
RIC 
PAP 
c:;p 
RSP 
ISP 
POSP 
OASP 
APSP 
LlSP 
ITSP 
EISP 
AEAR 
F')AR 
OTIIR 

.. bbrevidtions: 
Cit:!netdl rldnninq , Permanent File 
rl:cview " Evaluate Sy::tem of Internal Control.:i 
rrepdce Audit Proqcolms 
Col!;h--Substdnt 1 V~ Proc~dures 
Fh:~cei Yables--Subst'mti ve Procedures 
[nventor ies--Substdntl ve Procedurt"s 
PP,c;E " Depree i ation £Xpense--Subs tdnt 1 ve Procedures 
Other A:;sets--Substant i ve Fcocedures 
Account.::; Pdyable , Other Current Liab iIi tics--Sub.::tanti vc 
Lonq-Term ~cbt , Interc.::t Expensc .. -Subst.Jntive Procedures 
Inc':)tne Tdxes"-$ubstolnti ve Procedures 
Equity ~ illc,;ome .:it.ttf'!ment--Subst.lnti'le Prot:~dures 
,a.rJ'lre'1.1te .- Eva 1 udte Aud i t R(>.5ul ts 
Formui.lte Opinion r. Write Alldit P.t~port 
Other 

Procedllre:; 
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P-Value 

0.16 

0.91 

0.84 

0.00"" 

0.00"" 

V.OO"" 

0.05"" 

0.01"" 

0.00"" 

0.00"' 

0.35 

0.21 

O. ,3 

0.85 

11.01- • 



PANEL B: 

AREA 

GPPF 

RIC 

PAP 

CSP 

RSP 

ISP 

PDSP 

OASP 

APSP 

LISP 

ITSP 

EISP 

AEAR 

FOAR 

OTHR 

TABLE 18--PANEL B 
AVERAGE HOURS BY STRUCTURE 

AND CASE COMPLEXITY FOR 15 AREAS. 

HOURS BUDGETED FOR SUPERVISION/REVIEW OF AUDIT AREAS 

STRUCTURE CASE 

STR UNSTR P-Value LO HI 

17.33 17.90 0.73 15.76 19.48 

10.12 13.99 0.00-- 11.99 12.12 

4. 93 5.55 0.26 5.12 5.36 

4,45 5.60 O.Ql° o .;. ·17 5.58 

1~.09 IIj.39 0.81 14.34 10. ,5 

~8.61 ~7.69 0.66 ~L08 32.~:; 

1j.70 7.09 0.51 6.23 7.51j 

L03 4.48 0.19 3.70 4.81 

10.26 11. 32 0.17 9.04 12.53 

6.·; 5 7.06 O. ~9 5.82 7.68 

9.0.; 11. 89 0.00" 9.80 11.13 

1:.75 10.22 0.01" 10.16 12.80 

Q.ll 1·1.00 1).00" 11. 75 11. 36 

14.79 14 .12 0.66 14.01 [.I. on 

6.83 12.20 0.00" 7.15 11. 87 

Key to 
GPPF 
RIC 
P"P 
CSP 
RSP 
ISP 
PDSP 
O"SP 
"PSP 
~ISP 
ITSP 
C::;P 
"EAR 
rO,\R 
OTHR 

oIbbreviat.ions: 
Genf?ral Planning' Permanent File 
Review, Evaluate System ot Internal Control:; 
Prepd re Audl t Programs 
CJSh--Sui:'stanti ve Procedures 
Reef! i v.lb les--Substant i ve Procedure:; 
Inventor ies .... Substant i ve Procedures 
pp,£ ~ Depreciation E.xpense--Substantive ProcedJces 
Other A.5set.:;--Substantive Procedures 
Accounts P"Ydble , Other Current l.ldbilitles--Sub5tdntiv~ 
Lonq-Term Debt' Interest E.xpense--SlJbstdnti'l~ Proc(>dlJr~s 
Income Tdxes--Subst.lntive Procedures 
::.tui t'l .. !nccme St<f,te~nt--S!Jbst.lntive Pr'1t:t:dure:J 
Aq'Jre.f,lt,! .. E.· ... <du.He Audit R'-'~Hdts 
formld.ttl~ ()pInion ... ~rite Audit Repott 
Other 

P roce·juce!l 
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P-Value 

0.02--

0.91 

0.66 

.). I) 10• 

I). 011" 

0.00" 

0.03 0' 

0.00'0 

0.00 0' 

,J. 00" 

O. 11 

I). IJl •• 

1).76 

11.56 

0.01 0' 



PANEL C: 

AREA 

GPPF 

RIC 

PAP 

CSP 

RSP 

ISP 

PDSP 

OASP 

APSP 

LISP 

ITSP 

EISP 

AEAR 

FOAR 

OTHR 

TABLE 18--PANEL C 
AVERAGE OVERALL HOURS BY STRUCTURE 

AND CASE COMPLEXITY FOR 15 AREAS 

HOURS BUDGETED FOR PERFORMANCE & SUPERVISION/REVIEW 

STRUCTURE CASE 

STR UNSTR P-Value LO H~ 

76.19 76.26 0.99 71.59 80.86 

47.97 54.04 0.14 51.13 50.88 

19.59 26.78 0.00" 23.26 ~3 .11 

19.84 23.41 O.OP· 19.60 :3.~5 

72.94 71. 24 I). "Il ~1."" l~. '1~ 

: 37.99 125.31 0.13 116.97 146.33 

31.64 30.25 0.52 28.62 33.~7 

16.·1 I) 16.27 0.91 H.65 18.1)) 

48.85 49.19 0.91 4J.48 54.55 

~5. ·15 ~5.6~ 1).92 22.66 28.42 

36.53 ·14 .83 0.00" Y:.'. 19 ·12.17 

59.43 40.44 0.00" 46. ·12 53.44 

25.78 39. 14 0.00·· 31.62 )).3U 

47.67 41. 89 0.16 ·14.73 45.03 

26.79 40.27 0.00·' 26.68 40.38 

Key to 
CPPF 
RIC: 

,Jbbrevi,)t1on~ : 

PAP 
C:SP 
RSP 
ISP 
PDSP 
OASP 
APSP 
LISP 
ITSP 
EISP 
AEAR 
~'JAR 
OTHR 

General Planninq , Permanent fi le 
Review' EVolluolte System of Interndl Control::; 
Prep.H~ Audi t Proqram.o; 
C.lsh--Sub.5tant i v( Procedures 
Rece i .... ..)b les--Substanti Vt! Procedures 
In'wentor ies--Substdnt i ve Procedure.:; 
PP4E .. Depreciation E.xpen::>e--Substantlv"! Pror:eriure::> 
Other Assets--Sub!Jt.lnt i ve Procedures 
Accounts PdYdble " Otht!r Current Lidbi 1 i ties--Substdnt 1 '{~ 
Lonl1-~":.~.n Debt" Interest E.xp~nse"-StJbst.tntive Pror.:('durt?s 
:ncome TdX.;o::;--SlJb.::;tolntive Procedures 
E.qlJi t'{ .. Income ':;t.tt~mt!nt--Sl1bst.tntl·,e Proce.tures 
.:.."::;: ~'hJ tt: ~ EV.l1 ~J to:? Aud i t Rcsul ts 
formuLlt .• ! Opinicrl .,. Welte Audit Report 
'Jther 

Prot:~d'lr··:; 
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P-Value 

0.05" 

0.95 

0.95 

0.00·· 

IJ. VI)·" 

0.00" 

0.03" 

O. 'lO" 

0.00'" 

0.00" 

'J. 1 Q 

(j.10· 

0.56 

1).94 

0.1]0·· 



PANEL A: 

AREA 

GPPF 

RIC 

PAP 

CSP 

RSP 

ISP 

PDSP 

OASP 

APSP 

LISP 

IT')P 

EISP 

AEAR 

FOAR 

OTHR 

TABLE 19--PANEL A 
PERCENTAGE OF HOURS IN EACH OF 15 AUDIT 
AREAS BY STRUCTURE AND CASE COMPLEXITY 

PERCENTAGE OF PERFORMANCE HOURS 

STRUCTURE CASE 

STR. UNSTR. P-Value LO HI 

11.16 10.88 0.56 11.08 10.915 

7.17 7.63 0.31 7.82 6.9S 

2.74 4. 00 0.00·· 3.59 3.15 

3.04 3.49 0.00·· 3.24 .,.29 

10.137 10.18 0.10· 10.26 10.79 

20.67 18.57 0.00·· 19.09 20.15 

4.74 ·1.45 0.27 4. 67 4. 51 

2.35 ~.21 0.215 ~.24 2.31 

7.2il 7. 32 0.08 7.09 7.51 

3.61 3.56 0.80 3.45 3.72 

5.27 15.53 0.00·· ~. 1 Q 5.61 

8.150 5.98 0.00·· 7.31 7.27 

3.10 4. 78 0.00" ':.00 3.88 

0.15 5.55 0.22 6.37 5.34 

3.24 4. 85 0.00·· 3.57 4. 52 

Key to 
GPPF 
RIC 
PAP 
CSP 
RSP 
t!1r 
PDSP 
OASP 
APSP 
LI!1P 
IT!1r 
EISP 
AEAR 
FOAR 
OTHR 

abb rev i oil t i cns : 
Cif!neral Pl.:anninq , Petmdncnt Flle 
Revi,~w " EVdluolte System of rnternoll Controls 
Prep.He Audi t Proqc.}11'\S 
C.\sh·"Substant i ve Procedure!i 
Rccc 1 volblc;:;"-Sub~t.tnti ve Procedure:; 
Inv!'ntor iC5--Su~3tolnti 'Ie Procedures 
PP.r..g .r. Dcpreci.ltion E.'\pl.!n5e--Subst.JnU'/e' Procedures 
Other Assets--Sub5t.)nt i ve Procedures 
Accounts Pdy.lble " f)th~r Curr~nt Lidbi 1 i tlcs--Sub!>tantl ve 
Long-Term Debt" Interest Expense--SlJb:a,lnti'Je Procedures 
Income ".lxe!l--Sub::t,lnt i ve Pr(lcerjure~ 
E'1,Jity J, Income St.ltement--Substantiv,-' Prace,jure::> 
AQrtr"'''.ft ... ~ t.v,ll 'Jolt"? A'JrJi t ReslJl t!l 
Fcemui.ltc f=lpinlon ... We i te Au,ii t Po:-pcrt 
i)th~r 
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P-Value 

0.81 

0.06· 

0.09· 

I). 7 8 

0.20 

1).1·1 

'1.50 

0.55 

IJ.13 

O. 1;) 

f). 02". 

1).9] 

~J • 7 1 

0.03·· 

0.06· 



PANEL B: 

AREA 

GPPF 

RIC 

PAP 

CSf> 

RSf> 

ISP 

POSP 

OASP 

APSf> 

LISP 

ITSP 

ErSE' 

AEAR 

FOAR 

OTHR 

TABLE 19--PANEL B 
PERCENTAGE OF HOURS IN EACH OF 15 AUDIT 
AREAS BY STRUCTURE AND CASE COMPLEXITY 

PERCENTAGE OF SUPERVISION/REVIEW HOURS 

STRUCTURE CASE 

STR. UNSTR. P-Value La HI 

10.60 9.95 0.34 10.43 10. 12 

6.56 7.66 O.OZ" 7.68 6.54 

2.96 3.36 0.1Z 3.42 2.90 

2.92 3.23 0.06' 3.06 3.09 

9.94 8.96 0.02·· 9.20 9.70 

17.85 15.07 0.00" 15.78 17.14 

4.31 4.02 u.23 4. 27 4. 07 

2.56 2.51 0.74 2.47 2.~1 

6.49 6.42 0.80 6. 0,1 6.87 

3.98 4.00 0.93 3.83 4.15 

5.55 ~.84 0.00" 6.47 5.92 

7.fj9 5.92 0.00" 6.66 7.0n 

5.62 7.86 0.00" 7.43 6.06 

9.17 8.08 0.14 ~.O5 8.19 

3.77 6.13 0.00" 4.;;1 5.69 

Key to 
GPPf 
RIC 
PAP 
CSP 
RSP 
ISP 
PDSP 
OASP 
Arsp 
LISP 
IT5P 
EISP 
AEAR 
fOAR 
OTHR 

dbbrevidtions: 
Gcn"!r.ll Pldnnlnq .. Perlndnent File 
Revil';'w " EVollu.ltc System of Internal ~..,ntro15 
PrIJP.H~ Audit PrO'1cdm.:i 
C.lsh--SubstcJnt i Vr! Procedures 
Rece 1 vables--Substdnt i ve ProCl!dure:; 
I nV':onto! If?!i--Sub.::;tdnt i 'If! Prco:edIJcc,::; 
PPH: \ Oo?preci4tion Expen!ie--Sub.stantive Proce'1ur~:; 
Other A.:::set.::;--Substdnt i 'Ie Procedures 
Accounts P')Yclble " Other Current Li,)bilitit!!i--Sub.::;t.lnti ..... ~ 
Lot'\q-T~rm D~bt " lntere::;t Expen:;(!·-Sub:;tdnti'le Peocl..'dure:l 
Incom.! 7,lXCS--Substantlvo..! Peoce,jur.~s 
Eq'Jl r . .,. f, Incornt! St.tt~I'.,..nt--S',bst.:tnt ~ 'I>'! Pr 'Jt:e.Jurt..':~ 
A,Zr1rt?'l.He .\ £'I"i'l,lt·! Aurtit P,.!sult::;: 
F'Jfmu:.Jtt! Opinl0n \0 Welte Audit Report 
':,ttll:>r 
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f>-Value 

0.65 

0.02" 

0.04" 

0.86 

0.25 

0.05" 

:).39 

0.33 

0.01" 

0.17 

1).10' 

0.49 

0.03" 

0.25 

I). as" 
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APPENDIX B--CASE MATERIALS & TEST INSTRUMENT 
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November 23, 1992 

Dear Colleague: 

Please accept my sjncere thanks for providing the information and judgmenlS requested in the attached case 
and questionnaire. Since only a fairly small sample is being collected, your response is a vital part of this 
research project. and is crucial to the success of this effon. Your farm has approved your panicipation. and 
your help is aratIy appreciated. The case is intended to be completed by an audit manager. 

Please answer the questions honestly, and as realistically as possible. There is no need to put your name 
on the questionnaire. Neither you nor your firm will be identified in the research resullS, so your responses 
will be strictly confidential. The purpose of the research is simply to find out how auditors at different 
experience levels are employed in practice, so there are no "right" or "wrong" answers. But it i1 imponant 
that your responses realistically reflect audit practice. 

Be sure to examine the cue materials (consisting of two pages of narrative and two pages of financial 
swemenlS) before completing the questioMaire. The questionnaire consislS of four fairly brief parIS. While 
completing each pan, feel free to refer back to the case materials as needed. You are encouraged to refer 
to any guidance provided by your firm in completing these wks to the extent you would on a real audit. 
It should take about 4S minutes to read the case and provide the requested judgmenlS pertaining to it. It 
should take another S minutes or so to complete the biographical data sheet at the end. 

In the tasks that follow, please keep in mind that you are not being asked to decide whether or not to accept 
the audit, as the decision to accept the client has already hypothetically been made by your firm. Assume 
that you have been assigned to be the audit manager for the client in the cue. Your goal is to express an 
unqualified opinion on the client's financial swemenlS. 

Please do Dot commuaicate COIICII'IIin.dIe case with odlen who are also completinl the case until aIIer 
you (and they) have respoaded ud retumed the quesdoaaaire, If you do, abe results or thit research 
may Dot be valid. Your questionnaire will not be individually identified, but the value of this research 
depends on the degree to which your responses are independent and correspond to a real audit situation. 

When you have finished filling out the questionnaire, pIaIe eadoIe oaly die live PlIes which contain your 
respaases in the self·addressed, swnped envelope provided. This will ensure that the envelope will get back 
to me on the postaae aaadled. Tbuk you for your willingness to participate. If you'd like to see the 
aggregated resullS. drop me a postcard, and I'll be glad to send you a copy. 

I'm grateful for your participation in this research effon. If I can assist you in any way, please let me 
know. 

Sincerely. 

Douglas F. Prawitt 
University of Arizona 
(602) 621·2620 



Ocean Manufacturin, Audit Case 
(Low Environmaual Complexity Venion) 
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This case hu been prepared to represent a real audit situadon. After readin, the informalion gi\'en 
about the client, includin, (mancial statemen"" you will be uked to pro\'ide input relalin, to this case 
re,ardin, 1) bud,eted staffin, uSi,nments, 2) minimum experience levels of personnel performin, various 
tasks, and 3) usessment of planninl-stqe materiality. The case hu been kept brief to facilitate completion. 
If informalion which you would normally use in performin, these tasks is missinl, please complete the cue 
anyway, assumina thal the missinl informalion would indiCale nothin, out of the ordinary. 

Ocean Manufacturinl, Inc., a publicly-held manufacturer of small to medium-size home appliances. 
is a new audit client for your firm. Ocean hu been audited by a medium-sized re,ional accountinl firm for 
the past 12 years. As the company has increased in size, manaaement has considered en,qin, an audit firm 
with a nalional reputation, and decided thal this was the year to make the chan,e. The switch is not a result 
of a disqreemeflt or problem With the predecessor auditor. 

Audit Completion ReqYirements 
Your audit firm hu been enlaaed to issue an opinion on the financial statements of Ocean 

Manufacturin, for the year ended December 31, 1992. which will be prepared in-house by Ocean. It is now 
December 20, 1992, and no interim work has been done beyond that which is reflected by the information 
presented in this case. Inventories at the company's four main production and warehousin, facilities will be 
counted successively on the 29th and 30th of December. The Board of Direcrors would like the audit repan 
to be presented no later than March 31, 1993. To meet this deadline, the repon must be in printing by 
approlimarely March 20, 1993. The en,aaement aareement with the firm specifies thal you are not to rely 
materially on client personnel to assist in preparin, schedules, etc., a1thouah you can count on them to 
provide access to data and information needed in the ordinary course of the audit. 

Risk Environment" Control Sntem 
You ha\'e ,athered the followin, information on Ocean's control system and risk environment from 

a tour of the plant facilities, a brief discussion with the company controller, and a re\'iew of last year's 
workin, papers aenerated by the previous auditor. Please assume thal amw prenilin, ,eaeral economic 
conditions apply for purposes of this audit case. 

The home appljanc;c' industry. The domestic home appliances industry continues to ,row 3t a 
moderate pace. The industry consists of se\'eral manufacturers (bodl domestic and forei,n) who sell to a large 
number of wholesale and retail outlets. Thouah responsi\'e to technolo,ical chan,e, product marketability 
tends to be fairly stable. Retail outlets are sef\'ed by both wholesale and manufacturer representatives. 

Ocean Manyfacturinc Inc:orpgrarcd. Ocean is a company with about 570 million in total assets. SilO 
million in sales revenue, and 53.2 million in net profit in 1992. The company hu not attempted to elpand 
agaressively or to mo\'e into new product lines. Rather, it hu concentrated on maintainin, a steady rate of 
growth by providin, reliable products within a moderate to low price ran,e, and by ,radually elpandin, from 
a re,ional to a nalional market. Ocean's sales are made mostly in small batches to indi\'idually-owned 
appliance stores. thouah the company hu, over the last few years, bepn to supply six nalional retailers as 
well. Three of these lar,u retailers became Ocean customers in late 1990. The company's products. 
grouped into four major product lines. ran,e in size from toaster ovens to trash compactors. 

Manqement feels that Ocean is in a position to benefit from the economy's impro\'ement, noting that 
eamin,s have increased each year over the past three years despite the recession. The company hu never 
received a qualified audit opinion in its past sixteen years of operations, and last year's audit produced no 
si,nificant adjustinl entries. 

Qwncuhjp. Ocean Manufacturinl's stock trades fairly actively over the counter in re,ional markets. 
Andrew Cole, the founder of the company, is President and Chairman of the Board and is also the larlest 
shareholder (2215). Other major shareholders are Stephanie Andrews. hi. sister, who is on the Board of 
Directors, and Richard U"ea. an attorney. Each owns 615 of the oulSWldin, shares. Another 14$ of 
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shares outstandinl are owned by various employees who have acquired stock Ihrouah bonuses and the 
company :OUl-;k·purchase plan. No employee individually owns more than 2 ~ except the Vice· President, who 
owns4~. 

Mangcmcnt. Andrew Cole, Presldem, has a BBA and, as the founder, has worked ill all levels of 
the business. Theodore Jones, company Controller, has an MBA and seems knowledaeable about the EDP 
system. He has been with the company six years as controller. Jack Zachery, Vice-President, has an MBA 
and almost 12 years of experience in the industry, includinl seven years at Ocean. Mr. Zachery, who is 
principally in charge of the company's daily operations, meets weekly with the President, Mr. Cole. The 
internal auditor reports directly to Cole. 

ACSQUDlinl " Control Sntcms. The company has a reasonably up-to-date and integrated central 
computerized accountinl system, on which :ue maintained inventory, accounts receivable, payroll, and the 
general ledaer. The computer also prepares monthly invoices, a monthly print-out of the aeneral ledger, a 
monthly lIinl of accounts receivable, and other manaaement reports. Payroll, purchases, sales, receivables. 
etc. are all handled on the company's central system. Each of the company's three manufacrurinl plants has 
a computer system to account for inventories. These systems ate connected to me central sysrem, which is 
relularly updated. 

From a brief discussion with Ocean's Controller and a review of the predecessor auditor's 
woril:papers, it appears that the control system is reasonably desilned and implemented. Last year's review 
by the predecessor auditor resulted in no sianiticam control system recommendations. However, the panner 
in charae has indicated that you should Il9I rely on tests of internal controls to reduce substantive procedures 
since this will be the first time your farm has audited this client. An understandina of the system of internal 
controls will, of course, need to be acquired in order to comply with OMS. You have received assurances 
that manqement will cooperate with any requests for information and with any needed adjustments. 

Assoun" Resciyable Cash "Ipvenmrjes. The sales/receivables system handles a volume of from 
1,900 to 2,400 transactions per month includinl sales and payments on account. The company has about 
1.200 active credit customers. The six larlest customers currently account for about IS~ of accounts 
receivable, while the remainder of the accounts ranae from SI,SOO to S32,OOO and averaae around 58,000. 
From an examination of an AIR lIinl schedule prepared by the internal auditor, it appears that the allowance 
account is adequare. The personnel in charp of cash receipCI and disbursemerUs seem competent and well
trained. 

Inventory is apparemly well·handled, with overstocks and obsolescence being rare and usually minor, 
and the personnel manqinl inventory and handlinl relared transactions seem competent. The company uses 
a fairly standard form of job-order costinl to accumulate costs for its four major product lines. Finished 
loads and in-process inventories are orlanized and well·protected. 

General Informatjon. The company's facilities are all located in an outlyinl area of your city, and 
consist of a larle warehouse, three manufacturinl plants, and a small, centrally located office building. All 
of the buildinas are within four miles of the administrative offices. Only the company's top executives and 
general staff are located at the office buildinl-the rest of the manaaement team members have offices within 
the plants with which they are direcdy involved. 



Ocean Manufacturing, Inc. 
Balance Sheets as of December 31. 1990-1992 

(In Thousands) 

CURRENT ASSETS 
Cash 

ASSETS 

Accounts Receivable (Net of Allow.) 
Raw , In-~rocess Inventories 
Finished G~ods Inventories 
Other current assets 

Total Current Assets 

PROl?ERTY. PLANT. &. EQU!PMENT 
Less accumulated depreciation 

Net Pl?'E 

OTHER ASSETS 
Deferred Income Taxes 
Other noncurrent assets 

Total Other Assets 

TOTAL ASSETS 

1992 

3,008 
8,435 

11,907 
5,408 
1,286 

30,045 

48,971 
11,199 

37,772 

714 
1,217 

1.931 

$69,748 

1991 

2.172 
7.936 

10.487 
4.844 
1,628 

27,067 

46,664 
9,009 

37,655 

547 
1. 555 

2.102 

S66.824 

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 
CURRENT LIABILITIES 

Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Current portion of long-term debt 
Income tax payable 
Other Current Liabilities 

Total Current Liabilities 

LONG-TERM DEBT 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 

SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 
Common stock (10,000,000 shares auth. 
Additional paid-in capital 
Retained earnings 

Total Shareholders' Equity 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 

10.574 
3.536 

865 
872 

15.847 

15.324 

31.1"11 

10.675 
5.388 

22.513 

38.576 

$69.748 

9.653 
3.054 

565 
848 

14.120 

17.234 

31. 354 

10,675 
5.388 

19,407 

35.470 

$66.824 

141 

1990 

1. 692 
6.621 

10.685 
7.687 
L 2315 

39,:'-;: 
7, C 51 

32.120 

S61.::~ 

12.310 
2.899 

295 
?69 

l6.492 

11,6-:' 5 

28. >58 

10.675 
5. ~ 6 8 

;'6.a86 

32.9';9 

S61.11~ 



Ocean Manufacturing, Inc. 
Statement of Earnings for Years Ended December 31, 1990-1992 

(I n Thousands) 

Sales 
Cost of Sales 

Gross Profit 

Operating Expenses: 

Operating Income 

Interest expense 
Provislon for income taxes 

Net Earnings 

1992 

S110.614 
71.125 

39.489 

32. 631 

6.858 

1.226 
2.421 

S3.212 

Ocean Manufacturing. Inc. 

1991 

S104.026 
69,177 

34.849 

28,607 

6,242 

1, 474 
2.247 

S2.521 

Statement of Retained Earnings 

Balance. Beginning of year 
Cash dividends paid 
Net earnings for year 

Balance, end of year 

1992 

S19.407 
( 105) 

3.:12 

$22,513 

S16.986 
a 

2.521 

S19,407 

142 

1391J 

S92.335 
63.8"' : 

28.965 

24.60 : 

4. 3':; 3 

.. j ,:' 

:. 593 

Sl~.a:5 

2 .,." .. . 
S16.886 



Ocean Manufaaurin, Audit Case 
(High Environmental Complexity Venion) 
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This case has been prepared to represent a real audit situalion. After readin, the information given 
about the client, includin, fmancial swements, you will be asked to provide input relatin, to this case 
regardin, 1) bud,eted slaffin, assi,nments, 2) minimum experience levels of personnel performina various 
IaSks, and 3) assessment of planninl-sllP mareriality. The cue ha been kept brief to facilitate completion. 
If information which you would normally use in performin, these tasks is missina, please complete the case 
anyway, assumin, that the miss in, information would not indic:ar.e anythin, out of the ordinary. 

Ocean Manufacturina, Inc., a publicly·held manufacturer of small to medium-size home appliances. 
is a new audit client for your ftrm. Ocean has been audited by a medium-sized reaional accountina finn for 
the past 12 years. As the company has increased in size, manqement has considered enillina an audit firm 
with a national reputation, and decided that this was the year to make the chanle. The switch is not a result 
of a disaareement or problem with the predecessor auditor. 

Audit Cgmpletion Regujrcmcnu 
Your audit firm has been enlaled to issue an opinion on the fmancial swernents of Ocean 

Manufacturing for the year ended December 31, 1992, which will be prepared in·house by Ocean. It is now 
December 20, 1992, :me! no interim work hllS been done beyond Ihat which is reflected by the information 
presented in this case. Inventories at the company's four main production and warehousina facilities will be 
counted successively on the 29th and 30th of December. The Board of Directors would like the audit repon 
to be presented no later than March 31, 1993. To meet this deadline, the repon must be in printing by 
approximately March 20, 1993. The engllement IIreemem with the finn specifies that you are not to rely 
materially on client personnel to assist in preparina schedules, etc., a1thou'" you can count on them to provide 
access to data and information needed in the ordinary course of the audit. 

Bilk Enyjmnmcnl" 'palmi Syucm 
You have gathered the followina information on Ocean's control system and risk environment from 

a tour of the plant facilities, a brief discussion with the company controller, and a review of last year's 
workin, papers ,eneratcd by the previous auditor. Please I:Isume that aM prevailina,eneral economic 
conditions apply for purposes of this audit case. 

The home 'Dplian"' industry. The domestic home appliances industry continues to grow at a 
moderate pace. The industry consists of several manufacturers (both domestic and forei,") who sell to a large 
number of wholesale and retail outlets. Thou'" responsive to technolo,ical chaRIe, product marketability 
tends to be fairly stable. Retail outlets are served by both wholesale and manufaaurer representatives. 

Ot;ean ManuflSlUriOI (DSQrporp:l. Ocean is a company with about S70 million in total assets, SilO 
million in sales revenue, and S3.2 million in net profit in 1992. The company has not attempted to expand 
agaressively or to move into new product lines. Rather, it has concentrated on maintainina a steady rate of 
growth by providin, reliable products within a moderate to low price ran,e, and by ,radually expanding from 
a r~3ional to a nalional market. Ocean's sales are made mostly in small batches to individually-owned 
appliance stores, thou'" the company has, over the last few years, bepn to supply six national retailers as 
well. Three of these lar,er retailers became Ocean customers in late 1990. In order to handle the increased 
sales, Ocean has sipificandy expanded its manufacturinl capacity over the last two years. The company's 
products, lrouped into four major product lines, ran,e in size from toaster ovens to trash compactors. 

Thou'" shaken by recem manqement turnover and by serious on,oin, problems with the company's 
new accountin, system, manqement feels that Ocean is in a position to benefit from the economy's 
improvement, nolin, that earninas have increased each year over the past three years despite the recession. 
The company has never received a qualified audit opinion in its rut sixteen years of o~r=icns, and hut year's 
audit produced no significallt adjustina entries. 

Ownership. Ocean Manufaaurin,'s stock trades fairly actively over the counter in regional markets. 
Andrew Cole, the founder of the company, is President and Chairman of the Board and is also the laraes' 
shareholder (22.). Other major shareholders are Stephanie Andrews, his sister, who is on the Board of 
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Directors, and Richard LiDea, an aItOmey. Each owns 6. of the outstandin, shares. Another 14. of shares 
outstandin, are owned by various employees wIIo have acquired stock Ihrouah bonuses and the company stock
purchase plan. No employee owns more than 2. except the newly hired vice-president, wIIo owns 4 •. 

MWUDIIN. The lIIIIIIIemelll situllion is uJUetlJed. In October of this year, the company 
experienced si,nificant manaaement turnover when both the vice-president and Ihe controller quit to take jobs 
in other cities. The turnover wu not the result of any apparent conflict or other manaaement problem. A. new 
vice-president was hired in November, and a controller early Ihis month. Jack Zachery, the new V.P., has 
an MBA. and almost 12 years of experience in the industry. Theodore Jones, the new company Controller, 
has Iiale experience as a controller, and seems somewhat confused and frustrated with the company's new EDP 
system. Andrew Cole, President, has a BBA and, as the founder, has worked at all levels of the business. 
Mr. Zachery, wIIo is principally in char,eofthe company's daily operalions, meeu weekly with the President. 
Mr. Cole. The internal auditor reporu directly to Cole. 

Accoynting " Comrol Systeml. The company switched to a new inte,rated central accountin, system 
in early 1992, on which are maintained inventory, accounts receivable, payroll, and the ,eneralledger. The 
computer also prepares monthly invoices, 3 !t\Qnthly print-out of Ihe ,eneral led,er, a monthly aging of 
accounts receivable, and other manaaement reporu. Payroll, purchases, sales, receivables, etc. are all handled 
on the company's central system. Each of the company's three rnanufacturin, plants has a computer system 
to account for inventories, usin, a fairly ~mplicated, hybrid form of process-costin,. These systems are 
connected to the central system, wIIich is reaularly updated. 

The transition to the new system throupout the past year had been handled mainly by the former 
controller. Unfortunately, the transition has not gone smoodlly, and the company is still struulin, to modify 
the new system to tit its needs, to retrain its accountin, staff, and to adapt the company's accounting controls 
to better complement the system. Serious problems still exist in inventory trackin, and cost accumulation, 
receivables billin, and lIin" payroll deductions, payables balances, and balance sheet account classifications. 
Unfortunately, the company's old accountin, system has not been run in parallel since April, and during 
several one-week periods throuahOut the year, conventional audit trails were not kept intact due to errors by 
untrained personnel. The audit trails can be reconstructed, but with considerable difficulty. The company's 
accountin, staff and manaaement are both frustrated with the situation, because, amon, other problems, 
intemalmanaaement reporu, inventory completion reporu, and receivables bill in,s are often late and 
inaccurate, and several shippin, deadlines have been missed. Thoup Ocean's problems are somewllat 
difficult, especially in view of the recent controller chan,e, the accounts are auditable. 

The partner in charge has indicated thll you should JJQI rely on tests of internal controls to reduce 
substantive procedures since this will be the fll'st time your farm has audited this client. An understanding of 
the system of internal controls will, of course, need to be acquired in order to comply with GMS. You have 
received assurances thll manaaement will cooperate with any requests for information and with any needed 
adj.lstments. 

Aecoynu Recejyable Cub "Inyemgrjel. The sales/receivables system handles a volume of from 
1.900 to 2,400 transactions per monlh includin, sales and payments on account. The company has about 1.200 
active credit custOmers. The six lar,est customers currendy account for about IS~ of accounts receivable. 
while the remainder of the ICCOUftts ran,e from SI,SOO to S32,OOO and averaae around $8,000. From an 
examination of an AIR qin, schedule prepared by the internal auditor, it appears thai the allowance account 
is adequate. The personnel in dlup of cash receiptS and disbursements seem competent and well-trained. 

Finished ,Pods inventories are or,anized and well-protected, wIIile in-process invenrories are somewhat 
less oraanized. The company uses a complicated hybrid form of process-costin, to accumulate inventory costs 
IIId to account for interdepartmental in-process inventory transfers for its four major product lines. 

General InfQrmalion. The company's facilities are all located in an oudyin, area of your city, and 
consist of a lar,e warehouse, three manufacturin, plants, and a small, centrally located office build in,. All 
of the buildinp are widlin four miles of Ihc adminisUaaive offices. Only the company's top executives and 
general staff are tocared II the office buildin,-the rest of the manqemeM team memben have offices within 
the plants with whidl they are directly involved. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

fABI.l This pan of the questionnaire relates to stafrJIIg the Ocean Mfg. audit. A breakdown by audit area 
is listed down the left side of the following pqe. Please complete the schedule by indicating the npcc;tcd 
aauI number of audit hours to be spent in each audit area by personnel of the experience level(s) appropriate 
to perform those procedures for the Ocean Mfg. audit. Assume that audit personael with previous 
exposure to .aaulliduriDl dieall an available 'or this audit at aU experience levell. In other words, 
ignore any staffJIIg shortages you might face at your local office, and assume there is no shortage of persoMel 
at any level to staff the audit. However, keeping in mind thal it is more costly to use personnel with greater 
experience, please make your budget reflect how you would staff the Ocean audit to achieve both effectiveness 
and efficiency in the use of human resources. 

Please aUoc:ate supervision/review time by audit ana as requested OD abe sllilllDl sheet. This may entail 
a different kind of breakdown than you are accustomed to making, but please do the best you can to provide 
this level of detail. Include any time budgeted for analytical review procedures in each substantive audit area. 

The total hours you list should equal total audit hours actually expected for the Ocean Manufacturing audit. 
Please make your responses reflect the number of hours you would exped abe audit to actually take. 
Remember thal you are planning not to rely on internal controls. Assume that you are the manager on the 
audit. 

The schedule printed on the following Pille is set up so you can conveniently enter the number of hours in 
each audit area separately for perfonnance and supervision/review by auditors of appropriate experience 
levels. Obviously, you do Dot Deed to eata' hours lor auditors 01 every experience level listed across the 
top. Enter hours only for the personnel you would plan to use in executing an audit like the one described 
in the case. 

The last column in the schedule is labeled " Ch' in 2Dd y-. In this column, for each audit area please 
estimate in percentile terms how audit hours would typically change in the client's 2ad year audit (separately 
for performance of procedures and supervision/review). For example, if you would expect an X II increase 
or decrease in hours for pedormaac:e of 'Cash-Substantive Procedures' from the 1st year audit, you would 
enter a + or - X" in the appropriate box in the last column of the staffing sheet. Similarly, if you would 
expect an X" chanp in the number ofhoun for supehisioa/review of 'Cash-Substantive Procedures' from 
the 1st year audit, you would enter a + or - XII in th. boll. While these figures may be difficult to estimate 
with accuracy, please give a rough guess, assuming a typical fint-year outcome for the type of client 
described in the case. 

The following abbreviations for auditor titles are used throughout the questionnaire. If the listed titles differ 
from the titles used in your rltlll, please complete the questionnaire utilizing the titles listed below which 
correspond to the equivalent ranks in your firm. The subscripts you wiD see am to these titles on 
subsequeat pqeI refer to abe Dumber 01 years 01 experieDce in that rank (e.g. SI.% .. Stafi with one to 
twO years experience u a staff auditor, SrGoI = Seniorwith less than one year of Cllperience as a Senior, etc.). 

S .. Staff 
Sr .. Senior 
M .. Manaaer 
SM .. Senior Manaaer 
p .. Parmer 

Please dOD't COIIlIIIUDicate with other respoadeats c:aac:erainl the case uatil after you and they have 
fiDished rlDial out the questioaaaire. This paae should be detacbed before abe Rve pages coataininl 
your respoases are retuned. 'I1Iaak you! 
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bo..J1 PIcaIc wmplctc Ibis plIIc by indiQlina what you Ibink would be die ....... level of elperience necessary 10 effectively (I) perform and (2) 
supervise/review die cub liSICd lor die Oc:a. MaMI' ....... G;:dil. Mike Ibc asscssmcnlS asswnin& Iypical abilily levels. and modera prior experience wilh 
manuflClUrin& clienls for IUdirors II all levels. Respond by cirdin:. one eap.rience level for !he performance and one for !he supervisioalreview of cadi wi 
(see by II boaom of pile). If supervisioalreview would occur II .non: Ihan one level. ple.uc indicllc by circlina alllIJPIlIpriaIc levels in !he supervise/review 
column, 1be cub may not be IiIIed in !he orela' in wbicb you w.'I!1d normally perform diem in your fum, 
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- ....... AMilIN..-
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pan IY-Biomghie' PM (Note: To IIIIiIItaiII coafideD&illily, pi ... do DOt wrill your liliiii on Ibis quellioDlllirI. 
RIIUIII will be • CODftdaIIIII l1li will be rtpOrtId ollly ia...... PI ... COIIIIII" lIIisform ollly _ you bave 
compleced III. CIII, IIId pi ... do DOt clllql your napo ... 011 die CIII aftIr compilliq lIIis queatiolllllite). Before 
loiq on, pi ... iDdlcall bow 10111 it took you 10 lIIIIyze IIId compl .. III. foraolq CIII: __ mlDutee. 

l. PI ... iDdlclla bow lDIDy IOtII yean of aperilDCl iD audltiq you bavl, IIId ICIPfOllimalely bow DIlDy monlbs 

2. 

you baY. beld ... nDIt listed below (or equiv .... ): yean 1OtII. 
:.11K: -TInw in QrwI,- CMg.> 
Staff 
SeDior 
Supervisor (lD-cbarle SeDior) 
Maaaaer 
SeDior Mlllller 

How lonl bav. you worked at 1111 office wbere you are curremJy 10CIIId: ____ years. 

3. How many dma bave you been directly involved willi uit c11eu11 III. are fairly similar in size and risk to die 
one described iD 1111 case? audill. How lDIDy IUdIIi of manufaauriDl firms? audits. 

4. Approllimalely bow many audit cJleou iD manufacturiq iDdUl1ri.oo. your office bave? ____ clients. 

5. Approllimately bow many IUdlt professionals arl lbere iD your office. each level listed below? 
Staff 
Senior 
Supervisor (lD-cbar11 Senior) 
MIDIIII' 
Senior Mlllller 
Parmer 

6. Please iDdlClle your IIIIwen 10 dli followiDl qIIIItioDS by c:irclinl dli appropriate response: 
(a) How ""nIIIIIalive of a "real-world" audit sceurio do you coDSlcler your responses 10 lbe case to be? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Not R",nIIIIIalivl Very Representative 

(b) GiveD ilia die case was iDteDtionally kepc brief, bow would you rate die adequacy of the information 
liVID for PUrpoMl of c:ompIlIiq die qIIIIdoDDaiII1 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Not ... 1 adequate Very Adequate 

(c:) To whit ateat .. uitDn ia your firm apeclld 10 adhere 10 die firm's esublisbed audit approacll in 
die abseDc:e of UDUIIIII cifounataDcAs? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Not apecIId ... I Stronlly Ellpected 

(d) To whit ateat did your firm's ia-bouse lUdit lIIIl«ials iaftUIDCl your responses 10 Ibe questionnaire? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Not ... I Very Mucb 

(e) How compla would you consider 1111 audit sc:eDIrio in 1111 case relatiVI 10 most ordinary audits? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Not ... 1 compllll Very Complell 

(f) To whit ateat would you bavl 10 modify your fInD'. uit fleid-aidl (1.1. cltecklists, questionnaires, 
pre-prialld audit Proplllll, decision tool., etc.) for lIIem 10 be directly applicable 10 lbe described audit 
scenario? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
No Modiflc:alion EIlteDSive Modification 
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(J) How similar w. filliq ouc die IIafft.q III .. 10 die way you ordillarily bud,. lUff lIIipmalll? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 • 9 10 

Not • all similar PRay Muell die Simi 

(b) Could die aperieacelevel of die staff be reduced on Ibe 0ceaD audit ia subsequeal years? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 • 9 10 

Simi aperieace level. Oready reduced experience levels 

(i) Specify a raD,e UOUDd your !DtaI bud,~ audit boun (ia Part n withia wbiell you would be h1pl, 
conn ... lb. Ibe IClUaI lime used for the 0ceaD audit would fall. 
At least total audit houn, to almost total audit houn. 

7. Please eIIect .11 stalllllelllS below whiell you couider to be true: 
Dellia, with sllfftll, requiremeats for aa audit is • routlae wk. 
My firm routiaely quutiftes overall materiality levels for plllllliq pwposes. 
I frequeatly refer to my firm's auditpidaace duriq die course of aa audit. 
I've wurked on aa audit wbiell b. beeII die subjec& of IClUII/tbrealllled Iitiplion ia the last three years. 
Widlia the last five yean I blVe audited a ell_ complDY wbiell is 110 lonaer .,oia, concern. 

8. Please iadicare your qreemeatJdisqreemellt to die followiq stIlIIIIeIlII by circlia, die appropriale response (SO 
,. Stron,ly Disa&ree, 0 • Disqree, d • Somewhat disqree, N • Neutral, a • Somewbal qree, A :II Agree, 
SA • Stron,ly Agree) or by markin,. poiat bOeea possible rllpOlIIII: 

Ca) Time bud,ets aad time variances are extremely important ia evalualiq performance ia my f\tID. 
SD----D----d----N----a----A----SA 

(b) My firm requires dill all deplllUres from die firm's written auditpidlDce be elplicidy justified. 
SD----D----d----N----a----A----SA 

(c) In my firm. review aad supervision is aimed IIIOre II reviewia, die reasonableness of judgments made 
Ibaa eIIeckin, the accuracy of wks completed. 

SD----D----d----N----a----A----SA 

(d) In my elperieace, one audit seems very similar to Ibe nat ia tenIII of Wks aad pnx:edures performed. 
SD----D d N----a----A----sA 

(e) My firm stron,ly encourages use of the ftrm's practlce aids, decision tools. dC. (e.,. statistical packa&es, 
pre-prilad audit propIIDI. qulltioaaainl, eIIeckliau. dC.) in almosc every audit, 

SD----D d N----a----A----SA 

(f) To my kDowled,e, all die offices ia my firm are very similar ia their lUdit approaclles aad ia the eltent 
10 wbiell die firm's tw:itl'lidaace materials aad practice aids are IClUIIly used ia practice. 

SD----D----d----N----a----A----SA 

(J) The sceaario described ia die case represealS I client wi1b • fairly complex audit environment. 
SD----D----d----N----a----A----SA 

9. How likely would you be to use specialist(s) 10 complele die audit described ia die case? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 • 9 10 

Not II all likely Very Likely 
If likely, in wbIl areas? l. 2. 3. _______ _ 

10. Did )00II co_lic ... wid! adler r_pondenU COIICIIIIiII die lllllaul:aof die CIM (or your rllpOlllll) before you 
finisbed providiq die requested judgDlelllS? YIN 

PLEASE DON'T fORGET TO RET11RN Illi£l 1118 S ,.AGBS WllICH CONTAIN rOu. IlBSI'ONSBS IN THE 
STAMPED I: ADDIlESSFJ) ENVELOPE. DWfI YOU fOIl YOOIl PAIl11C1PATIONI 
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